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Series Introduction
It _is now widely recogniSed, among Theorists and practitioners alike-, ithat the
traditions that have infcitiffed educational administration as a_field_ of:study: for
several decades ate of only lithited USe in coming to terms with,the complexity
and value-laden nature-of edUCatiOrial ptattice. The sudden politidsation of the
context and conduct of:education has _raiSed iSSUes of immediate import that
cannot be dealt with adequately:by functionalist analysiS or behavioural science.
The Collapse of these theoretical traditions in:educational administtation has
produced a vacuUm into_ which a very haphazard collection of_ intellectual bric-:
a-brac has been sticked. AS a result, both theorists and the practitioners who look
to thernforbelp in an increasingly diStitdered worldare alike in their bewildeTment.
How _can alternative formulations be develciped? How can reliable and relevant
analyses be made?

The series of books of_which this volume is a part isian attempt to explore a
vatiety of intellectual traditions that have, _until now been largeiy ignoredi or
dismissed by educational administrators: Each of the_books is an- attempt to bring
a particular intellectual perspective to bear on the practical problems of admin.--
isterin4 education They are, therefore, diverse in their starting points and in Their
analysis: What they have in cotrimbri, hOwevet, is a rejection of a purely technical,
functionalist approach to educational administration, and a commitment to a
critical and reflexive considerationbf educational practice.

iThe ideas presented in the introductory_essaysare necessarily an encapsulation
Of arguments thati have developed and are developing more fully elseWhere. In
order toassist readers tb participate in these developments, selected_readingsare
attached to each paper, and an ariribtated bibliography of key works is provided.
We hope that the publication of thiS StrieS will encourage others to joina necessary
exploration of alternative perspectives in edUtational administration. Such explo-
ration is long overdue:

Course team chairman
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Educational administraAlon as a technology of
control
The Separatien Of administrative and educational
concerns
Educational administration is a technology of control. Thepreoccupations
of administrators, at least as they are rcpresented in textbooks and training
programs are- with, for example, management, organisation, authority,
motivation, jobsatisfaction, leadership, decision making, implementation,
communication, co-ordination, supervision, evaluation, efficiency, effec-
tiveness aczountability, and power (see Hoy and Miskel 1982, as a typical
example). The theoretical frameworks within which such preoccupations
are located have -equally revealingnames:axiomatic theory, general system
theory, bureaucracy theory, compliance theory, contingency theory, social
system theory, motivation=hygiene theory, expectancy theory (see _Silver
1983). The technology associated with such conceptualisations of man-
agement and control is represented through such organiting systems as
Planning, Programnring and Budgeting Systems (pPBS); Program Evalu-
ation and Review Technique (PERT); Management Information Systems
(MIS); Management by Objectives (MBO); operations research, produc-
tivity research, systems research; and simulations studies (see Wise 1979).
The concepts, the theories, and the organising systems are a clear indi-
cation ofn preoccupation with control that is endemic to the occupation.
As Wolcott remarksof the administrators he studied, 'the essence of being
a good technocrat is to exert controPkWolcott 1977, p. 159).

If the preoccupation of administrators (as well asofadministrative theor-
eticians) is the exercising of control, then one might reasonably ask, control
over what or, more likely, over whom? The aro ver, according to Hoy and
Miskel, is simple and uncontroversial:

When teachers join a-school organization, they accept the formal
authority relation. They agree within_ certain limits to follow direc-
rives that administrators issue. In_ short, they enter into contractual
agreements in which they sell their promises to obey commands tHoy
and Miskel 1982, p. 124).
In _case this should be thought too stark a definition of the situation, they

go on to argue, following Barnard (1938), that formal authority iS insuf=
ficient to ensure control, thus 'only when the authority of leadership iS
combined with the authority of position will superiors be effective in in-
ducing subordinates to comply with directives' (Hoy and Miskel 1982;
p. 125). Administrators must therefore tap that

informal authority fthatj arises from the loyalty that the superior
commands from group _members. The significance of subordinate
loyalty to superiors seems clear. Administrators who command sub-
ordinate loyalty seem ta have a distinct advantage in enlarging their
authority base (Hoy and Miskel 1982, p. 125).
The picture seems quite clear. Organisations (and, by extension, edu-

cational organisations such as schools) are systems of hierarchically or-
dered positions in which administrators exercise control through a
combination of their formal positional authority and their personal re;
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lationS in order to enlarge their authority base_The first_ principle of ad-
eliniStrativelife, according to Hoy and Miskel; appears to be that the primary
task of administrators is to increase their control over subordinates;

,Avick look at the focus of their diStiiSSion of prinCipals, teachers and
students supports_ such a conclusion. PrintipalS: dre preoccupied with
authority; decision making; leadership, and teacher relatibriS; teachers.

with job incentives; jobsatisfaction; workmotivation; loyalty to pri nti pals,
and principal relations. Students are discussed under the headings _of
alienation. performance, and control. The Weltanschauung of adminis-
tration is complete; _the ideology of dominance and submission is clear;

The purpose of_all this hierarchy ayid -control iS however, singularly
obscure. Despite the apparent interitiOn Of typical teictS such as Hoy and
Miskel {1_982) and Silver (_1983) to outline a theory of edUeotionol adMin-
istration (the word educational does. after all, figure prominently in the
titles) neither book add7esses a single educational idea. One can search
hoth index and text for discussions of such central educationatconcepts
as claSsroom, curriculum evziluation, examination; instruction; knowl-
edge, learning, pedagogy subject-Matter, teaching, orlesting without suc-
cess. Not one ishsted. Not one is discussed. The Separation of administrative
theory from educational concerns is as complete aS it is Unacknowledged.

The historical roots of the administrative sOttlement
The historical roots of Ihis separationhe in a conception of educational
administration that followed the conjunction of three_social movements
during the decades spanning the turn of the twentieth century; themunici-
pal reform movement: occupational professionalisation; and the cult of
efficiency. Although this conceptien WaS an AtheriCan development; it
profoundly influenced the development of ethitational adthinistration
elsewhere._

The municipal reform movement was essentially an attempt to ebti
solidate the power of business andindustrial _elites in the governance of
public. affairs. It depended on the amalgamation of small public enterprises
(such as schools and small school diStriCtS) into large, hierarchically_or-
dered. and centrally directed corporate SySteMS. AS Burnham (1965) has
suggested:

By the decade of the 1920's this new regime and business control
over public policy . were consolidated The functional result
... Was the conversion of a fairly democratic regime into a rather
broadly based oligarchy (Burnham 1965. p. 23)
As Tyack and Hansot observe _of the impaict of the municipal reform

movement in education, the administrative changes that were involved
Often blocked the political channela by WhiCh the cities working-class
and ethnic communities had traditiOnally McpresSed their political
interests in education, In the process they also enhanted the power
of _cosmopolitan elites_ (Tyack and Hansot 1982. p. 107).
ThiS Was. of course. the whole point of the movement_; for 'ratione

svstems of corporate management and control could only be implemented
if minority political interests could be eiccliided from the processes of
decision making:
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The goal of such-structural changes in urban schooLgovernance was
to turn controversial political issues formerly decided by _large
numbers of elected representatives Oh ward and central coMmittees

into matters for administrative discretion to be decided by experts
claiming objettiVity. This was; of course;_notlepoliticizatton at all:
it was another forth of politics; one_in which authority rested not on
representativeness or participation but on expertise (Tyack and Hail=
sot 1982; p. 107-8).

The need of Such corporate structures both for expeitise andformiddle-
level managers whose corporate loyalty -was dependable arid whctse ex-
pertise &Add be Sanctified through certification by institutes of higher
learning Wet coincidental 'with the emergence_of male-dominated pit-
fessional_associations in education, as elsewhere. The rise of -profession;
alism based-upon the developinent of occupational hierarchies was the
second critically_important social itiOvement. _ _

EkCupational professionalisation WAS Central_ to the deVelopment _of a
technology of control; As Csllahan (1962), Bledstein(1976), and Larson
(1977) have Shoikrti, the rise of educational administration as a profession
was based tipOri both_ the separation of conception from execUtiOn hi the
world of work (see BitiVerman 1974) and the separation within the et=
cupation of upwardly niebile rural male adminisaators from classroom
teachers (the overwhelming Majority of whom were femaley. The sepa=
ration of the: 'profession! of educational administration front the occu-
patiOniif teething wasachieved through a variety of instittitional structures
including the newly established professionalassociations, newly initiated
university _pi-teams, neWly developed foundation support, and a heirly
established rietWerk Of influentials who exploitedthe resources Of assoti-
ations; universities, foundationS, and school districts to further the- aims
and influence of what came tO be kiloWn as 'the educational trust' (Tyack
and_ Hansot 1982; p; 109).

The educational trust was founded upon, supported by; and ultimately
shaped through, the vision and the rhetoric of business:

From 1890 to 1930, no other laygroup hadas much impact tin publit
education as did biiiiiiessmen . . . Businessmen_were_active ih the
political movement tO abolish Ward school boards and to_refashion
urIlan systems on the corporate triodeh they and their wives _pushed
hard for such reforms as vocational schooling and thelindergarten;
they seetied -- together with,professiorial people disprePortion-
ately ori -city:school boards;_they lavishly supported educatibnal re-
search and Odtitational campaigns . . --and their language, techniques
and ideology pernieated the new 'science' of educational manage-
ment (ryack and Hdhabt 1982, p. 110).
The new science of educational ManageMent was legitimated by the third

social movement that is;_by the ideological commitinent to the appli-
cation of _Science and technology to social affairs. The whole point rif the
effort to develop effitient structures of corporate management on the orie
hand, and the prefeational expertise of the educationaltrust on the other,
was to combine them intd a scientifically-based'_ process of human en=
gineering that would realise a particular vision of the social order:

10
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BeP eying that the basicstructure of society was just and progressive,
the new leaders thought they knew haw_to bring about a smoothly
running,:socially efficient, stable social order in which educationwas
a major form of social engineering. Society would control its own
evolution through schooling; prOfessional Management would re-
place politics; _science would replace religion and Custom as sources
of authority; and_experts would adapt education tb the transfottned
conditions of modern corporate_life Theexperts would run every=
thing to everyone's benefit (Tyack and Hansot 1982; p. 107).

The cult of efficiency, which eventhated froth the Combination of these
social movements, was, as Dewey predicted and Callahan (1962) has docu-
mented, to_have disastrous effects on education. DeWey Warned as early
as 1902 thaVit is easy to fall into:the_ habit of regarding the MetharrieS
of school organization and administration- as something comparatively
external and indifferent to edircational ideale (1902; pp; 22-3). But the
separation of technology from ideelOgy was precisely what the social ef-
ficiency movement was designed to produce. _

The municipal reform movement WaS largely successfirl in replacing
local political structures, through which wotking=clasS and ethnic mi-
norities pursued their interests in educational Wiles, With CentraliSed
corporate management structures; dominated by the cosmopolitan elites
of the educational trust. Moreover, the educational trust was largly com-
posed of social engineers who, although they

were quite_ clear about their assessment of social and educational
needs; ._. . were less clear about the philosophical premises of their
values or the political process by which priorities shoilld be- Sit.
Somehow the assemblage of facts would speak for itself. Their faith
in Science as objective measurement coupled with their_contempt
for earlier 'armchair theorizing about educational purposes as mere
opinion, tended to simplify Or eVen eliMinate issues of ethical choice
for them [Tyack and Hansot 1982, 0. 156).

The effect was to_ replace democracy with oligarchy and the consider-alien
of educational interests and ideals with debate over the efficiency and
effectiveness of a: technology of contra.

AsiCallahan (1952) has shown, the effects oneducation were frequently
unsatisfactory, for the:rhetoric of birSineSS effiCiefity in education _was
powerless to confront three major problems. FirttlY, eVen were the school
to be treated as a factory, the 011tptit Wag all but impossible to measure.
Secondly, universal agreement over the goals of schooling was imposSible
to achieve. Thirdly; the conmections between input; process, and output
Were decidedly ambiguous. These problems; as Dewey (1899) suggested,
arose from the nature of education ash social and culturalactivity in:which
means and ends were closely relathd. Deintitratic ends could notbe achieved
bytechnical means. A democratic educationSyStern Could not be achieved
if planning were separated from execution, if managernent Were divorced
from practice. But the administrative progressive& of the educational trite
were unreflective about such issues. 'Tht.ly wanted to use research for re;
forth in education and_ society within a _framework of privilege and values
they rarely questioned' (Tyack and Hansot 1982; p. 156);

L 1 1
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The integration of these three social movements the municipal reform
movement, the occupational professionalisation of the educational trust,
and the legitimating rhetoric of the cult of efficiency formed the basis
for a political settlement that has dominated educational administration
in the United States of America for nearly a century.

Contemporary advocates of the tectinkaA tradition
The resurgenceof interest in social engineering following:theSecond- World
War brought ahout a renewed interest:in the educational_application of
!scientific theoriesofa social arid hehaviciural kind (see_Cunningham,Ilack
anclNystrand 1977). But these views cif educational administration,whether
in _their post-war form or in their more COntemporary =representation:by
authors:such as_floy and Miskel (1982) or -SilVer (1983), are: reMarkable
not for their rentegration of educational and administrative diactitirse, but
for their continued_ pursuit_ of the_ ideals of a_ century=old tradition _a
tradition-that attempts to mutepolitical debate over _educational _interests
and:ideals-among local intereat groups and to substitute the institution-
alisation of a technology:of edricational prochibtion:and control serving
the interests of cosmopolitan and profeSSionaliSedigites.
_ Silver; for instance, endorses the technical lprOfeSSibnal approach as
follows:

What is needed to advance the:field_ of educational administration
to the status of a mature applied profession is the systematic_use of
theories:to generate knowledge:about the improvement _ofipractice

rheuse of clear-cut, quantifiable, and Sticially endorsed criteria
by which_ ta judge:administrative SUCcaSS (Stiiderit Ontcomes in re-
lation_to stated_goals) would enable the research COmmunity to de-
termine systematically whether/he practical-implications of theories
do in faCt help toirnproVe practice foi the absence of demonstrably
useful technical knowledge about how to enhancestudents' learning
is-one of the most serious shortcomings of the profession of edu-
cational administration (SilVer 1983, pp. icitrxv).

Elements of a radkal critique
There are numerous problemsassociated with this techtfical/profeasional
aproach to educational administrittion._Two in particular are Of funda-
mental importance. Filstly, the model of science to which the tradition
appeals for a justification of its activities is a serious misrepresentation
of-the methodology of science arid the growth 6f knowledge._Secondly;
the model_ of humanity, politics, and ScitiOtk Containediin this adminis-
trative tration_ialundamentally opposed to the printiples of equality,
liberty, and democracy;
-__ The consensus model of science employed by the inheritors of the et:
ficiency -movement is essential to the attempt to deny-ethical, political,
and aesthetic contitiveray by treating inCh debates as technical problems
to be solved by cosmopolitan ëliteS thitiiigh the mechanisms of social
engineering.
As Michael Apple suggests:

Most advanced corporate sociefies seem to transform their ethical,

72
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politic:. and aesthetic questions.forinstance; into engineering prob-
lems, Profound conflict between opposing ideological_ and _moral
positioas is translated into puzzles to bosolved by the technical ex-
pertise that ia maximized by the tintUral apparatus . When ques=
Honed about the tendency to eliminate tonflitt, or redefine it, and
search for consensus;proponents ofsysterns management procedures
in:education . .. take the position_ that they are merely _trying to be
Stientific about their problems. This is where a basic difficulty lies.
The perspOdive they have of science is notably inaccurate . (Apple
19794. 1191

_ As I have suggested elsewhere (Bates 19800982a) the Model of science
held by the traditional mainstream theorists in educational adminis-
tration is

an inadequate and m:iieeding, eVen ideological; representation of
thP process a science which iS, rather; a process of negotiation
between conyeting claims influenced in itS assumptions by social
and political tactors and subjected to constant aniendthent and change
(Bates 1980; p; 6);

Apple puts the point more strongly:
The history of science and the growth Of indiVidual disciplines has
not proceededby consensus. In fact, moSt important progress in these
fields has been occasioned by intense conflict, both intellectual and
interpersonal, and by conceptual revolution jApple 1979, p. 119).

The misrepresentation of science Contained in the traditions of the cult
of efficiency is :paralleled by the thiStepreSentation, or subordination of
the politicalivalues of liberty, equality,_ and denibtraty.

A conception ofThe justsociety is central to the critique. AS Strike (1982)
suggest& witn regard fa the behaviourist program that lies at the, tbre of
social efficiency and engin-llering in education; what is objectionable about
such ideas is

the assumption that the sttident is completely passive. Education is
conceptualized on a prodtittion niddel. Learning is the product,
teachins is the production process, the child is the tatkr material.
Learning is something_done toithe child whose own values are not
important and whose:cooperstion is not required .-.. A child's re=
sistance to being taught is:understood as a defect in-raw materials.
It is something to be remedLed. It receives none of the consideration
that the wants orinterests of free agents ought to receive. [In this view]
educational rights involve the right to be edifcated Whether one likes
it or not (Strike 1982, pp. 81=2).

However, the problem, as a number of critics have,pointed out, is that
Stich a processproduct conceptualisation of educationisquite functional
for a society that assumes theta large proportion of worke s will have to
engage in work in bureaucratised Settings and be subject: to managerial
systems of control_based upon the separatibn of &inception from execution
and the use of coercive economic controls. As Apple suggests:

By learning how to work for others! preordained soals using others'
preselected behaviors, studenti also learn to function in an increas=
ingly corporate and bureaucratiied society in which the adult roles

1 3
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one is to play arealready sedimented into the social fabric. Each role
haS its own brand of thinking already built intuit, and students-will
feel comfortable playing the-se often relatively alienating roles _only
in so far as they have been taught that this is the proper mode of existing
(Apple 1979; p. 118).

The potential of such a system of e-Itication_tuerode conceptions of liberty
and democracy is considerable, as Strike points out:

A variety of civil rightt and libertieS dependson thinking of persons
as free, active, responsible agentS, and it Will not f mg survive the
intellectual_ habit of conceptualizing humar beha 'r in a passive
language: Indeed_ _the-very idea of pepple having 0401 rights is
linked to what it means to be a_ persom If this is correct, the capacity
for evil in a view that erodes that concept is great (Strike 1982,
pp. 82-3).
The erosion of the ideals of liberty and equality that are fundamental

to the pursuit_of democracy is at the heart of the critique of education
mounted by both liberals_ and_radicals during the past tWci d&cades. For
them the passivity encouraged by mass education is fundamental to the
continuance of inequality; _

It is now a commonplace among both Bberalsanu radicals that education
systems tend to reproduce, rather:than ameliorate; social inequalities; As
PapagianMs, _Klees and Bitkel Point OM:

There is substantiaLempirical evidence supporting the liberal view
that meritocratic allocation_ofsociaLrewards is far fmm-reality in both
the developed and developing world; For example_;_blacks- and feE
males get lower rewards even aftei Cantrolling for the influence of
'relevant characteristics . . . The same is:true with respect to the so-
cioeconomic class background of an indiVidtial . Success in edu-
cational _systems reflects this same race, Sek, and tlass bias . . . and
even educational reforms targeted: at the 'disadvantaged' Often help
the advantaged most ; ; ; (Papagiannis, Klees and Bickel 1992.p. 252).
While liberals have, for the most pad, attempted to revise educational

provision and: selettion to equalUe Opportunity in the:name of fairness;
radical critics have suggested that far more fundaitiental issues are at stake.
In their view,- educati on systems, far from being agencies promoting
equality of opportunity; areiin fact directed to maintaining inequalities'.
Thus the 'real goal of education is not_the "maximisation" of everyone's
potential; but only the potential of the few the elite; or ruling class'
(Carnoy 1972, p. 2).

The questions raised b3i the fadical critics come_to focus on the function
of education systems :in, supporting and promoting inequalities of power
andcontrol through their manageMent of the productionand distribution
ofiknowledge. Not just educational adthiniStration, but education systems
are seen_as _employing technologies of social ecintitil directed towardsre-
producing social inequahties in the interests of elites. The central problem
of this radical critique is that of 'enquiry into the social organitation of
knowledge in educutianal institutions ; ; which_ makes the problems of
control and the organization of knowledge and their interrelations its core
concern' (Young 1971, O. 3).

1 4
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The radical critique, and especially the new sociology of education, was
to reject the taken-for-granted assumption that education was something
best left to the control of experts, and to make the quettiont of control and
of competing interests central to its investigations lf, as I argued earlier .
the purposes of educational administration asa technology of control were
obScure and taken for granted even by its most vocal advocates, the new
sociologists of education were to make such purposes the central focus
of their inquiry into the management of knoWle.dge through education and
the role of education in reproducing social inequalities.

Edircatron and the reproduction of Inequalities
In 1971, _Michael Young edited a volume of readings called Knowledge
and Control_ In-his contributions tO that Volume, Young argued that the
traditional preoccupations of sociologists of education with the input and
output of education systems had led them to take for granted the ways
in which such systems select; organise; and structure knowledge and_make
it available in a systematically discriminatory fashion,_Both_British and
American sociology of education, it was argued had been dominated by

functionalist theory, which .. . pretuppotes at a Very general level
an agreed set of societalvalues or_goals which define both the Selc-
tion _and organization of knowledge in curricula. With one Or tWo
notable exceptions . .. Work in the sociology of education has been
concerned with the 'orgaiiiiatice or_ 'processing of people ; ; and
takes the organization of knoWledge for granted (Young 1971; p; 26);

:Thus the sociology of education, as well as theories Of educational
administration; had largely separated organisational from adtitational
iaanes. Like administrators;

sciciologista seem to have forgotten . . . that education is not a product
like cars and bread, but a selettien and organization from the avail-
able knowledge at a _particular tithe Whith involves conscious or
unconscious choices (Young 1971, p. 24).

The redress of such social amnesia was to be a major preoccupation for
Young and his collaborators, one which asserted that:

1It1shou4d be the central task of the sociology of edneatiOn to relate
these principles of selection and organizatibn that underly curricula
to their institutional and interactional setting in schools and ClaSS-
rooms and to the wider social structure (Young 1971, p. 24).

This tbritrittion was stated even more strongly by Basil Bernstein:
How it society selects, classifies, distribtiteS, tratiathits and evaluates
the educational knowledge it considers public, refWctS both the dis-
tribution of power and the principles of social control. From this point
of view, differences within and changes in the organization, trans=
Mission and evaluation of edticational knowledge should be a major
area of sociological interest (Bernstein 1971, p. 47)

What might be called the management of knoWledge betaMe, therefore,
a central focus for the_ work of the new sociologists of edUtation.

Their work; however; was not directed solely at the role of external
agencies in the shaping of educational knowledge; It was also concerned
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rural transmission- Licrt, p. 47).
Since thepublication of Knowledge and Control (Young 1971),questions

of the selection, organisation, transmission, and evaluadon of knowledge
in_school systems, and of the determination of curricular structure& and
the part they_play in the reproduction of particular cultural systems, have
heen tari up with enthusiasm by sociologists in several parts of the world.
Three_theories in this tradition seem especially important: those of Bour-
dieu, Bernstein, and Bowles and Gintis.

Mtn! BoUrleu: symbolic violence and cultural
reproduction
Pierre Bourdieu and his colleagues at the Centre& Sociologie Europtenne
in Paris have played a major role in developing a theory of cultural_ re-
production that argues that the class divisions of mOdern societies are largely
maintained andlegitimated through the exercise of symbolic violence. Such
symbolic systemsoperate through the distribution and exchange of cul-
tural capital in much the samemay a&economic systems serve to distribute
and exchange economic capital, Within both spheres, the market is the
site of -conflict between dominant and subordinate classes, However, in
the cultural market or, as Bourdieu calls it, the intellectual field; the
struggle is over how reality should be symbolically defined. Thus these
symbolic struggles are constituted

directly in the symbolic_conflicts of everyday life or indirectly through
the struggle waged by specialists in symbolic Rroduction . in which
the lobjett at) stake is the monopoly of legitimate symbolic violence

that is to say, the power to impose .:. . instruments of knowledge
and expression of social reality (Bourdieu 1977, p. 115).
The education system_is a major instrument in the struggle over the

production and imposition of symbols that fulfil the political function of
maintaining class dominance. The education systencBourdieu suggests,
takes the culture of the_ driminanticultural groupand instantiates it as the
legitimate selection and organisation ofknowledge against which alLother
symbolic systems are to be evaluated. Needless to say, the selection and
organisation of knowledge by subordinate cultural groups is:inevitably
evaluated as inferior, inadequate, or irrelevant. But, says Bourdieu, while
the relative autonomy of the_eduzation system appears to guarantee the
independence, impartiality; and therefore legitimacy of this form of cul-
tUral domination, the symbolic violence involved in fact -systematically
misrepresents the nature:of class relationships by making them appear
natural, inevitable, and just. The final deception of such a system is
that it

confers on the privileged the supreme privilege of not seeing them-
selves as privileged [thus managing] the more easily to convince the
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disinherited that they owe their scholastic and social destiny to their
lack of gifts or merits, because in matters of culture absolute dis-
possession excludes awareness of being dispossessed (Bourdieu and
Passemn 1977, p. 210).

'Bourdieu's thesis; therefore;As that the management of knowledge in
education systems is structured in ways that_allow the transformation of
economic and political power into symbolic power via the educationsys-
tern. The particular seledion, ;rganisation, transmission, and evaluation
of knowledge presented by the education system serves to reinforce the
position of dominant cultural groups, while presenting such dominance
as inevitableand_just At the same time, the education system acts to con-
vince the dispossessed that theirdispossession is the result, not of sym-
bolic violence; but:of their lack of gifts or talent

However, what Bourdieu has so far failed to provide; as Rachel _Sharp
points out, are 'any concepts for aralyzing the crucial issue, which is what
determines which external infi . ances manage to penetrate within
teducationA boundaries and which do not (Sharp 1980, p. 75). In this
respect;our earlier analysis of the specific conjunction of three major social
movements in_the transformation of American education and the subor-
dination of working-class and ethnic minorities_ to the interests of the
cosmopolitan elites provides a relevant case study of the penetration of
educational boundaries.'A closer analysis might also allow the develop-
ment of appropriate analytic concepts.

Basil Mrnsteln: classi codesi and control
WhileBourdieu's theory of cultural reproduction through symbolic viol-
ence gives an_ outlineof the historical and social conditions under which
education systems have achieved a relative autonomy from other insti-
tutionalised forms of economic and social dominance, Bernsteinhas been
concentrating on the institutional mechanisms through which principles
of social order are transmitted and transformed. This is not to say that
Bernstein discounts the importance of symbolic control, indeed quite the
opposite is the case:

It is clear that in advanced industrial societies; especially in the West.
there has been a considerable increase in the division of labour of
social control based upon specialized modes of communication (sym-
bolic control). This has created a vast range of occupations dedicated
to the symbolic shaping and re-shaping of the population (Bernstein
1975, p.18)
Fundamental to this alteration in the division of labour is the move frorn

mechanical to organic solidarity that was noted by Durkheim Maris,
the shift from a simple segmented society towards_a complex interde-. .
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Bernateires early work_on restricted and elaborated language codes was
concerned with two major issues:_

1 HOW_ class regulates the structure of communication within the
family and ao the initial sociolinguistic coding orientation of the
children.

2 HOW class regulates theiinstitutionalizirtg of elaborated_ codes in
educatieri, the fertiliof their transmission and therefore the forms
of their realization (Bernstein 1975; p. 22);

TheSe Preoccupations were based upon the coriVietion that:
Class sets ftitidathentelly onithe division oflabourby_structuring its
moral tyasis; that is, by bitating the underlying relationships of pro-
duction; distribution_and COhaumption. Class relationships regulate
the transmission; participation in and the:possibility_ofchanging the
dominant cultural categories (Bernstein 1975, p. 23).

Thug, both Morally and structurally; 'class_is_a fundamental category
of --exclusion [thatI is reprodiked in:Various _ways in schools; through the
social context and forms Of ttanainission of education (Bernstein_1975;
p; 28). As_there_is 'no class gotiety whith deliberately and rationally
attempts to ensure that all social groups can participate equally in the
treation,production and distribution of what are congidered as value, goods
aud SerVieea' (Bernstein 1975, p.27); it follows that the study of education
is largely the atudy of the division of labour on a class basis through the
management of kuowledge.

The mechanisma of suth management of knowledge in schools are seen
by Bernstein as encapsulated in Oaktithiat structured message systems:

fertital educational_ knowledge can be considered to be realized
through three message systems:_ curriculum, pedagogy and evalu-
aticiii. Ctirritulum defines whatcounts as-valid knowledge, pedagogy
definea What &Junta aa a valid transmission_ofknowledge, and evalu-
ation defines what daunts as a valid realization of this knowledge
on the part of the taught (Bernatein 1975, p. 85).

BeiiiStein argues that the examination of these three message systems and
the_ekaMination of the relationships between modes Of social integration
and aynibblie atitetiires la best achieved 'through the study of the process
of their reproduction and change' (Bernstein 1975;pp. 19 213)._ Bernstein's
studies, of the mesSage systems of _schools (curriculum; pedagogy, and
evaluation) are based upon the titili§atiön of two fundamental concepts:
classificationand frame.

Classification refers essentially to the_ nathre of the differentiation be-
tWeen Contents, that is; between different categories of ethitational know-
ledge. Thiia:

Where classificatien iSatrong, contents are wellinsulated from each
other by strong boundatieS. Where classification is_weak; there is
reduced insulation between contents, for the boundaries _between
-contents are weak or_ blurred. Classification thith refers to the_degree
Of boundary mointerince between contahtS. Classification focuses
Our attention upon "uoundary_strength as the eritical diStinguishing
feature_ of the &Wail:in of labour of educational knowledge. It gives
us . the bagit atriieture of the message system; curriculum (Bern-
stein 1975, p. 88).
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Thus thestudy of curriculum becomes, fot BernSteiri, the study of changes
in the classification of contents; that is, the shift from the strOng boundary
systems of traditional collection codes to the weak boundary systems of
cOntemporary integrated codes. The sociology of the curriculum is, then,
focused on the ways in which Stith alterations in the classification of edu-
cational codes relate to concomitant changes in the division of labour in
the wider society the moral basis Of claSS. Thus

The movement away from collection to integrated codes symbolizes
that there is a crisis in society's basic classifications_and frames, arid
therefore a crisis in its_ structures Of power and principles of_control.
The movement from this point of view represents an attempt to de-
classify and so alter pcwer struttiiteS and principles of control; in
suckling to unfreeze the structuring Of knoWledge and to change the
boundaries& consciousness. From this point Of view integrated codes
are symptoms of a moral crisis . (BerhSteih 1975, p. 11).

_If the concept of classification refers specifically to_the curricular mess=
age system, then the concept:of frame is used to determine the structure
of the message system pedagogy.

Frame refers to the form of the context ih which kribWledge is trans-
mitted _and receive& Frame refers to the specific pedagogital re-
lationship of teacher and taught_. . Frame infers to the degree of
control teacher and pupil possess over the selection, organization,
pacing and timing of the knowledge transmitted and received in the
pedagogical relationship (8ernStein 1975, pp; 88-9).

As the study of the classification of curricula is best approathed through
the change from collection to integrated codes, so the study of the framing
of pedagogy is best approached, Bernstein suggests, through change- from
visible tb ihVisible modes of:control =

Bernstein's thesis here is that ViSible pedagogy, in which the relations
between_teacher and taught and the hature- cif the Selection, organisation,
pacing; and timing of knowledge are eXplitit, Seri/6S the interests of the
reproduction of the existing social order of the wider society. In particular,
visible pedagogy; like the strcmg classification of collection=typecurricula,
serves to maintain social and symbolic order and thus the intereStS of the
Old (i.e. established) middleclass. The new middleclass those who are
aiming at upward social mobility is, however;_best served by invisible
pedagogies and by integrated Code§ that blur established distinctions and
allow the interruption of establiShed Sotial, Syrtibblic, and educational
controls.

The problem for the new middle class lies ih the contradiction between
their commitment to the mechanisms that have allowed their interruption
of the patterns of the old middle class (Le; theirupward mobility) and their
'teed tb maintain their newly won position in the middle class through
their assimilation into establiShed categories (classification and frame} that
assure them of a continued (privileged) place in the division of labour,
Thus:

The new middle class; like the proponents of the invisible pedagogy,
are caught in a contradiction; for their theories_arat variance with
their Objective class relationship. A deep-rooted ambivalence is the
ambience of this group. On the one hand, they stand for variety against
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inflexibility, expreSSion against repression, the inter-personal against
the inter-positional; on the other hand, there is the grim obduracy
of the division of labour and of the narrow pathways to its positions
of power and prestige . . . Thus, if the new middle clags is to repeat
its position in the class structure,_ then appropriate secondary so=
cialization into privileged education becomes crucial (Bernstein 1975,
p. 123).

Thus, in this analysis, changes in pedagogy are related to changes in class
locationein the division of labour.

Bernsteins analysis of the InessiAge system of evaluation is less well
developed than his analysis of curriculum and_ pedagogy. flow6ver, he
has sketched out the questions that such an analysis should address. In
the first instance, Strong classification and visible pedagogy involve an
explicit, or objective, set of criteria for evaluation that allows for the direct
comparison of successes and failures. Thus:

Where the pedagogy is visible,an 'objective' grid exists for the evalu-
ation of pupils in the form of (a) clear criteria _and (b) a delicate
measurement procedure. Thezhild receives &grade or its equivalent
for any valued pmformance. Further, where the pedagogy is visible,
it is likely to bt standardized and so schools are directly comparable
as to their successes and failures. The profile of the pupil may be found
by looking across his grades. The pupil knoWS Where-he iS,_the teacher
knows where he is, and so do the parents lBernstein 1975, p. 130).

On the other hand, in the case of integrated curricula, weak frames arid
invisible pedagogies, no such grid exists. The evaluation procedures
are_multiple, diffuse and not easily subject to apparently precise
measurement_Thismakes comparison between pupils complex, and
also comparisons between schools {Bernstein 1975,13. 130).
The shift towards integrated curricula, invisiblepedagogies, and diffuse

evaluation may well be juStified in terms of a shift towards organic prin-
ciples of social organisation. But, if the division of labour in the wider
society remains fixed on the principles of mechanical solidarity, then a
fundamental tension will exist between the institutions of education and
work:

Yet the crucial integration is precieely between the principles of echu .

cation and the principles Of Werk. There can be no such integration
in Western societies . . . because work epitomizes class relationships
. . Indeed; the abstracting of education from work, the hallmark _of
the liberal tradition; orthe linkage of education to le:SUM, mask§ the
brutallect that work and education cannot be integrated at the level
of social principles in class societies (Bernstein 1975; is; 135).
The social principles Of a claSS SoCiety represented by the 'division_ of

labour are,_therefore, superimpeted On the Sotial principles of liberal edu-
cation through the mechanisms of examination. Therefore, argues Bernstein:

Inasmuch as the school is a major instrument of thedivision of labour
through its control over the Oecu, al fate ofits pupils;it has taken
on a pronounced_ bureaucratiC fu: n. Here_ it subordinates pupils'
needs to the requirementS Of the d nn Of labour through the exam-
ination system. The teachettpup. Ition, where the pupils are
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selected as potential eioiriiiiiaes, often becomes almostoneofcontract
with limited commitment On eath Side. Knowledgeis rationally or-
ganized_by the teacher and trafismitted in terMS of it examination
efficiency; Control over_such pupils stems from control over their
occupational or higher educational fate. Such control is bureaucratic.
The instrumental order of the school is likely to betransmitted through
bureaucratic procedUres Which affect curriculum the transmission
of knowledge and the -0614 of the pupil-teacher relation (Bernstein
1975, p. 631.

Thus the bureaucratisation& the school can be seen as a dirett response
to _the extant division of labour in class societies.

Bernstein hes argue& that during the 1950s and 1960s a moral crisis
developed in the clessifitations and ffiunes and the division of_labour in
Westero societies. That is the traditional diVision of labour was altered
by_the emergence Of a hew middle arta tonterned not with the production
of goods but rather with the productioo Of Stitrinet. Most important in this
shift was the moveaway from material productioft toWarda the production
of cultural and SYMbolicicommunicatiom Bernstein also argues that this
shift in:the diViSion of labour allowed a sldft inthe principles soverning
the social organisation of Schooling. Thus as society moved from_a closed
to an open (or a mechanical to an Organic) structure, so didachools; with
consequentalterations in the fundathental messagesystems through which
the activities_of pupils and teadiets Are Organised.

At this, macro-level of analyais there is some tinil7OVeity surrounding
Bernstein's argument (see Sharp 1980); However, while it may ba argued
that the trend towards more open principles_of social order evident io the
19605 has been reversed in the 1980s, such comment on particular social
and historical conditiona doeS not inValidate Bernstein's contribution to
the analysis of schooling. Indeed, he haS provided elements of amanalysis
thatallows thedetailed examination of the t.iras-r in Which the fundamental
message systems of schools are shaped by the principleS Of social control
erribedded in the wider division of labour of class societies. Indeed it iS
not too difficult to see that:his analysis_of the codes (classifi-catioo and
framing) underlying partiCiilar school practices can be related_to the On=
ciples of social organisatiOn mediated through particular administrative
structures.

For instance, -the impact of the biltineSS COmmunity on education, through
the municipal _reform movement, the process of occupationat profession-
alisation, and the ideology of_the cult of efficiency, wat clearly related to
a widespread alteration in the principles of social control (the shift from
democratic to oligarchical control) a moral transformatiomassociated with
changes: in:the_ division of labour (the separation of bureaucratised pro-
fessional elites from lower Mania octUpations); and in the symbolic system
of control (the shift-towards 'atientifit' principles of justification),The result
for schools was; as Callahan (1962) snOWS, a series of major transformations
in the selection; classification; transmissioo, aod evaluation of public edu-
cational knowledge;

If Bernstein Fs:Correct, such transformationsare likely to have tightened
the relationship between education and thehierarchical division of labour.
Thati is, they are likely to haVe brought ibout a closeriparallel between
the structure and function Of the denitation system and the class structure

I
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of the wider society. But it hat been a major claim of the sustaining rhetoric
of_mass education in the twentieth century that the equalisation of edu-±
cational opportunity was the means of lootening this relationship and of
increasing the equalisation of_economic and social opportunity in an ad-
mittedly:unequal society; As Samuel Bowles puts it:

The ideological defente of modern capitalist society rests heavily on
the_assertion that the equalizing effects of education can counter the
disequalizing forces inherent in the free market system. That edu-
cational systems_ in capitalist societies have been highly unequal is
generally admitted and _widely_ _condemned. Yet educational_ in=
equalities are taken as passing phenomenalioldovers from an earlier,
less trilighteririd era, whith are rapidly being eliminatei (BowlEm 1971;
p. 137).
Suth a_ belief has_been widespread. Bressler, in his assessment of the

conventional wisdom of education in the United States of Anierica in the
1960s; suggested that its primary feature was the idea that:

Social change can be centrolled by the application of disciplined
intelligence ... the educational process is the only alternative to social
stagnation or 4.evolutionary violence. It is the duty of education to
preside overgradualistic change toward a more petted expression
of the democratic tradition (Bressler 1963, pp. 81=21

Haisey$tifigeoi tiniilarly that in Britain it was widely believed in the 19505
and 1960s that:

The _maturing industrial societies were moving steadily towards
meritocracy and certification as the principles4 occupational _place,
ment in an ever:more productive and efficient economic system of
perpetual growth . . . Education; it seemed,__was _aying, and was
&tuned ttill more to play, a crucial role in the formation of a more
affluent and perhaps classless society (Halsey 1977; pp. 175-6);
an; ina review of the experience of the OECD countties, concludes

that their educational policies during the 19605 arid 19705 Wei*
bated on a belief in_ the ability of national authorities to Trescribe
purposes for education on the assumption that: the investment of
finance, of buildings and manpower and carefully_thought out sys-
tems would-enable countries tb reach goals of a productive economy,
stronger individual freedom and choice, and a more equal society
(Kogan 1979; p 19);
As I: haVe tiiggested elsewhere, the specific tasks of education were,

according to this sustaining rhetoric,
to identi4f anddevelpp talent (measured by, among other things, I.Q):
toseek and encourage motivation and aspiration; to rank individuals
impartially accordingio_merit and to allocate individuals tb the hi-
eraithy efeconomic opportunity on the basis ofcredentials and certi=
ficatiön. Stith procedures were _essential_ in the creation of the One
Best System in which traditional forms of class, racial; religious and
sexual repression were to be overcome. Education was fundamental
in the production of equal opportunity within an expanding, ration,
ally planned and ordered society in which constant groWth would
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provide the means for the more equal distribution of affluence and
the elimination of human want and misery (Bates 1982b, p. 16).

Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis were to cLallenge this rhetoric in an
upsetting book that appeared in 1976. It was called Schooling in Capitalist
America.

irowfts and Glottis: the correspondence thory Of
SetWoling
Bernstein's work has been criticiSed on the grounds that it lacks a theory
of ideology that can explicate the irsitor COnflicts involved_ in the_division
of labourin class societies (Sharp 1989). Stith an accusation _cannot be
made against Bowles and Gintis, For them, claSS -conflict is endemic to
Capitalist society. Thus; much of the liberal, progressive tritiqUe of schools
is misdirected:

Repression, individual powerlessness, inequality _of _incomes, and
inequality_ of amortunity_ did not:originate historically in the edu-
cational system; nor do they derive from Unequal and 1-_-pressive
schools today; The roots of repression and ineqdalitY he in the struc-
ture and :functioning of the _capitalist_economy. Indeed ... they
characterize any modern economic system including the kitialist
state which denies people participatory control of economic life
(Bowl& and Gintis 1976, p. 49).

This strc cturedinequality in economic life proVides the context and the
Constraints for schoolingthat; despite its lib-eral progresSiVerhetoric,:seems
tO produce -_ rather their to modify the personal and pSychological
charatteriStics demanded by capitalist production. Indeed:

the educational_ system serves through the Correspondence_ofits
social relations withithose of economic life to reproduce economic
inequality and_to distort jpersonal development .1.. It is precisely
betause of its role as producer_of an alienated and Stratified labour
forte that the educational system has develoiled its repressiVe and
unequal Structure (Bowles c.nd Gintis 1976; p. 48).

Thus the_theme that is somewhat marginal:in Bernstein's analysis be-
comes the centraitheme in the work of BoWléS and Gintis, That is; the
personal development of itlie individual as a_ meitil*t of a participatory
Community (which Bernsteinimplies as_funditmental kJ the liberal edu-
cation eSpoused by the new middle class) becomes subordinated tia the
need of the capitalist division of labour for_ mechanisms of domination
and control suited to a particular hierarchical organisation of production.
The result is that

the educational system's taskof integrating young_poople into adult
Work roles constrains the types of_personal development which it
cah fostet ih ways that are antithetical to the fulfillment of its personal
developmental function (Bowles and Gintis 1976; p; 126).

_Thus; because of_the domination of the ediitation SYStein by the needs
of the capitalist class for an alienated workforce (that iS, a:work-force
alienated from its own interests and identity in Ordertci_§etire the interests
Of capital), the school reproduces in its own organisation and attitritie
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the princiPleS of order and behaviour that _correspond with the conditions
existing in the world of work. These conditions are not derived from the
nature of technOlOgy nor from the psychological potential of individuals;
but from the interests of the dominant capitalist class:

Tareproducethesocial relations of production, the educational sys-
tem must try _to teach_people to be,properly subordinate arid render
them sufficiently fragmented in consciousness to preclude their get=
ting together to Shape their_ own material existence,_ Thelorms of
consciousness and behaViör fostered by the educational systemmust
themselves ba Alienated, in the sense that they conform neither to
the dictates of technology iti the struggle with nature nor to the in-
herent developmental capacities of individuals, but rather to the needs
of the capitalist class (Bowles and Gintis 1976,_pp. 130=11
Thus Bowles and Gintia argue that it is not simply the_management of

knowledge that is signifitant in stheelS, but also the management of social
relations. The principles of social tontrel implicit iin the selection, or-
ganisation; transmission, and evaluation nf ediftational knowledge are
matched by the principles of control embedded in the Social relations of
schooling. 'The educationaLsystem_helps integrate youth into the ecbri=
oniic S-stemi . . . through a structuraL correspondence between its social
relationr -and those of production' (Bowles and Gintis 131)._

In particular stUdenta are SUbjected to a form of social relations charac-
terised byemphases on (a) fate-to-fade encounters that encourage obedi,
ence; and-submissivenejs Oh the part of Students, (b) a hierarchical
division of_labour between administrators, teachers, ahd students that
Corresponds to the organisation of work,- (ci the removal of control AVer
turriCulumpedagowy; and evaluation from students, and (d) the &elk
mentation of sociel life through the proceRses of meritocratic competition.
As Bowles and Gintia Summarise their argument for the correspondence
principle:

The structure of social relations in education tibt only inures the
student to the discipline of the_work place, but develops the types
of pelsonal demeanor; modes of self-presentation, self4mage, and
social-class iidentifitations which are the crucial ingredients of job
adequacy. Specifically, the Social relationships of education the
relationships between aditiniatiators and teachers, teachers and
students; students and studenta and students and their work rep-
licate the hierarchical division of labor. Hierarthital relations are
reflected in the verticalauthority lines from administrathit to_ teach=
ers to students. Alienated laboris reflected in the student's lack of
control over his or her education; the alienation of the student from
the curriculu.n content, and the motivation of school_ work through
a system of grades and other external rewards rather than the stu-
dent's integration with either the process (learning) ur the outcome
(knowledge)_of the educational production prOtess'. Fragmentation
in work is reflected_in_the institutionalized and often destructive
compention_among students through continual and ostensibly met=
itocratic ranking and evaluation (Bowles and Gintis 1976; p 131).

This does not mean, of course, that all students are subject to precisely
the same experiences. The protessea of differentiation within schooling
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parallel the piócéss sof differentiation within the division of 1labour, thus
different formsof consciousness that correspond With the division of labour
are produced by _the education systemFor instance, different positions
in the division of labour demand different orientations so that

the lowest levels in the hierarchy of the enterprise emphasize rule-
following,middle levels, dependability, and thecapacity to operate
without direct and_continuous supervision While the higher levels
stress theinternalization of the norms of the enterprise (BoWles and
Gintis 1976, p. 132).

These different requirementS lead to a corresponding structuring of edu-
cational levels so that

lower levels (junior andsenior _hish school) tend to Severely limit
and channel the activitieaof students-Somewhat higher up the edu-
cational ladder, teacher and community colleges allow for more in-
dependent activity and less overall supervision. At thetop, the elite
four-year colleges emphaSize Secial relationships conformable with
the higher levels in the prOduction hierarchy (Bowles and Gintis 1976;
p. 132).

If this ratherdepressing picture isinsny way accurate, it is a major reversal
of the image of liberal progressivism that underlies the sustaining rhetoric
of education. Shadow and substance are atodds. Moreover, if schools are
as Bowles and Gintis portray them, it seems important to ask how they
became so.

The answer pmvided by Bowles and GintiS, drawing on the work of the
revisionist historians of education, is that

changes in the structure of education areassociated historically with
changes in the social organization of production. Thelact thatchanges
in the structure of production _have preceded parallel changes in
schooling establishes a strong prima facie case for the causal im-
portance ofeconomic structure as-a major determinant of educational
structure (Bowles and Gintis 1976, To. 224).

But considerations of an economic kind are matched by other consider-
ations of a political kind that is, the need tomaintain_social_control in
periods of major social change reSulting from alterations M themeana of
production and the division of hil-jour. Katz, forinstance, argues that the
rise of masseducation, while directly associated With theonset of the growth
or corporate capitalism in the United States ofAmerica, WaS also a specific
response to the consequent social disorder: 'public schools Were created
to alleviate major behaviorial problems andtoshore up a social structure
under stress (Katz 1980, p. 78). In fact, suggest Bowles and Gintis, rather
than the history of mass education being a history of liberation, quite the
converse is true:

The history of the structure, content, and control of U.S. education
reveals a striking constancy in its self-conscious repression of youth.
Control, not liberation, is the word on the lips of our most influential
educational leaders (Bowles and Gintis 1976, p. 227).
Such a thesis isquite in keeping with our earlier analysis of the rise and

establishment of educational administration. It Would help to account for
the professional and theoretical preoccupation with the language of con-
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trol:and also for the Separation of educational from administrative con-
cerns,:In_ the first place, the rhetoric of administration _embraced by
professionaland professor alike Can bo seen to parallel closely the rhetoric
reijiiired by a newly_emerging corporate structure in the-division of lahour

Li structure that demanded the imposition of extended hierarchies in
the conblof large-scale production and distribution with theconcomitant
structure Of doniinande and submission. In thesecond place, the emphasis
on administrative, rather then addcational, ideas in the development of
educational administration it a responSe to:the -necessity _of displacing
progressive educational ideas concerned with principles_ of:personal lib-
eration and participatory_democracy from the language of administrators.
If SiidhidisplaCement_ had_not occurred; the acceptance and emphasis of
audi ideaS Would have made the contradictiontetween them and the
oligarchical prinOipteS of the corporate State patent. Only such_a separ-
ation in the minds of educational leaders and administrators of education
could help

defuse and depoliticize the potentially explosive class relations of
the production process and ;Aservel ta_perpetuate the social, politi-
cal, Mid &anemic conditions through which aportion of theproduct
of lal:ior it eicprepriated in the form of profits (Bowles and Gintis 1976;

The_language -of control and the subordination of progressive iedu-
catienal ideas:to the social demands of the corporate economy can there,
fore ba argued to_be:fundamental_in the development of the rhetoric and
the tachnology of educational administration;
__The work of Bourdien, Bernstein, and Bo_wlesand Gintis is related, there-
fore; inseveral ways to the deVelOpinent of a critical theory of educational
administration, They suggest, respectively: that attention be directed to
the role of educational administration in the reproduction of dominant
tülttiral elites; that the processes of educational administration are in-
volVed: in the astablithinentand alteration oLvarious-educational codes
that determine the nature of themessage systems of schools curriculum;
pedagogy, and evaluation; and that educational administrators preoccu-
pation with the language of tocial -control, and their separation and dis,
missalufaducational issues, is what might be- eicpected if mass education
were to_ meet the needs of the corporate capitalist State. Underlying _all
three analyses:is a concern with the parallels between structures of social,
acOnantiC, and educational domination;_especially as they are expressed
through a diVitien of labour dominated hy culturaLsocial, and economic
elites. The Management Of knowledge, through particular_processes of
selection, Organisation, transmission, and evaluation, isseen to be deter-
mined throuih such social structureS. The basic paradigm _of such struc-
tures, as Weber (1978) noted, is that of the ratfornilly ordered bureaucracy.
It is to this model of organisation and its impact on the management of
kneWledge and identity that we now turn our attention.

Bureaucracy and the management of knowledgv
Schools are bureaucratic organisations. At_least so the overwhelming
majority of organisational theorists have attempted to persuade us. That
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is, schools are characterised by a hierarchy of offices, a system of rules
and regulations, considerable specialisation of tasks. impersonal relations
between members, written records, a career structure, salaried personnel,
and organisational control of resources.

Therational_organisation of collective action through the development
of large-scale bureaucracies_on such principles is regarded as one of the
major achievements of the modern world. For Weber, as for manyaf his
inheritors, 'bureaucracy is the means of transforming social action _into
rationally organized action' (l978, p. 987). Unlike many of his inheritors.
however, Weber was dismayed by the spread of bureaucratic forms of social
organisation. Indeed, he saw the unfettered pursuit of rationally calculated
means towardatheachievement of ends determined exclusively by 'domi-
nant interests' as leading to thecreation of a mechanical world essentially
unfit for human beings. 'Bureaucracy', he said, ilevelops the more per-
fectly, the more it is_-dehumanized", the _more completely it succeeds in
eliminating from official business love, hatred, and all purely personal,
irrational, and emotional elements which escape calculation (Weber 1978,
p. 975). Moreover, he viewed the resulting 'iron cage' as a terminal world
whose inhumanity was characterised by a final 'mechanized petrification,
embellished_with a sort of convulsive self-importance' (Weber 1958, p. 182).

Weber's forebodings are _recognised in many contemporary accounts of
bureaucracies and the effects of bureaucratic 'hyperationalization'( Wise
1979). Three effects, in particular, seem important to our current analysis:
they are the effects of bureaucracy on politics. language, and knowledge.

The politics of bureaucracy
As_we saw early in our discussion, the rationalisation of small, relatively
democratic school districts intothe largesystems required by the corporate
managers of the municipal reform movement largely_displaced The politi-
cal activity of minority and working-class groups and replaced it with the
'objective expertise': of the professional manager. Our earlier account also
recognised that, although this move was presented as a_ depoliticIsation
of mere opinion and its replacement by 'scientific' techniques of efficient
management, what was achieved in reality was the replacement of local7
ised_democracy by the oligarchy of the cosmopolitan elites of the edu-
cational trust This displacement--or_disguisinw.ik interests is in fact
characteristic of the development of _forms of bureaucratic control; That
is, _the :process of bureaucratisation is directed towards_ the effective de-
politicisation of organisational members and clients alike. As Hummel
suggests:

In bureaucracyadministration _replaces politics, Not politics as the
decision-rnaking:core activity af society bureaucracy_increasingly
makes the central decisions that govern public and private life but
politics as the participatoryactivity of citizens ca-operating or fight-
ing with one another to work out solutions to public problems (Hum-
mel 1982, p. 185).
In thebureaucratisationiprocess,the essentiallypublic process of politi-

cal argument and decision making that is fundamental_to_democracy 'is
replaced by the purportedly_apolitical decision-making of the managerial
feW . . the public, those affected by the decisions, is systematically ex-
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eluded ffom the process(Hummel 198241. 185). Thit ia pretiaely the situ-
ation brought about in education immetropolitan areas by the imposition
of corporate managementitechniques,_

The major problem with such extensions of _bureaucratic-organisation
is that, while they may increase efficiency, they decrease the liwaning-
fulness of action. As Denhardt SuggeSts:

The rational model of administration may assist in efforts at predic.
tion and contrel in _the interest of efficiency, but it datinOt provide
an understanding of the meaning of organizational life Or a critique
°fits limitations. Moredireti Where the rational modelserves as a model
of appropriate human action, it proVides an extremely limited_view
of _the individual, especially With reSpect to the: question_ af moral
consciousness. Finally, since the tatidnal Model inherently serves
the interestsofsocial_regulatian, it cannot aid iti the individual's search
for autonomy and responsibility (Denhardt 1981, 128).
Given that educatien and democracy bath require_the development of

autonomy and responsibility in the Search for commonsolutions toipublic
problems,-such asevere limitation On the -contribution:of bureaucracy to
the rational organisation of social life tan be aeen to have serious con-
sequences. _if,_as Greenfield (1973, p. 5E2) suggesta, 'What:many people
seem to wantifoin aChools is thatschools reflect the values that are central
and-meaningful in their lives', a bureaucratised_school seems a singularly
inadequate response. That it is so is not only_due_t_o_ the depoliticisation
involved, but also betause the language and enistemology of bureaucratic
schools are singularly deficient in their abilitY to articulate the aspirations
and discontent of those they osteusibly aerve.

The language of bureaucracy
The language of bureaucracy,as Hummel (1982) points Otit, is unidirec-
tional and acausil. That is,_while thelanguageof ordinary social life con,.
sists of dialogue betWeen individuals _who constantly reverse the flow of
information andiexplanation-, the language afibureaucracy_is-the language
of_instruction, of rules and regiilationa that allow_na challenges and-pro7
vide_no_explanations. The moat ektreme forth of bureaucratic language
is that embodied in thecomputer:

Clients and customers feelthisane-directionali4r most acutely when
they _try _to talk baCk to a computer; _They don't_knew -computer
language, and even if they did, the program mould_notellow _them
to be heard, The-complainant WheaSki aftertheidentity and_purpose
of_thelniscreent, who set up the-prograiri iS effectively blocked_ by
that veryprogramirom pursuing the question The computer, through
its requirement_ for_ specialized-language knowledge to: operate it,
protects_ its operators from_attempts_ by_ laymen tO find the cause of
their discoMfort and powerlessness;_Once_ programmed, _the com-
puter talks- only one iikraY,:from the __top_ down._Its languase is one-
directional. The fact thatithe lenguage itself contains _no_clues_as to
why_the_pragram_was set Up in one- WaY and not another means _it
isalsaacausal_Acausallanguage hides the poWer interests of those
who control it (Hummel 1982, pp. 152=3).
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_The language_of bureaucracy, like the- -language- of computing.- is in-
variably couched in_the_imperativeafinstructions;_to_w_hichthe_client or
functionary must respond:with information, The information supplied:is
then checked against the lists of conditions formulated to represent the
bureaucracies' rules- and-regulations, and a response given. The Tesponse
is given-without explanation other than that the information supplied meets
or fails-to meet the- conditions imposed by the bureaucracy. Language of
thiskind Is_a_control relationship; a form of domination rather than of
communication:

A language_ that does not allow: mutual definition and: redefinition
by speaker-and hearer is admirably designed to maintain a one-way
power relationship from the top down, especially in situations in
which-peopleare-dependent on bureawracy for their survival (Hum-
mel 1982; p: 175). _ _

The employment of such: language is an integral part of the structures
of dominance and submission required by the division of labour in cor,
porate society. It admirably functions to produce both technical and social
control in production systems. As Hummel again points out:

One-directionality makes bureaucratic language_impenetrable _to
attempts from below to: understand the principles of_ its_ultimate
sources. The division of labor is already paralleled by the anclogous
stilicture of the available grammar, and one-directionality:parallels
bureaucracy's hierarchical strtictiire (Hummel 1982, 0. 175).
Butthe_understanding of the principles thatlie behind-action and events

is fundarnentaito the process of education_and_to democratic participation
in social affairs.: So:the use of bureaucratic language is contradictory:to
the intent of both education and democracy. The bureaucratisation of the
language of educational administration, therefore, is contradictory to the
educational purposes that, ostensibly, it exists to promote. A similar con-
tradiction exists regarding the epistemology of bureaucracy.

Bureaucmy and Om strmture of school knowledge
Just as bureaucracies use language in_ _a_ specific fashion consistent with
their intention to impose:an ordered authority in the interests of achieving
the goals of their conii oiling interests; so do bureaucratic organisations
impose a particular structure on the knowledge that is fundamental to their
operations. That is, bureaucracies employ an epistemology, or theory of
knowledge, of a particular kirid.

We _have already noted Bernstein's observation -that the hierarchical
division_of labour and prestige in _the-wider_ society encourages strong
classification and tight framing of:the message systems of the schooL _A
similar position is outlined by:Wake (1979) in his application of Berger;
Berger and Kellner's (1973) analysis of bureaucratic consciousness to edu,
cation. Wake's main argument is that 'knowledge within bureaucratized
schools acquires characteristics adapted to organizational needs' (1979,
la: 16). These characteristics may or may not have any direct relationship
to the ways in which such knowledge has been historically generated. Nor
is it: common to find that _knowledge schoolsis relatedio its_ capacity
to liberate creative human powers. Rather; the characteristics of knowledge
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required by bureaucratised Schooling are aiésult of the 'presumed need
to create and maintain an enduring arid efficient bureaucratic structure'
(Wake_1979, p, 16).

_In detaiLWake_takes each of the characteristics of the tOgnitive style
of bureaucratic consciousness identified by Berser, Berger and Kellner
(1973) and illustrates their impact on the organisation of school knowledge
asfolloWS. ii =

In order to maintain the StabilitY of the organisation; information must
bemade available in standard and relatiVely permanent ways. Otherwise;
if _what counted as knowledge changed in an unpredittable and random
fashion; the routine -tasks :of administretion would be itiade inordinately
difficult; Thus; 'in bureaucratized schools, institutional needs tend to
dominate. That is, knowledge isireated_as if it were composed of units
that can be organized into systems of ordered_parts!_(Wake 1979,4i. 3).

These units ere ordered according to principles of stratification andstatus.
Hierarchies of both order and Statila are Construeted that correspond:to
the 'value of certain kinds Of knowledge and to the Seniority of those who
'possess'such knowledge Thus, in a reversal of the tonttentidnal idea that
knowledgeisindependentof position, bureaucratic schools define the status
of knowledge as dependent on the status of the person holdins it:

Certain types_of Idiowledge are commonly believed to be intimately
linked with identifiable flinctions in the organizatiOn so that the stock
of knowledge at hand for any individnal iS dependent on his status
in the hierarchy Make 1979, p. 6).
Alongside the organisation of_ knowledge into stratified patterng of

Status, knowledge is also ofdered into particular sequences. Althouslisome
sequences appear to derive ftorii the logical precedence of conceptual
complexity (for instance, subtrattion precedes division',, the logic of many
sequencesis obscure or, more likely, arbitrary. Frequently, the sequences
of knowledgearean organisational convenience rather than a pedagogical
or logical necessity:

Sequentiality is a response to an organizational problem as much as
anything' else, but typicallY, it is not thought of that way; and; very
often, not thought of as a probleni. Organizational imperative& often
tend to be regarded as evident fatta rather than problems to be re-
solved (Wake 1979; p. 8).
Similarly, knowledge is presented in_predictable ways, routinised in

the pedagogy of classroom life. This is done in order to increase the_el7
ficiency of_ learning and it Often ConstitutesAhe grounds of legitimacy
between administrator, teacher, and taught. Thiia, What is predictable is
legitimate. The effect, argues Wake, iS td renitiVe SUbstantial areas -Gf in-
quiry from the world of the classroom: 'although predictability contributes
to efficiency,_it also has the unintended consequence of delirobleinatiting
large areas of activity which could sensibly be viewed as areas of further
eXploration or enquiry' (Wvke 1979; p; 10).

The communication of kiioWledge is distorted through its association
with the hierarchy of status. ThUS COmmunication as a process of exam-
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ination and argument bacomes problematic. Distortions in communication
are

accentuated or confirmed by the prior existence of hierarchical social
relationships; consequently communications in_ schools are often
distorted in that unnecessary reservations are placedupon theL dis-
cussion of propositions, and the possible: ways of interpreting the
reality-of any given situation may be unilaterally and restrictively
_defined (Wake 1979, p. 13).
Knowledge in schools is also objectified; that is;_it is_frequently -dig=

sociated thorn the historical, social, and personal contextof knowing. This
is most particularly the case in the:conduct of examinations where 'ob-
jective knowledge is considered and evaluated without reference to social
context. Indeed,-the whole concept of objective knowledge, as Wake points
out, is a resultota process of reification. Thus, 'in the formally organized
school, the agency of the knowing-subject in the knowlcige constituting
process:is often suppressed or ignored' (Wake 1979-rp. 15).

Finally, the concrete knowledge derived from experience is considered
of less value than abstractAnowledgeirelated to objective categorisation
and formalised principles. This separation of the concrete from the abstract
is a close_parallel to the separation of conception from execution evident
in the division of labour.

Bureaucratic organizations tend to place a low_premium on concrete
experience and a high premium on abstract modes of thought; this
serves organizationally useful purposes. In practice, concrete ex-
periences are regarded as the province of low ski tus_ personnel whilst
abstract thought is the domain of the upper levels (wake 1979, p. 16).
Thus,:suggests Wake, the structuring of_knowledge in bureaucratised

schools has more to do with ihe imperatives of organisation than with the
nature of knowledge or the knower. In effect:

Knowledse, as disseminated and sometimes generated by bureauc-
ratized schools; is adapted to the cognitive style of bureau-relic con-
sciousness. The saiientleaturea of this c-.ignitive style are orderliness.
componentiality, athitrariness predictability; explicit abstraction,
moralized anonymity and passivit5% The conditions_under_which
learning is presumed to occur in bureaucratized schools favour the
development of that form of consciousness which is peculiarly suited
to social life in bureaucratized institutions (Wake 1979, p. 16-17).
It seems clear from our analysis that schools, while claiming the in-

dependence and autonomy that fiow_from the ideals of academic freedom
and scientific rationality in the representation_of knowledge; structure their
presentation of knowledge in particularmays. Especially, they tend to follow
a bureaucratic form and present knowledge in ways compatible with that
form of social organisation, a form acknowledged by Weber tbe peculiarly
adapted to ensure the power and control of dominant élites. Thus, as Bour-
di en (1977): suggested; the_power of such forms of symbolic control: is
heightened by both their claim to an objective status and their systematic
distortion of interests and evaluations.
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administration, and the management
of kixowWcige
RatWesallWyi justkei and Institutional life
The precading_analysis gives grounds for belieVing that what Weber feared
most is coming to pass. That it, the iron Cage ofibureaucracy is enclosing
moreand more areas of social fife through itt tethriiqUes of rationalisation
and control. What we are witnessing (indeed, what we are increasingly
subjected to) is

the widespread assumption of a particular viewpoint; a sort_of _or-
ganize t io nal ethic, one :whibh tupports the extension of an organ-
ization4 society and offers ittelf as a Way of life for persons in our
society; To_ the extent that we accept that ethit, We Will come to see
the world in terms_of order and structure rather ankh cOnflitt and
change; we will come to value idiscipline, regulation and obedience
in contrast to independence, expressiveness;_and creativity. And we
Will see the world in: terms of techniques for resolving incon-
veniences_ in the smooth and effitient administration of human af-
fairs. What is-especially impcittant it that thit new ethic of organization
does_not just instruct our activities in Organitations (as do theories
of organization); rather;_itspower is to great that it retommends these
same patterns of thought and behavior for our lives generally (Den=
hardt 1981, p. 5).

The problem with such :an ethic is that, while it rnay increase the
rationality :(hat is, the efficient organiaatiOn of sociaLaction) for organis-
ations and bureaucracies, it decreases th OOSSibility of rational; purposive
action_onthRpart of individuals. This is a direct result of the Orpnisational
systems of contra Indeed; as such systems multiply, the scope for rational
action on the part of individuals is reduced to choices between systems
of control:

The dilemma faced by the indiVidiral Seeking a Context for mean-
ingful action _is that as the tontintied bureaucratization of society
displaces earlier _politica!, vocational, and religious concerns, the
individual iisileft withfew opportunities to engage in actions outside
organized systems. The problem with _this ; is that organized tys=
teMs are inherently based around notions of _regulation and control.
This means that the organized individual is placed in_ the contra-
dictory position of attempting to pursue meaningful choice within
systems of regulation, a result that it both Confoundirt and alienating
in its impact (Denhardt 1981, p. 8).

The problem, as a number of_cornmentators_have suggested; is- that the
epistemology underlying such forms of organisation is inadequate and
incOnsistent with our commitment _to ideals of rationality; equality_;and
justice. Thus, our dominant forth of social organisation produces contra-
dictions that may either erode our commitMent to kith ideals or provide
the dynamic for change.
: Such critiquesof_the social contradictions of capitalist aticiety have, for

the most part, been made_mostzlearly by Marxist scholars, especially those
belonging to the Frankfurt School; However; recent critiques have ilso
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been presented hy championsof liberalism; Strike, for instance. points but
that, although the concept of rationality_ iscentral to the historical tie;
velopment Of liberalism, the dominance of empiricist epistemologies has
led to the attenuation of the concept:

Liberalism_has had an inadequate :concept Of rationality. Rationality.
I have repeatedly urged; is among the hasic values ofa libtral totiety.
Liberals have traditionally been empiricists. Empiricism, however,
has:proven inconsistent with other_libemil values._It has evolved in
such a way that it has bkome mechanistic; In its_ behavioristic _form
it has eroded the very notion of rationality itself and:consequently
has undermined views of authority:to which:rationality is:central,
supporting more bureaucratic and hierarchical notions (Strike 1982;
p; 256)
AlOtgSide this inadequate epistemology_, Strike argues; liberalism has

also failed to regulate economic life according tc principles of fairness and
justice. As a result, the biganisation of production, distribution, and
schooling fail tb Meet the rtkiiiiteiiiebta, or provide the basis, for the de-
velopment of a lust society:

Liberalism also filed to regulate _its eco.;,omic life with acceptable
ideals of: justice. Thus we now produce goods_and services in large
hierarchical, bureaucratic, and socially segregated institutions. The
organization of work and the division of wealth, power, and human
resources make it difficult for paople tb develop rationat preferences.
Schools reflect These failures ECOUOMit efficiency is:the dominant
value expressediin_ educational polics and is Uriderttood iti a way
WhiCh is often at odds with_the school's-role in developing ra*.onal
preferences and in developing enlightened citizens (Strike 1982;
p.256).

Theiproblem is, then, that the bureaucratic organisation of society:and
the consequent bureaucratisation of schools imply hoth an epistemology
and a politics that are antithetical to those ideals of rationality and jUstitte
the ere fundamental to a liberal; democratic socieqr. Further than this,
if Denhardt and Strike are right, the_ dominance of bureaucratised forms
of social relations and the resultant formation of bureaucratic conscious-
ness may well exclude other models of institutional, epistemologicaliand
political order from our imagination. One of the:major criticisms made
of theneo-Marxist critiques of the domination of education by the division
of labour_is thatsuch_ critiques are themselves too deterministic. That it,
in pOinting to The pervasiveness of such_domination they also imply its
inevitability:: they presume that the cycle of capitalist domination of
schooling, which produces a Compatible structurediorm of consciousness;
which reinforces the capitalist division of labour and hierarchy of domi-
nation, which assists in the domination of schooling, cannot be interrupted.

_More recent analyses have, however, pointed to the contradictory effects
of such_ institutions_as schooling. For instance Lavin (1979, 19821 points
to the disruptive effects of_the schoole"overproduction' of educated labour
on tha tiFerarChiCal domination of the workplace. Similarly, the contra;
diction Wtiveen the legitimating ideology of the meritocracy and the re-
ality of class reproduction in education that we noted earlier in our
discussion is also a significant point of tension. However, even though
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these contradictions exist, little more than piecemeal change _can be ex-
pected unless we have available alternative models of the possible rela-
tionships between organisation, epistemology, and politics. There are, of
course, a number of models available from the historical study of such
relationships. Several_ ofthe_dominant models have been set out by Kerr
(19811 in her analysis of the epistemological and poly ;cal assumptioni
underlying various forms of knowledge utilisation.

Theiapktemolo*cal and political assumptions of
instftutional forms
It is-increasingly recognised by philosophers (Wittgenstein 1953;_Toulmin
1972; Lekntos and-Musgrave 1970) and sociologists (Berger andLuckmann
1967;__Holzner-and Marx 1979) that conceptions .of what counts as knowl-
edge aredifferentially distributed within and betWeen yerious social ithiC-
tures. Thetis; knowledgelssocially -constructed in different ways within
different knowledge communities._ If_This- is the- case historically and ark-
thropologitolly, it is alio _probable :that_different _institutional structures
incorporate different views of knowledge.._We have; in fact; suggested that
bureaucratic institutions ere typified by a specific _authoritarian concept
of knowledge.-Other instittitional stilictures presumably will display alter-
native_ conceptions or epistemologies.

Kerr_Cl 98_11 suggests that at least-throe:different conceptions of knowl-
edge _can_ be detected in-our current institutions that eachis defective in
specific ways, and that an_alternative epistemology and institutional struc-
ture is mquired to accommodate our most justifiable understanding of
epistemology and politics.i

In the first phiceoiKerr -delineates three! models of knowledge_and col-
lective action from her historical comparison of Pletonic. Aquinian._ and
Humean_systems, and shows how each of these relate to a particular in-
stitutionallorm;
.. The _Platonic conception;_she suggests, depends upon the idea that 'one
can have _knowledge only_ of _Universals_ or Forms, and the-way -one hai
knoWledge of these Forms. (saches_Truth. Beauty._ and-so forth) is hy a
dite-ct, infallible intuition or an immediate grasping' (Kerr_1981_4851.
Qnly_sottie individuals are capable of_such intuition, andthenonly_after
a long period-of education. SuLli, people, in a proper political order.hecome
philosopher-kings, who are responsible for making decisions concerning
communal activities. _Theproper political order is,by analogy, akin to_ the
ordering of theorgansofthebody -in which the head (thephilosopher king)
rules the heart ( the spiritual guardians), which- rules the helly (the workers).
'Gitien that only the philosopher kingsposseseknowledge--,--. -knowledge
uttlization_is unproblomaticand automatic 'if onlypersons act in _accord
with their proper functions inthe political order' (Kerr19814 p. 486)_The
justice--of-such an arrangement is self-evident: 'those who make decisions
possess knowledge,- one thing that can be known is justice, and-those who
possess knowledgeofjusticecannot help but act justly', (Kerr 1981,p. 486).

As Kerr points out._snch_ an epistemology is perfectly suited-to bureau=
cratic organisations as the assumption_ of_theinfalhhility of-the philos=
opher kings of bureaucracy leads to the imposition ofa hierarchical order
with a certain inevitability:
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Theprincipally Platonic epistemology of bureaucratically organised
work [is] apparent: only the occupants_of_thetop boxes on_the chart
are assumed to know:what should be done, and their "knowledge
is not: tainted with what might be learned on those lower levels of
cognition where one deals with the sensible world . .i. further, the
organization needs no mechanism to learn from its mistakes, for1 if
it is functioning on directives of the towbox knowledge h. ilders, its
actions cannot help but be perfect (Kerr 1981; p. 492).

Alongside the epistemology, therefore, lies a theory of collective action
that is justified by appeal to that epistemology.:In this case, the intuitive
knowledge of the philosopher kings leads to a hierarchy of order and con-
trol over_collective-action the paradigm is that of bureaucracy.
: The Agninianconception of knowledge and order differs markedly from

the Platonic form in:that Aquinas assurnes_that Divine Law (which cor-
responds roughly to the Platonicconception of the Formsycannot be known
by humans, but only by the angelic intellect; People can knowonly material
things, and moreover, 'human knowledgeran go awry ata number of points'
(Kerr 1981, p. 487). These significant differences in epistemology lead to
significant differences in the theory of politics or collethve action. Thus,
'given the _error-proneness of human knowledge .. . the best that can be
expected for collectiveactioninthislifels that we will "muddle through"
(Kerr 1981, p. 487); But; as humans need some sort of collective existence,
a source of authority is also needed:

Stability_is essential to collective life, and because that is so, collec-
tive action_requires a strong sense of obedience and a strong central
authority to whom that obeisance is vaid. Of course, even the hest
central authority; being human; will make_mistakes_in_reasoning up
from experience, and so issue directives that are faulty on the knowl-
edge cri' irion, i.e., directives that are at odds with divine reasoning;
Nonetheless, it is better to remain obedient to a mistaken authority
than_to risk the dissolution of the political order that provides the
structure for collective action [Kerr 1981, _p. 488).
The parallels between such an epistemology and_ vi,ew of _collective ac-

tion and the structures and:operations of institutionalised professions
appear streng. Professional claims to being the sole repository of authori-
tative knowledge of its own work, professional authority in the client re,
lationshipandiprofessional claims to the determination of legitimacy and
fraud are seen by l'err as_the core of professional activity. As a result, the
Aquinian foundations of professional modes of epistemology and politics
are clear:

Much as Aquinas proposed that citizens ought Ito obey the ruler
whether or not they think the ruler's edicts are right or goed so pro-
fessionalization gives the clear impression that even though the pro-
fessionals are fallible, the laity should obey orders Riven by those
whom the profession certifies; Aquinas's theory of collective action
requires that the ruler's authority not:be queitioned and_be given
obeisance so that a structure for action be maintained. Professionals;
with perhaps less noble, though similar reasoning, require:that the
authority of the profession not be questioned and be given obeisance
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so that the structure within which the professionals work can be
Maintained (Kerr 1981; pp; 493-4),

Thus; once again, a particular epistemology iand a partidulAr associated
theory of collective_ action are seen to underlie a partittilar institutional
structure. Despite_the _uncertainty of knowledge, authority mutt be Main-
tained as alundamental feature of_the_politicallife of professions. ,

The Humean; or more correctly _the liumerMill; conception of knowl;
edge end:polities constitutes tha third basis of distinction_and analysis
made by Kerr. The joint use of Hume and Mill is legitimate;_as_Hume's
work on the conception of knowledge Wat the batit an which Mill built
his conception of collective action.:

Hume begins byrejectins both Platonic and Aquinean appeelS to a priori
reasoning about matters-of fact; which; he claimS, !Wilds tO tiOnsensical
ttatements.Hume claimed thattwo types ofknowledge are possible. Firstly,
Certain truths1are so by:definition, or a priori reasoning_(such as in math=
emetics): we know such things becatite of the relations between various
concepts. Secondly, we can arrive at probable knowledge through repeated
observation of events that are apparently jained tagether hi Sothe fashion.
In such_cases;_we often attribute cause and effect.

The importance_of this_view of knowledge and itt difference &OM Pla-
tonic and Aquinian conceptions_ is _thaidea that evidence rather than rev=
elation Constitutes the grounds for belief or knowledge claims. -Thus
knowing is not a quality of the person, but of the acceptab:Aty of evidence:

With such a conception of empirical knowladge, the knowledge claims
of one person are qualitatively equal to those of any other, providing
that those persone percepWal apparati and the conditions for their
observations of the pairs of events are of equal quality (Kerr 1981,
p. 489).

theory_of collective action hingeS on thiS concept of equalityin
observation and reasoning., For Mill, it Wat Clear that Otiyone den lay claim
to eitpirical_knowledge.- Thus it was open to every indiVidind to evaluate
knowledge claims and decide their own course of action:

It it tribre important that indiViduals be free ta evaluate_ knowledge
claims and to decide what ishotild_be done, than for individuals to
heed as prescriptions the claims of 'dicperte and Others who would
argue_thattheirknowledge is qualitatively better . . . there ia nothing,
save for not hanning another, that is more importatitthati indiViduals'
Choosing of their own courses of action (Kerr 1981, p. 490=1).

This claim for the importance of individual rationality and freedom of
decision forms the basis, Kerr argues, of contemporaryattempts at policy
research. That is, policy research and the inatittitiona that appeal to such
researchemplay an epistemology that is empirical in the Humean sense
and _a theory_of _collective action that is based Oh an asseaSkient Of the
competing empirical claims oftliffering individuals. As far as the assess=
thent Of empirical evidence_is concerned in policy research,

the principal idea is to identify independent variables both thatare
predictively powerful and that can be controlled in SoCial programs;
In other words, the_ researchers' responsibility it to inferrii policy
makers of what ar....tions reader what results; policy makersmutt, then,



decide whether:to use the léVers that the researchers have discovered
AHoweverj to complicate matters, policy researchers commonly

disagree about what actions get what results (Kerr 1981, p. 494).
CollettiVe action can bestbe:grounded in tonClusioni drawn fromen

assessment of competing truth claims.:The challengeS otret data collection;
methodology, and reasomng are presumed to_improve the quality of the
knowledge available. Suchiknowledgeimproves the ability Of individuals
to make the best possible choice, Where conflicts occur, Mill argued that,
because cif the equality of individuals, the preferable decision was one that
prOdiiced tht greatest good for the greatest number.

ThirS, once again; a particular epistemolOgy and a particular theory ofcollectiVe action underlie a particular institiltiOnal Structure.

Knowledgei communttyi, and edircation
It seems, if Kerr it correct, that particular conceptions of knowledge andof collective action can be systematically relatedto particular institutional
structurec. Different institutions both contain and promote :different con-
ceptiblis of knowledge; and they manage their knowledgeand their_affairs
in different ways. This raises the issue of whether We can simply choose
which inatitutional (and thereforeepistemological and political) modelwe prefer, cit indeed whether membership of a particirlar institutional
structure chootes- for-us (asiit were) the epistemology and form Of collective
action most compatible with its mócle of operation, Is it simply a matter
of:choice, or is there more involved than irrandoin preference?

Historically, each of the epistemologies and theraies of collective action
Kerr discusses has been built on &challenge to the:assumptions or in7
adeqUacies of the previous conception.:Thils eabh has been :recognised
aS an ihiprovement on the former. (Not sci, apParently,i with our insti-
tutional Stritctures!) As with-previous conceptions, the HinneMill cork
ception is tirtrently regarded by pohticaltheorists and Moral philosophers
as inadequate in one major reSPect itsiack of a theory of Cc:immunity.
:As Kerr points mit, a theory of community is essential to a defenSible

liberal theory of_social action. Indeed, no theory of social action makesititiCh Sense if the socialdimension is ignored. Kerr. (1981;ppA97.-8) sum=mariseS the contemporary position as an integration of various arguments
as followS:

1 Whatever rational, self-interested pers011s would choose for them!.
selves would contribute to their development and enjoyment of
their own capacities and abilities (Rawls 1971).

2 Just which capacities and abilities are worth developing and _the
exercise of which capacities And abilities is erOyable depend in
crucial ways upon others in the Community of wh:ch one is a part
(Wolff 1968).

3 The options, among which individuals are free to thoose,_ should
be in the community or public interest; or at least nOt against it(Wolff 1968).

4 What it in the COMMunity or public interest should be formulated
bKindividukIS aS Members of the communiv (White 1973) rather
than being left tO determination by the economic elite, at turned
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out to be the case in free-market, party-controlled liberalism (Mac-
pherson 1977).

It is at this point that current work in the philosophy _and sociology of
science converges with such conclusions:drawn from politiCal theory and
moral philosophy, for such work emphasises that the production of scien-
tific knowledge is located inevitably within the traditions and structures
of:particular social and epistemic communities (Kuhn 1962; Toulmin 1972;
Mulkay_1979). Thus-the most coherent_contemporaryaccounts and analy-
ses of_both_the_production of_knowledge and of collective action focus on
theimportance of the concept of _community, _

This has important implications for educational adininistration, for it
implies that there are coherent epistemological:and political grounds for
a Shift away from the inadequate conception of bureaucracy as a model
for the management of knowledge. It also sketches an outline of a form
of_educational administration that institutionalises more adequate con-
ceptions of-knowledge antl_collectiveaction, _F_orschools; thismeans two
fundamentalshifts away from_the language and structures of bureaucracy;
Firstly, it _requires an epistemological shift from revealed knowledge to
critical reflection. As Strike puts it:

We need to develop a pedagogy consistent with the values of liberal
democracy. This means we need to see learning in terms of an epis-
temology which emphasizes acquiring the conceptual tools for crit-
ical_thought instead of an epistemology which emphasizes behavioral
change (Strike 1982; p. 255).
Secondly, such a conception requires an alteration in the politics of the

school. That is, a shift away from an order based upon hierarchical control
towards one that emphasises the democratic structure of a participative
community; As Strike puts it:

We need to make a liberal theoryid justice the central value served
by educational :policy. Perhaps the foremost need currently is re-
storing citizenship to its role as the predominant public task of the
school and reducing the subservience of schools to the values of
economic efficiency. This is not just a-matter of doikg a better job
teaching civics; it is a _matter of making publicconcerns part of the
warp and woof of educational programs (Strike 1982; p; 255).
The creation of institutional structures that will manage knowledge_ in

ways that best serve such concerns is the major agenda facing the imagin-
ation of those who are committed to a truly educational administration.

Tbwards an educational theory-of adminl
tratIon and the management of knowledge
New ways of viewing the worldinvariably grow out of our critique of current
conceptualisations. They: do not grow from a slow accretion offacts. In
this respecti Kuhn's (1962) explanation of revolutions in scientific think-
ing is equally relevant to our thinking about institutional and social ar-
rangemente. Much of the early part of this monograph has been devoted
to a critique of current administrative theory and its application to edu-
cational alivities, In particular; the conceptualisation of educational
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administration as a technology of_control eSpetially in its bureaucratic .

orsystems-theoretic; forms has been seen tci lead te feet major problems,
_Firstly, the dominant traditions-of theory and practice in educational

administration serve to justify uncritically _patterns of organisation and
cantrol in schools and school systems that both mirror and_reinforce the
dominant patterns of inequality in the Wider society. I have argued that
these inequalities were reinfOrted by the historical depoliticisation of
minoritiesand workins-class groups arid their &thine:in-Le by an emerging
cosmopolitan elite. Moreover, this alteration in palitical relations was
deeply influencediby the emergence of the corporate State as it reorganised
work into hierarchies of dominance and submission without respect te
consid erations :of justice and equality. Schools; under pressure from _the
cosmopolitan: eliteS of the corporate SoCietY, have both modelled them-
selves on, and subjected themselVeS to, the demands of these elites such
that theyact as agencies of b-ehavioural tentitil and 46166es:of vocational
allocation. By_doins so, schools built intO their tedintilegieS of Cantrol
the injustices and inequalities of the wider society and bacarna incapable
of redressing what Rawls (1971)_has called undeserved inequalities. Any
adequate alternative madel of educational administration needs to address
this problem the problem of the jilstiCe and fairness of such social and
educational arrangements.

Secondly, the preceding analysis has_led to Certain questions_ about the
way in which_knowledge is structured and repreSented in schools and
school systems. It has been my argument that the tele-di-on, Organisation,
transmission, and evaluation_of knowledge in bureaucratised schools can
be seen as resulting, not ffipm any justifiable epistemological or social basis,
but from the demands of bureaucratic convenience. Moreover;_as the bu-
reautratic structures of schoola iiiiitate the patterns: of dominance and
submission of the corporate order, knowledge itaelf becomes structured
in ways tnat imitate various -hierarchies of StatUS. In partiCular, technical
knowledge displaces cultural (i .e.ihistorical, aesthetic, and ethical) knowl-
edge from its position of centraLimpartance in the curriculum.

Thirdly, my analysis has suggested that the bureaucratic hierarchy of
dominance and submission employed by the school so_structures Cain-
munitation and discourseas to produce a didactic pedagogy that is uni-
directional and acausal. The effect of Sikh a StrUctUre of communication
is to replace ratianal discourse with a forth of lieliatriohial management
that prevents Me development of r& niality and the equal tonSideration
of :interests.

Fourthly, I have argued that the acceptanceaf bureaucratic, or systems,
madels as appropriate patterns for school management involves _concep-
tions of epistemology_and collectiVe action that lack a fundamental com-
mitment to the ideas of community and ta the rinittiality of social concerns.

If these are the fundamentals Of a cr:titpie, What are the appropriate re-
sponses? In my_view, there art at least Mut issiles that muSt be taken_ ac-
count of in constructing ameducatiarial theory af administratian and an
appropriate institutional s tructure forthe manasement of knawledge. These
ere the_ democratisation of social relations; the democratisatian of_knowl .
edge, the democratisation of communication, and the democratisation of
cultural concerns.
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T democratisation of social relatIons
Most texts on educational administration contain only attenuated con-
ceptions of democracy. Most texts employing bureaucratic, or systems-
theory, models of educational administration are, in fact, hostile to the
practiceof_participatory democracy. They prefer the theory of the firm to
a political philosophy:that focuses_on these issues of justice; fairness, and
equality. This is hardly surprising; for; as ihavealready noted; the-de-
velopment of bureaucratic forms of educational administration could only
proceed without obvious contradiction if conception were separated from
execution or, rather, if educational and administrative concerns were
isolated from-each other. The result of this isolation has been the creation
of aform ofeducational amnesia on the part of educational administrators,
whereby fundamentaisocial and educational issues have been passed by.
But; as Foster remarks:

[While] the fundamental purpose of administration is given_ a few
paragraphs in the introductory chapter in the teictS on school man-
agement . it is the ends of schooling that really must be at the heart
ofthedialosue on-what constitutes effective administrative behavior.
Should issues such as class relations and educational structure be
left in the sociology class_ or should they become part of the theory
that informs actual administrative practice_ (Foster 1980a; p. 504)
It is my contention that such issues are fundamental to an educational

theory ofadministration and that to ignore them is to fail to develop a theory
of education& administration; if for no other reason than that

the crisis in institutional legitimation is a crisis that can only be ad-
dressed by considering_ the ends of the organization and the effect
of the economic and political system on these ends, A reconstructed
theory of administration may well begin to take a practical view of
such issues as legitimacy, the social distribution of knowledge, the
ideological_dimensions of schooling, the role of the school in me-
dieting _class conflicLand the place of administration in neutralizing
institutionalized hierarchies of power which prevent the equalization
of opportunities (Foster 1980a, p. 504).
So a reconstructed theory of educational administration must include

a consideration of the ways in which external social structures penetrate,
or are reproduced through, the administration of schooling. It must also
include a reflexive assessment of the inhibitions and constraints such
administrative procedures impose on theechievement of the social aims
of schooling. IL for instance. the administrative practicesofbureaucratised
schools deny justice; fairness, and equal treatment; then, as Strike suggests;
those practices must change. Indeed, the relative autonomy of school sys-
tems may well provide the grounds for the initial transformation of ad-
ministrative practice in schools and a subsequent contribution to the
transformation of wider social structures.
: For instance; thereis widespread _criticism of the demeaning nature of

the organisation of work inindustrial societies_Thiedoesnot mean; itshould
be noted lhat work is intrinsically demeaning; only thatzertain forms of
the organisation of work are. Thus appeals_to the principle ofjustice may
demand the transformation of our work relations, for, as Strike suggests,
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'to be entitled to justice is to be entitled to those social conditions which
realise it' (1982; p; 246). Indeed:

If the undemocratic organization of work is in fact a serious problem;
then in a sociefy in which the fair value of equal liberty is maintained,
change should he forthcoming . . . If any autonomy over one's work
or work which allows for development and employment of intelli-
gence and creativityls_ important in promoting equal liberty, equal
opportunity; orself-respect;this shoukl-relate the social organization
of work to the basic principles of justice (Strike 1982; pp; 245-6);

Demands for the reconstrtiction of work according to the principles of
justice inkplicit in the commitment to principles of social democracy are
increasingly widespread. One such statement is that of Levin, who argues
that:

The tyranny of the workplace is not legitimate and avery ezn-
ployee ought to have a right as ecitizen' ofa_workplace to participate
in those affairs that impact on his or her life. Economic democracy

._refers to the democratic participation-of workers in the decisions
that affect their working lives (Levin 1979, p.1).
Moreover. Levin argues that schools; even in their present_form; are

conttibuting to the transformation of:the workplace; Beginning from the
contemporary phenomenon of ETclucational 'overproduction': coupled with
the industrial processes of de-skilling and routinisation, Levin argues that:

Not only do the alternatives forthe _educated person seem to be de-
teriorating in both quality andquantity; hutananalysisforthelonger
run suggests that the-forces that are :creating this _deterioration will
continue to prevail. Thus,:young and educated persons are likely_to
find themselves in situations where their expectations and skills
exceed those which are associated with available jobs (Levin 1979,
p; 10).

As a result,
since most jobs will not have the intrinsic characteristics that would
keep such persons engaged, the inadequate nature of the extrinsic
rewards_will_operate to make -it more and more difficult to integrate
such personsinto the labor_force; That is, the lack of opportunities
for promotion and the limited_wage gains in conjunction with the
relatively routinized nature of most jobs will tend to create a relatively
unstable workforce (Levin 1979; pp. 10,11).

= Similarly;_the traditional techniques of integrating students into schools
by promising them 'good'ipositions in the division of labour and the associ7
ated upward mobility are contradicted by the routinisation of work and
the reduction of opportunity; As a result;

while historically the operations of schools:can not be understood
without an examination of their correspondence with the "require-
ments ofthecapitalist workplace, the independent dynamic of schools
and their internal contradidions also represent forzes for challenging
the institution of the workplace (Levin 1979; p; 12);
The 'nslw' worker, argues Levin; is likely to press for _major initiatives

in the democratisation of work. Essentially analyses of such initiatives
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in Europe and the United States of America suggest that the restructuring
of social relafions involved in the democratisation of work demands con-
comitant changes from the education system:

It appears that there art at least five dimensions of economic derno-
cracy_that would require changes in the educational system. These
include (1) the ability toparticipate in group dncisions; (2) capacity
for increased individual decision-making; (3) minimalcompetencies
in basic skills; (4) capacity tc receive and give training to colleagues;
and (5) cooperative skills (Levin 1979; p. 18).
Such skills are quite different from many of the behavioural and tech-

nical skills required_by the traditional organiaation of worL They arealso
unlike the skills of supewision and control that dominate traditional school
practice. However, they are clearlmore compatible with a version of sociak
relations that stresses justice, fairness, ancLequality. Such principles may
be better accommodated in an altered practice_of educational adminis=
tration that substantially modifies its commitment to techniques of hier-
archical control.

The demwratisation Of knOwledge
As Holzner and Marx_susgest 'bodies of knowledge, far :horn :being: uni,
verkillyiheld or accessible; are in fact socially distributed. Specialized
knowlndge is available to relatively fewindividuals, sometimes with sharply
defined locations in the social structure (Holzneran&Marx 1979,,p.-217).
Moreover, 'access to knOWledge, geVerned by class position, is distributed
orlioniwtionolly,(Foster 1980h, p. 22). Schools as Bourdieu; Bernstein;
and Bowlesand Gintis have argued, are part of the process of the organ-
isational distributionofknowledge. That is, they Select:Orga nise, transmit,
and eiraluate knowledge differentially according tO their Clatsifications
of _their pupils.

With the development of the information society (Machlup 1962),, the
differential distribtition of the prodiktion, dissemination;andutilisation
of _knowledge becomes a matter Of Urgent concern. For the principle on
which_the information economy is based is that knowledge is property
and the ownership_ of knowledge is therefore a potential source of financial
gain. Thus, as Schiller-(1982) has pointed OUt, the intreasing economic
value of information is associated with three trends: firefly, 'the irifor,
mation resource base it:Self is abifting_fram_the public to the private sector'
(Schiller_1982, p. 3); Seatiidly ,information is increasingly Amenable only
on a fee-for-service basis; thirdlY, ea the Value of informationrows; pre-
viouslyipublic sources of information favailable through governments} are
becoming privatised or inaccessible. This shift to the information economy
iSclosely linked with the impact of computerised infOrmation banks and
telecommunications.

The issues rafsed bY Such _an information_revolution for the dernocte=
tisation of access to informatiiiii areserious enough in the public sphere.
The impfications for schOola are eVen inore significant Firstly;_the bureau-
cratic organisation Of infOrination in achools typically makes fult_use _of
systematic textbooks, which Survey arid Stintitireavailableinformation
in ways that meet the bureaucratic demand§ outlined _by Wake (1979).

such textbook systems are being supplemented by curricular
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packages_ that Structure knowledge; pedagogy, atid evaluation in even
tighter ways (APple 1982),Moreover;primary reliance on_such materials
often leads to the dianiiSSal or Underutilisation of-the only:major unpro,
grammed source of inforMation in the school _the_school -library. ThiS
may; of course; bebecause to many SChool libraries aresopoorly resourced
that they_ are unable-to provide the infoitiation services that would;_in fact;
support a democratised curriculum. -Thus-, typitally; schools rely on_ text-
booka _and prepackaged_ systems-of -knowledge, The Structure; antiquity;
and rigidity of sUChisystemsof knowledge-are in stark tentrast to the in-
formation flows of the information economy._

TheinformationeteriernYislargely structured around_the extensive use
of on-line_data- bases- and bibliegraphic retreival systems_ Access is thus
available instantly_to-local, national, and international usersofinformation
through various combinations-of computers and telecommunications What
this _means; for those_who have_access te such Sy§tems, is that either in-
formation,:or the loCation_ of particular information,-can be immediately
produced in resped of an almost infinite_series of topics related to the
questions in theuser's Mind. The only maior_limitations are,_ firstly, the
range ofinformation stored in the data-bases end; secondly,the_adequacy
oftheindexing;abstracting, bibliographic; and thesaural structures through
WhiCh accessisgaineil;

The data-bases available are _usually- deVelopments of periodical_ab-
stracting services; As _much of _the latest work in Science; social science;
technology, politiCa etc;_is published not in books but in journals; access
to-such data7bases can giVe an almost_real-time view of the_ state of the
art_in anyslarticular field. AS most journals areassociated with professional
or scholarly_associations, siith journal publicationsalso_representthe col-
lective views_and_internal debates tin-rent among particular expert cam;
MUnities of scholars;

Clearly; the existence of such_stores of itifornifitiOn and the capacity_for
instant: retrieval dr_ location:has_ the potential for the democratisation of
access to :knowledge, proVided that the economic and social structuring
of access is- non-restrictiVeand that individuals_develop the skills:needed
to use_the thesaurus of keyWordS; the branching ply grams, and the bib-
liographic_structuresthat- itidek the inferination.
-_ It is notable_ that_schools very seldoin haVe eccess to: such_data-bases.

Nor do theY often _teach_ _children such inforniation!-seeking: skills; _Thus
schools tend to perpetuateaconception of knowledge that:is shaped:by
the structure of teXtbooks many of _which are in ternis Of the explosion
of the information eterromy dated; inflexibleend inaccurate -Indeed;
in_ the_areasof science arid SoCial aCience=they_frequently provide sross
misrepresentatipns of 1:0th the siibStariCe andorientationofthe_fields (Apple
1979), Yet the easy-access to inforination that the new computerised-data=
bases and bibliographies__provide- could tranSforin the: curriculum_of the
school into_ one whereteachersand pupils-ConstrUtt their own conceptions
of knowledge by interrogating the available itifOrittation bases related totheir particular concerns.

Such possibilities Of Course; demand a constructivist approach hi
knowledge and have the potential for Subitantial_ alterations lo the hier-
arahical authority of adminisfrator, teather; and pupil; Quite different forms
of order in administrative relationship§ WOUld need to develop in order
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to replace the authority of the hierarchy with the authority of debate and
evidence based upon more equz.:: access to information.

The democratisation of communication
Such changes-in the strUctures of-social relations and access to knowledge
imply- parallel changes in the -structures of communication- in -schools.
Usually, language is used in schools (as in the wider society)_not only_as
a means of communication_butalso _as_a_rnechanism_of control. The:uni-
directional_ and acausal_language of_computer programs has already been
noted as_such_a _mechanism. Habermas (1976) has argued:that theJation-
alised_structures of contemporary organisational and politic3l1 life i0i-
cally give rise to similarly distorted structures of communication. Moreover,
aS Watkins observes:

The concept of distorted communications _suggests that _many or-
ganisations- actually operate _in _this _vein; veiling_ power;:obscuri ng
issues;manipulating trust:and consent; twisting the available know],
edge and limiting possibilities: Thus a central thrust of:educational
administratorsishould be_to correct these unnecessary, disabling dis7
tortions,: which often reflect the- interests of the administrator -and
powerful interests, rather than those of all organisation members
(Watkins 1983, p. 21).

Indeed;_ifilebates_over_thevalidity, structureand interpretation of_knowl,_
edge .were_to_become central to the curricular structures and pedagogy of
schools then: transformations of :these:distortions of authoritarian
language: would be necessary. As this applies in the -classroom it-also ap-
plies to:the administrative personnel of the school. Gronn (1982), for -in-
stance, has shown how the-language of administration displays distorted
forms of language directed- towards-the maintenance_of _administrative
control. _Watkins:, in opposition-to suchnsage; argues_that _part_ ofthe pro,
cess_of _developing communicative competence in teachers and students
alike entails

an all pervasive democratic interaction [in which] :inequalities of
power and status -are openly debated and argued while -dominant,
legitimating beliefs, -rationalities and ideologies are laid bare and
continually criticised (Watkins 1983; p. 21).
The point of such criticalcommunication is not only the improvement

of the social and ideological structures that govern our lives, but also, as
Wittgenstein (1953) put it, the attempt to escape the bewitchment of our
intelligence by the means of language. The democratisation of communi-
cation in schools is therefore both an administrative and an educational
agenda.

The democratisation of cultural concerns
It is culture that gives meaning to life; As I have suggested elsewhere:

the_ beliefs, languages, rituals, knowledge, conventions, courtesies
and artifact in short the cultural baggage of any group are the
resources from which individual and social identities ara con-
sttucted. They provide the framework upon which the individual
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constructs his underttanding Of the World and of himself. Part of this
cultural baggage is factual. It iS eriipitital, descriptive, and objective.
Another part _of this cultural beggage,_ perhaps the greater part, is
mythicaL It is concerned _not with facts but with meaning; that is,
the interpretative and prescriptive rules which provide the basis for
understanding and action (Bates 1982a; p. 19).

Theconstruction of meaning is a etfcial toncern. Even in the 'hard world
of science; as both Toulmin (1972) and LakateS (1970j emphasise, the
creation of meaning_out of the unruly data provided by the natural world
is a communal affair. Even more so im social and political life, the estab,
lishment of those cultural concerns thatare_mythical that is those that
celebrate through myth and ritual commitments to various human ideals
and social visions of the future iS also a function of community; Thus,
as Kerr reminds us:

While individualsshould:. be free -to choose in matters:that regard
their own destinies; thexange of individual choice should he limited
byia concePtion Of community-- Furtherwhere issues:regard what
is in ithe communitYinterest, :the choices that are-to appear on the
hallot should ha dacidad by the community; rather than being de-
cided by an elite group (Kett 1981, p. 498),
In this respect, we have already argucd that the democratisation of work

is a fundamental necessity in a hiSt SOCiety. Such arguments are closely
related to arguments for the enhancement and denititratisation of cultural
concerns involved in the idea of community. As Kett again suggests:

If a sensed:community is essential tti individUals' developing and
enjoying theircapacities and abilities, We should also ask, how might
work be revamped so as to:enhance a feeling of community? (Notice
that the point in asking this question here isnot to seek ways to in7
crease productivity.) That rs, what institutional arrangements would
discourage workers frOM building protective cocoons around them-
selves withgoal displacement arid,_ at the Seine time, provide common
rallying points? (Kerr 1981, pp. 499=-500}.
If such considerations apply to the world of work, they apply even more

strongly la the world_of schools for,: as -we have seen, what comes to count
as Nalidiknowledge; _valid organisation _of knowledge, valid transmission
of knowladge,and valid evaluation ofknowledgeis_more_properly the result
of arguments between research programs; interpretations; and theoretical
explanations than it iS the reSUlt of the management of knowledge for
bureaucratic or orgariisatiehal dentrenience.

lust_as arguments about the validity Of Scientific knowledge are couched
in terms of competition between alternative research programs, so can the
validity of cultural concerns-be seen as arguments between alternative
agendas. Dunn (1982)i for instance;_suggests that social reforms should
be seen as arguments_to Which similar procedures& examination for veil=
idity of cases apply. While, as FlabermaS (1976) has shown; the conclus-
iveness of scientific proofS does not apply _to arguments in the cultural
or social realm, this:does not mean that claiMs to tnith about cultural
concerns are impossible to achieve. Indeed, there are substantial grounds
for believing that arguments over social reforms a:ordain implicit criteria
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for the &Valuation and judgement of1 competing claims. But in such areas,
arguments are not settled by appeal to deductive reasoning. rather:

[The] processes of knowledge production and use are symbolic or
communicative actions involving two or more_parties who_ recip-
kicallY effect the acceptance orrejection of knowledge claims through
argument and persuasion. Thus, knowledge is not 'exchanged,'
'translated,' cir grantferred,' but transacted by negotiating the_truth,
relevance, and cogency of knowledge claims (Dunn 1982, pp. 305=6).

Thus;_in the area of_cultural_ cout.:enis that shape-social arrangements
iecording to beliefi and aspirations; as well as appeal _to facts; _thefun-
&Oriental issue is not that of the authority of position but rather democratic
ate.-ett to the community structure within which:debate over such issues
takes place. As Strike points out, what is needed are:

ways of collective or public decision-making which give all persons
a fair chance to exprnss and pursue their own intsand needs. That
the wants and needs of persons have validity entitles them to aright
to piiblieinititntiors which fairly take their wants and needs into
atthunt. The Validity of the wants and :needs of persons thus gen-
erates a demand for institutions in which decision-Making iS dein-6=
cratic (Strike 1982, p. 231).
What all this _adds up to is that authoritarian forms of determination of

Ciiltimal concerns through massive ritualisation of cultural concerns(see
BerriStein 11975) or through the expropriation of cultural resources by
etcinomic interests (see Mattelart 1979) is unjust and inhibits and distorts
the crucial debute over social and cultural concerns. If this is so in the Wider
society, how much more is it so in schools? For, in placing ectindinit or
narrowly vocational concerns at the heart of thecurriculum, schools have
displaced_the essential concerns ofwhat it means to be apersonand a citizen
-,- a member of a cultural community; Schools have; as I have argued
elSeWhere, bden deeply involved in an

administrative destruction of community [which] was:histeritally
based upon the tle=radonalisation, de-moralisation, and de--pOlitie:
isation ofhidividuals and the transformation of-their social, -cultural,
psychological; linguistic and _puntical_ consciousness ibyl the hier-
archical structures and processes of the institutional society (Bates
1983, p. 35).

If schools have been powerful in their contribUtion to the administratiVe
destruction of the cultural concerns of community, they also can be newer-
ful in_there-creation of community and the reinstatement of concerns over
the personal nature of therelations individuals have with each other, the
quality of tFmir shared social life; and the moral _claims people have on
eachzother. These issues lie at the heart of a reconstructed educational theory
of administration.

CorKIIIISCOn

The point from which this monograph began was the assertion that, as
currently conceived by professional and professor alike, educational
administration is a technology of control. Moreover, it is a technology of
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administrative control that systematically ignores both educational isSties
and those social and cultural Ssues that lie at the heart of people's com-
mitment to or alienation fror.., educational institutions. This separation
of administrative_from educational concerns was shown to have its roots
in the coalescence of_three social movements: the munitipal reform move,
ment, occupational professionalisation, and the cult of effitienty_. The
integration of these three movements in the United States of Ainerita br
their CoUnterparts elsewhere Wai fundamental toihe educational settle=
ment that has for the past century dominated public educationsystems
throughout the Western world. This settlement _Was based upon a variety
of factors:the depohticisation of minority arid diSadvantaged groups; the
amalgamation of small-scale_education into large corporate systems; the
subjection of such systemslo the authority of the_edtitatiOnal (business)
trtrit; and the progressive technicisation of educational activitieS.

The teSUlt has been_ the establishment iaeducationof hierarchical strut=
tufts 6f authority and control that both Mirror and _reproduce the system-
atic inequalities of the wider society. Educational administration as a
technology of control has largely served tO teproduce in education the
procedures of control by which _social and ctilttital_ineqiitilities are re-
produced through theadministrative control of wotk in the Wider society.

The theoreticians of educational administration whether thby belong
tothe era of scientific management; the theory movement, or contemporary
adniiiiiStrative theory, have justified their approach by_appeal to a model
of science that Seriously misrepresents the nature of scientific activity and
ta a model of society that exaggerateS ifs tonsensual order: The inad-
equacies of the hypothetito-deductive model 6f paMtiViSt Science and the
positivist; apoliticalmodel of-society were atgiied tb be intellectual prod-
ucts that provided the illusions necessary for the continued eniployment
of techniques of hierarchical administrative control that perpetuate the
injusticeS -of an unequal society.

The role of Sthbols in perpetuating slich inequalities was argued;_fol-
lowing Bourdieu, Bernstein, and :BoWleS and Gintis, to be based upon
symbolic violence,ithe manipulation of ediitational CbdeS, and the pro-
duction of behaviour corresponding to that requited by the tapitalist or-
ganisation of work. In particular, the politics, language, and epistemology
Of bureaucratic forms of educational organisation were argued to etintirib7
ute tO: a misleading view of knowledge production; an acausal and uni=
direetibnal language. and a theory of sodety devoid of considerations of
justice, equality, and fairness.

Following this analysis of the toriSeqUentes Of the imposition of an
administration_tonteived as a technology of COMM], Several alternatives
were presented; Follawin_g Kerr,, those alternatiVeS ekathined :the _re-
lationships between contepts_of epistemology and social order underlying
Platonic, Aquinian, and Humean models. Following thisdiscussion, a btief
acetiunt Of a more adequate rii6del based upon contemporary moral phil=
osophy and politital science was given and its compatibility _vvith_con-
temporary SociOlogy and_ philosophy Of Science was noted. In particular,
the dialectical nature of the growth of knowledge in both empirical and
cultural spheres was noted, as was the insistente On the bitiportance to
both ofa conception of community;

Finally, the importance of community, a conception of justice, and a
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constructivist pluralist approach to- epistemology- were argued as an ap-
propriatebasis_for the development _of an-alternative educational, theory
of administration and the_management_of knowledge that_stresses-theim=
portance of the dein-cid-ideation of social relationsknowledge; communi-
Catkin, and ttiltural concerns. Fundamental to such an argumentis a concern
to develop- an Mutational ,theol, of administration that will serve the
purposes_of liheration and justite rather than control and inequitY, for

education_ _has fundamental_conilaci:ons with_the- idea of _human
emancipation; though_ it is _constaittly _in danger _of __being_captured
for other interesti. In a society disfigured by class exploitation; sexual
and radial oppiresSión, and Chronic danger of war and environmental
destruction., the only- kititation worth the -name :is one that forms
!apple capable of takirig part in their own liberation (Connell et
1982; p. 208).
A truly ethicational theory of educational administrafion_and the man-

ageMent Of knordedge would be one that served such ends;
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Educational administration, the
sociology of sciente, -fild the
management of knowledge

Richard J. Bates

_ This article deals with a number of the issues raised in the current debate
over the status and nature of theory and researeh in edueditonal
administration. in partkutar, current controversies and how these retate to
simitar debates within the philosophy and sociology of science, and ideas
from the New Sociology Of articotton Which alloW an understanding of the
importance of educational administration in the management of knowl-
edge, are discussed.

Richard 3. Bates is Associate Professor of Education at fkakin
University; Victoria; Australia.

_Educational:Administration as aifield of theoty and testarch hat heVer
held ia particularly high status in the atadeMit Community. There are a
number of reasons tor this. among thern the practical nature of the activity
(though the same practicality presumably_applies_ to_ law._ _engineering.
architecture, and medicine); the lack_ of consensus over theoretical issues
(though _there has_always _been a continuing series of controversies in
science; humanities; and the arts); the low level of research methodology;
and the political nature of the field.

Some of the criticisms of educational adthihistration are just. There
often has been a tendency for work in educational administration to be
simply a laying on of handi for those who _need sredentials_ or a
programmatic concern _with _t he_main tena nee of policies and_ regulations
into _whkh principals and departmental officers are thought to need
socializing.

However there are good grounds for believing that the processes
through which learningis organized in society are of tefittal importance in
both the production Of knowledge,the -Maintenance of Culture, and the
reproduction of social structure. Educational administration is a key
element in these processes of structuring knowledge and society. It is
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concerned ver y. much with t he management of t he structures of knowledge
and the Structures of control. I! is a human activity of major importanee ih
the eoeiaduction of culture and !.ociety.

I he sections that: follow: ta ). outline major:areas of diffirtilty in the
understanding ol educational administration. (h)distitSS sarious contro,

slat arguments currently being fought out among academics involved in
the study of eduetitional administration. (e) shoW how these arguments
follow almostiideritical arguments in the_philosophy of science-. and (d)
preSent Siit,ne_ideasifrom the ncw sociology of education which ttildw an
iinderStanding of the importance of educational administration ih the
Management of knowledge.

A PLURALITY OF VIEWS

Educational adertintstration ls an umbrella term that covers a multitude
of ideas Ahd Activities representing_ considerable differences of view
het iV een various groups wit bin _the profession. Some of these divisions are
the result of differences betwern theorists.,who argue that practice Cannot
properlybe understood unless set within the explanatory context of some
theory and practitioners.: who prgur that abstract theories_ are:largely
irrelevant to the hustle and huStk of administrative work_Otherdifferences
occur Iwo use t hem-Okla ns owe a Ilegian c_e_t o_differing_disciplines (sociology .

psychology phtlosophy. history, or _political _ science) nr to differing
Orientations within thesedisciplines (classical theory, funetionalitt-theory,
behaviorism, human rdation.s: theor) . or_ phenomenolOgy).-_ Still ioei
differences occur among practitioners who face a diversity of ieCiniainic
paktical, social-. and ipsythologital problems related to the differing
contexts of their activities.:

As a conseiwenee -of these multiple and_overlapping: divisions the
diversity of perspective and oninion.. within the field of educatiOnal
adininiSiration is perhaps its most overvi helmingifeature. Stith diveitit-3,
eati he rega rded as a signuf vitality within a complex professional arta. It
encourages debate _and innovation. It can als.) be argued, hoWeVer, that
such diversity is much more an indication of I amorphottS hature_of the
field: Erickson.' for example. concludes his rev tew of the literature with tht
comment that the eOntinnally shifting agglomerate__of_ ideas: within
ediu:ationaladMinistration possesses no_ particular conceptual unity:there
is no-eerier-ally accepted paradigm which can provide a sense of coherenee
and direction within the fie/

I rickson points to unilmher of factors which prei,rni the emerge-66,i Ora
generally agreed upon paradigm. Firstly, there is a focus on peripheral
ts,tics such as "a wide range of organuationaliphenomena

. the_politics
and economics of education the socialuiation of everyone_in sight
school law. and . . . a constiintly shifting agglomerate of other areas."2
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&econdly, there is the inadequacy _of much research in educational
administration. Here Erickson repeats Charters'Aament of racres_ of
disjointed, theoretically_barrett; mon-umulative and downright shoddy
studies . endless.; witless administrations of the LBDQ, OCDQ, POS,
ABC; and XYZ scales to haphazard collections of teachers and adminis-
trators."3 Thirdly. there is a general ignorance:of research in closely
related areas. In particular, the disregard of research on the ownization of
instruction, the lack of attention ta _task design _and_ organization in
classrooms_andthealmost exclusive focus on the behavior of teachers and
administrators rather than on student outcomes.

Erickson makes his criticism and his preferences a bundant ly clear. What
he fails to_ do, however, is to either construct or:justify a theory of
educational administration based on his assertion of the importance of the
organizational characteristics of instruction and dassroorns_and their
impact on students. Until sitcba theory isdeveloped, the current diffuse
preoccupations of educational administrators cannot be adequately
challenged.

THE APPEAL TO TRADITIONAL SCIENCE

There is a widely shared awareness of the probkms raised by Erickson.
The incoherence of theory and the inadequacy of research in educational
administration are current topics of debate in the_ literature._ Herda;_for
example, a rgues in the course of an examination of the Griffiths-Greenfield
debate that:

Analysis and synthesis of studies and findings are lacking. Critical discussions are
virtually non-existent among the various writers advocating a need for theory in
educational administration.'

Hoy argues similarly that:

There are virtually no significan, programmatic efforts in the study of educational
administration. The research is frsgmented arid lacks a systematic attack on a series of
related probkms. There is little in the way of replication; improving or buitding on
others' work . . . critical analyses and scholarly exchanges on research are
conspicuou* absent from the ti.Prature.i

The identification of inadequacies in_educationaladministratiorthas led
to a growing consensus overthe problems of the field: It seems clear that
what is needed is more coherent theory and more _rigorous research. There
is_general agreement over Griffiths' suggestion that "-it is time: for a new
paradigm for the study of educational administration. Modern theories are
not adequate to describe Or predict behavior of people in organizations."6

Identification of the problem, however, is only an initialstep:agreement
on the nature of the problem is no guarantee of agreementnver solutions;
One of the first difficulties is a major division of opinion over the very

tt 5
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nature of_theory in educational administration. On one hanrf there is a
strong defense of the traditional scientific models of theory and research.
and on the other hand an_attempt_to redefine the nature of theory ahd
research on the basis of current radical critiques of theory in traditional
science:
_ The supporters of traditional science in educational administration
argue, that educational _administration has lost its way because of its
abandonment of scientific research and its pursuit of the pragmatically
relevant issue. Security, respectabilityand stabilityineducationaladmin,
istration can only he achieved,the traditionalists argue; if the traditional
model of the natural sciences is strictly adhered to:

It es melodically suggested tiwt practice and applied researchbe emphase:ed at the
e yesese of scientifk research that erponds theoretical knowledge. I believe that course
es short-sighted and unsound: I believe educational adneinistration as a discipline. can
tyro t p ve its own uniqueness kr reaffirming its commitment to scientP research.'

By scientific_research Hoy means "the systematic and critical empirical
investigation ofThypothetical propositions*" which is based upon "an
assumption that the nature of reality is ultimately material and knowable."'
Moreover, thc scientific educational administrator must eschew immediate
pragmatic interests and problems. For scientific research

es basically problem generating rather than problem solving. The work of the
re.carcher lies distenctls In exploring problems that are ultimate rather than
immediate. and fundamental rather than pragmatic:"

1 he purpose of research and theory- is not, according to Hoy, to solve
human problems. but to "understand- and explain phenomena."11 The
process by which such understanding is achieyed relies o_nLa continuous
process of "further testing; furtherinquiry"_by _which empirical science
guards the pro4ucts of "honest inquiry" against the "transient ethos of a
particular culturt where they, will erode, over the passage of time."lz
Clearly iHoy holds amodel of science, which is based ,upon the idea of
independent reality which is subject to measurement and:description; and
explicabk in terms of theory which can be verified by independent and
impartial testing. result-4 in propositions and explanations that are free
from cultural or historical bias.

Hoy's position is extended by Griffiths to a descriptionof theory as "a set
ot aumptions from which presuppositions can be-deduced by mathematical
or logical reasoning."L' In this, GriffithS echoes Blalock's argument that:

thville we might hope to achieve a completely deductive theoretical soteon in which
there wo.old he a _motional set of propositions taken as aliiMIS from which all other
propositions could be deduced hy purely mathematical or logical reasoning."



The result of such an axiomatic theoretical system is presumably an
ability to predict the course of events in organizations, with considerable
(even mat hematical) precision. The functi on of research in such a context is
pretumably linnted to the identification and isolation of the fundamental
akioms and the testing of predictions against an increasingly _explicable
realit:L. The_ measurement and_description of reality and the theoretical
unity oftheaxiornatic struct ure are also to be evaluated against impersonal,
universal criteria agreed upon within the scientific community.

Here lies the first problem. Even for those who agree with Griffiths that
emerging_ theories will . . . use situations and situational variables as
a itioms-13 (Whatever that might mean), everything dependsuponagreement
over the toleVance of the fundamental_ axioms_ on_which thnitieoretic
structure is to be based_The_history of educational administration and the
diversitynfinterests; approaches; and theories it exhibits give little cause
foroptimism that agreement over first principles can be reached. ,

_It is, moreover, somewhat ironic that leading academic educational
administrators should embrace traditional science as an_impartial arbiter
and guide at the very tithe when the traditional view of science is _under
in-creating attack within scientific,10 philosophical,12 and sociologicalil
communities._

Theimage of acoherent and unified natural science; achieved through
impartial examination of theoretical approaches to reality which can be
checked by objective measurement and observation conducted according
to universally accepted criteria of truth and validity, is now regarded by a
growing bay of critics as a dubious and misleading (indeed, an ideological)
viewof hOW acience is done. The emerging view challenges eachone of these
classical assumptions on_which the _claims of traditional_ science rest
Mulkayargues;for instance; on the basis of an extensive and careful review
of the field that:

Contrary to the standard view; it seems that scientific knowledge is not stabte in
Mediiing, not independent of social context and not certified by the application of
generally agreed procedures and verOcation.10

lOiioid of ihé traditional view ofscience,ihe new critics argue that "the
empirical conclusionsofscience must be seen as interpretative constructions;
dependent for heir meaning upon; and limited by the cultural resources
available to. aparticular social group at a particular point in time."20 That
isto uty, the theories of science are essentially constructed by scientists.
They art subject to continual changes of meaning which do not originate
solely in the nature of the physical world but do originate at least partly_in
the Sotial and Political context of_the scientisfs activity. This is_ most
obvious in areas of controversy which are a continual feature of scientific
life.
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All areat of iilentifir research are characterized by situations in which the established
technical t.olture permits the formulation Of several reasonabk alternatives,none of
which can be shown conclusively to be more correct than another:II

It has been argued by Stetithett that "expert consensus is_ neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition of theoretical validityorusefulness222
Feyera bend Aloes even further in arguing that the continuous creation of
alternative theories is necessary for scientific advance:

.1 Plurality of theories must not be regarded as a preliminary stage of knowledge;
which will al Slime tune in the Tut ure he replaced b y the One True Theory. Theoretical
pluralrsm _ss assumed to be an essential feature of all knowtedge that clainii to be
obleett tr.:1

_The condition _of science is; therefore, akin td that of educatidtial
admthistration, at least as far as theoretital pluralism is concerned, and
cannot be looked td as a MO-del through which the incoherence of
educational administration can be remedied.

A similar argument is:put forcibly by Bloor24 who suggests that:

klathentalical forntidations and logical princ4iles have no meaning until they are
interpreted in terms of non-format background aiiiimpoons: that theseassumptions
are socially variable: that mathematical reasoning is. therefore; context dependent and
that math:matital proofs Oh preichteed by informal processes of social negotiation.11

It loOki, hereforcas though the model of traditional sciencemay be an
inadequate and misleading. even ideological, representation of the Ottettt
ofsciencewhich is; rather, a procesi of negotiation betWeen comp-eting
claims influenced in its assumptiOns by S6cial and political factors and
subjected to constant amendment and Change. These are precisely _the
characteristics most complained about by critics of_ educational admin-
istration arid theoty. They are also the characteristics_ emphasized by
supporters of an alternative positionthe phenomenologists.

THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE

The phenomenological attack on "traditional science" _models of
orga dilation in educational administration_was_launched by Greenfield at
the Annual Confirenee_of theAmerican Educational Research Association,
16i, Orleans. 1973,and developed further by him during the Ititttriatiodal
Intervisitation Program of the Commonwealth Council fiat Edtitational
Administration at Bristol in 1974.

Greenfield argued t hat "a mistaken belief i n the reality of organizations
has diverted our attention from human action and intention_as the stuff
from which organizations arc made."2^ In making this assertion; Greenfield
appeals to
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t.. a bay of theory and assumption which runs squarely at odds with that which has
provi4ed the deutogwal pinnings Of etititatiOrtal-adritiniitration as it has developed
over thepqrttwo decades ... a view which sees organizations not as stru-ctuos subject
10 Universal las. but as cultural artifacts. dependent upon the meaning and intention
of people within Mem.n

, In claiming allegiance to the phenomeiiölogical traditions of European
thought, Greenfield is asserting his amvictianthat thesearch for universal
laWi of organization and administration is a search for fools' gold. More
Than that;_ however; _the phenomenological tradition insists that undo=
standing of social situations (and organizations are clearly Sncial Situations)
can only be achieved when the meanings and ifittiltions of the individuals
involved in them are taken into at-count. Moreover, meanings_and
intentions are always in the piroteti of beeciming; of_beingnegotiated, by
those involved. Thus, "the phenomenological_ _view_ _begins , with the
individual andseekstnunderstandhisinterpretations of the world around
him."Therefore,"_theaim ofscientific investigation is to understand how
the construction of reality goes on at one time and place and:t0 Compare it
with what goes on in different times and platet."21 At a result of the likely
diversity such a methnd wilt pendlitt, "the hope for a universal_theory of
organizations lapses into multi-faetted iniagei of organizationsas varied as
the Cultures which support them."29

Etaiit to Greenfield's position_ is thcappreciation that organizational
behavior is negotiated in much the same way that it is suggested:by the
radicaleritics of scientific: theory. That is, people's understanding of
organizations is crucially affected by the ideas, "attittidet and -eicp:!iiences
wenring to organizations frorn the wider society in which we live."30 That
is, the structure of organizations_ proVidet onlY a framework wkhin which
riegotiation is conducted, priöritiei are formulated; assumptions about
endt and means are debated; and ideas from other political and social
contexts areadumbrated.

Greenfield sides with:a growing body of critics of the dominante of
technical rationality in the conduct of: human affairt. The argument is
clearly put by Bernstein; who suggeSts that:

We are coming to realize that huniart Mt-Iona-0Y Cannot be fiMited to technical and
insorumental reasons: that human beings ran engage in rational begintientotibti fri
iihich there isO commitment to the technical etysluat ion of the quality of human 10;
that we can cultivate theoretical discourse irt which thoiC isO kationaldiiciiiiithitif the
Conflict of critical interpretations and practical discourse in liltick human beings try;
noi simply lo manipulate and contra] one anti-Mir. but to understand one another
genuinely and work together towards practical; not technfrat. ends.n

The practical ends to_which Greenfield Would have us direct attention are
rather different from the technical rracisses and axiomatic structures of
the theory advocated by Hoy and Griffiths; Essentially, Greenfield argues
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that far from exclusling personal values and beliefs from the scientific
analysis of _organizational_ behavior it is impossible to understand
organizations without taking them into account. Indeed, it it preeiSely ihe
%alms and beliefs of people who form Organiations which give organiza-
tions their meaning:

What loans peopk seem to strOtt friMi SehOolsis that ,whools ream the values that are
entral and meaningful in their lives. If this view is correct; schools are cultural artifacts

that &doh, struggk to shape in their on?, image. &sly in suckforms do they hasrfaith
in them; only in such forms ran they panietitate eantfonahly in 1&.tti.32

, The logic of thit argument leads to precisely the opposite conclusion of
that reached by HOY. Who argued_that_scientific theory was related to
"theoretical knowkdge_rathcr than to the improvement of practice and
that tbe"work ofthe researcher lies distinctivelyin exploring problems that
are ultimate _rather than immediate, fund mental rather than pragrnatic."33
Rather; insist the phenomenologists. there iS etithing more ultimate or
fundamental in social life than the struggle of individuals to shape
institutions in their own image.

In insisting on the importance of a namher_of questionsf such as; Wha
believes in these (particularIgnals?_Who believes he knows how to act so
aS to aehieve them?_Whose meanings define what it is right to 4:lo among
peopk Involved here _with each other?). Greenfield a rid hit :fella*/
phenamenologists establish a link with certain ideas in the new sociology of
education. which is centrally concerned with the ways in which the
structures of k nowledge articulated within the social systernsale shaped by
the processes Of social interactionespecially those concerned with
political issues of Power and control.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE

Earlieriin this discussion Erickson's stricture on educational admit',
istrators for their ignorance of relevant research in relaterlftelds was
quoted. ThiS Stikine-6 earl bc extended to ignorance of relevant theory in
related fields.

One of thc mos± _la ring examples of this blindness to outside research
and theory is the ignorance among educational adMinittratOrs -of the
resolution that hw occurred in the wet-61-60,-a ed uca lion during the 1970s.
Ben Tipton,";,hcriexaminingthe uneasy relationship betweeoeducational
administration arid the Sociology of education. fails ta_appreciatc the
significance Of iieW deVelopments in sociology for educational admin-
istration.

particulausii,nificance of the new sociology of education, as it has
enierged in England especially is in its focus Oh the relatiOnShm between
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knowledge and control. As a result of the debate initiated by Young35 and
his collaborators, a theoretical appreciation of the relationship between
structures of knowledge and structures of control is developing into a
coherent and comprehensive theory.36

The relationship argued by the proponents of the new sosiology_of
education is t ha t _the st ructures of_ k nowkdge_ wi thin _society_are_ cl osely
related to,_if theyarenat derived from, interests of different groups within
the social structure: The argument can briefly be summarized as follows:

I. What counts as knowledge in social life is determined by the nature
and structure of that_social life;

2: The structure of social life is determined by the means of production.
3. The social life- of any group is, therefore, differentiated according to

the division of labor.
4. The division of labor (at least in capitalist seciety) leads to the

creation of differenees in power; thus_leading to the creation of a
hierarchy and_the development oLan

5: The exercise of power by the elite both _determines and is determined
by the division of labor, which is a result of the means of production,
which controls the SOCia I life and consciousness of men, which is what
counts as knowledge.37

Clearly; this is a complicated argument, but basically it suggests that
what counts as knowledge is closely related to the interests and power of
socialigroups. What counts as knowledge inidiffering groups is difkrent,
but what counts as knowledge in schools and formal education systems is
determined largely by the interests of the powerfuL

The spread of_ this idea has beeri_ the stimulus for a_ new_ and _critical
analysis of The way in which educational and social structures are related.
In particular; it has emphasized a number of problems which have
previously been "taken for granted."3"

L What counts as knowledge?
2: How is what counts as knowledge organized?
3. How is what counts as knowledge transmitted?
4. How is access to what counts as knowledge determined?
5. What are the processes of control?
6. What ideological appeals justify the system?39

It can be seen that Erickson's insistence upon the importance of theories
of instruction, school effects, classroom organization, and Audent outcomes
can readily be subsumcd in this set of theoreticallyintegrated problems._

An analysis of these queskonsis also crucial to an adequate theory of
educational ad minist ration; For if educational ad ministration_is understood
as a technology of control, then analysis of the mechanisms through which
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such control is impkmented vii the StrUctiiring of knowledge in schools isz
proper basis for the development of a critical theory of educational
administration.

The precise nature of such analysis depends upon_ a great deal of
necessary_theoretical and empirical work which as yet shows few signs of
bring done_ The outlines of such a theory might however be toriteWhat
akin to the following argument which relates the tWia broad Categories of
knowledge and control in a thebry of thc management of knowledge.

STRUCTURES OF KNOWLEDGE

What Counts as Knowledge?

Thesignificance of this question lies in the assertion that ksidwledgc iS
asscsscd and constructed differently by different grdUpt.40 Thin. What
counts as knowledge for one social &min:it different from what counts as
knowledge for:others. The eSSefitial point is that the experience attcl
therefore the: interests Of theié groups differ_ an& subsequently; the
knowledge which is of most importance to them in their everyday lives also

_ Moreover; the epistemologies or tests for truth employed ti_SI differing
groups may also differ. Some regard knowledge: at equiValent to an
independent reality (the correspOndence theory); others regard assertions
as knowledge if they fit:in with What iS previöüsly knOwn (the_ coherence
theory); still others say that knoWledge is_what works or is e ;eful in a given
situation (the utilitarian or relativist_theories)

There are obviousand widespread conflicts in society over knowledge
and what_ shall _count 2S knowledge. Some of these impinge on the
curriculum ofthe schools

Currently. thereare obvious diffetentet Within the community over wliat
counts as knowledge in:social Said ies (the MACOS debate). Englih (the
media studies debate). human relationi (the sex in schools debate). and
math (the ncw math debate). What We have no detailed idea of is what
count s as knowledge in classroom and how this relates_to the characteristics
of teachers, childrem or_local and nationalcommunities.

To say that suckdifferences occur within the wider society is not to argue
that they arc inesitably translated into the life of the sehoialt. Cle6ely. tWO
major factors :influence the proceSt: firstly, the policy of educational
authorities embodied in Official guidelines and activities; secondly_; the
actual definitions held by teacherS and retailed as_it wf:re; in_dassrooms: It
may be that the:actual curriciilum is differentiated_subtly between social
class groups. as is suggested by Da vies a nd_Corbish ley:41 Similarly.:it may
be argued that differing definitions of what is to count as knowledge are
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likely_talead to impasw in the classroom.42
The importance of such questions for educational administrato:s lies in

their ability to differentiate out various political constituencies which
support particular definitions of knowledge. As Baldridge_9_suggests,a
political madel of education is_fundamentalio _understanding processes of
knowledge and administratiom_That Misapplies not only to the allocation
of monetary resnurces;_but also to the definitions of what is to count as
knowledge is a fact of considerable importance in our understanding of
administrative processes in education.

How is What Counts as Knowledge Organized?

The second assertion ofthe_rimsociology of education is that knowledge
is organized onan institutional_ basis. Thus. certain kinds of knowledge
become the relatively exclusive preserve of certain institutions which
dominate and control the extension and application of that knowledge.
The classic cases most frequently cited are those of professional groups
such as doctorsand lawyers. The principle_ howevei% extends_ into &much
wider variety of institutions the most important of which are probably
governmental and large multi-nationatcorporationL The key principle of
organization involved here iathe distinction between public (i.e.. widely
accessible) and private (Lec; restricted) knowledge. This involves the issue
of right-to-know as against rovernmcntal and commercial interests in
secrecy.

Almost by definition. the knowledge retailed by schools is public
knowledge. Its organization within schools is moreover, suhiccuto the
supervision of public bodies. ncludi ngdepa rtmentsaf education; advisory
groups church authorities; curriculumstudygroups; examination boards.
and textbook_publishem all of whom operate within the public domain.

For_the_most part; however. what counts as knowledge in schools is
hierarchically organized, one particular unit of knowledge needing to be
mastered before others are attempted. Along with such principles of public
knowkdgc and hierarchy, other means of organizing knowledge _within
schools occur, which parallel those in the_wider_society,_For instance;
divisions of knowledge_between_arts science; and social studies are
common. Some schools organize programs within or between these areas
onan integrated basis. Other schools maintain strong boundaries between
them." There arc also indications that bureaucratic structures require
knowledge within schools to be compartmentalized, hierarchicalized, and
systematized in keeping with procedures of bureaucratic structures in
general:0

The principles of orga nizationemployed in various types of ad ministrative
structurc and the codes learned as a result of such devices arc argued to
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differentiate the etilture of various groups_in significant ways.4" ThUS. =study
of the ways in Which thcorganization of:knowledge is influenced thrangh
various strUct tires of administration leads to An awareness that thr social
orga nvation of knowledge is an importami element of the commonsense
undcrstanding_which is created among -children during schooling:: What
needs to he _explained is in what wityk Such organization is different for
different groups within and betWeen schools,_ and the results _of such
differences for the UnderStanding achicvedand internalized by pun& With
differing ctiltUtal batkgrounds and _futures:47

Once again, the administrative: process:in education is sccn to have
profound ithnlications for the structuring of human understanding through
thc structuring and organwation of knoWledge.

HOW is What Counts as Knowledge Transmitted?

The: proceduteS by whiett knowledge is transmitted very cleatly :dace
*according to the kinds of knowledge involved andthe printiplei of
organization. Foe instance; certain kinds of knowledge_ are Seen io be
rclex ant to 'ery _restricted_ numbers of individuals, The Proced_ures _of
transthission tised reflect Ole defitiltibM of applicability_Tor_instance,
now ledge ofeertai n political. artimit. Sporting, and other major events are

widely reported in the mass Media, This_ form_ of transmission, at
Mcl_uhan" suggeSied, ik -cool and transitory:in its icommunicatiOn Of
content. In oat& words.the content_of what is transmitted is less important
than the ritiial ifiViiive_d in its communication; meaning _is Often nearly
redundant; the massage is more important:than the message.

Other_ foriL of transmission art, in MeLuhan's termsi_hot; like_books
and _performa .74!_ where the rettiVer has to be acfive _in a process of
understandint oically.ithe Meaning transmitted_through such Mtarat iS
elaborated ra Ha redundant explicit_ rather than ritualistic.-

" hese two I trans7rissicn_ imply,:and: arc used fdt, different
purposes Ritua ca nders, d and redundant:form of communication;
but they are pow (c,5:c i cial control. As Bernstein; Elvim_and
l'eters4" sugcst Is a, ofv.r, ;..-ttploy-ed in schools, both as_a means of
corisolidating the ,:oc.! c cr Od keeping the school togetherand as a
means_ o discrim r h e n ups. On the other hand; the more
explicit fcrms r:iiS. /: Ln wledge arc less related to tocial and
more to indit idual ;Ift,.:1c!

These po eeSSek ,nicsion seem to be _related to dediictiVe and
inductise ji-oCeSSeS ()Vic:a:oink; H classromr -. tVe:at the use of a particular
transmission procedure inie. especially, ).: either a passive_oran active
stance on the_p_art of t`,e k lr1i r ThtA, an important lessom_ not about
content or organi-tation, rut abetit titie's stance towards the world is being
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learned. The implications of this for procedures of sociatcontrol _are
considerable. The forms of transmission encouraged or enforced by certain
styks of administration in education are also, therefore central in
understanding the effects of schooling. The relationship between admin-
istrative structure arid tha transmission of knowledge may be direct or
indirect, butit isckarly significant.

It cart be seen from the argument_outlined above that questions of what
counts as knowledge; how it is organized; and_howit is transmitted are
intimately linked, both theoretically:and in practice. They are_ clearly
crucial in the assessment and examination of the ways in which knowledge
is structured in educational organizations. They are:also clearly much
influcneed by the administrative procedures through which such questions
are resolved for systems, schools. and classrooms.

STRUCTURES OF CONTROL

If _knowledge is selected, organized, and transmitted in particular and
demonstrable ways in educational settings, it is crucial to our understanding
of education that we develop a means of assessing the ways by which
particular arrangements are arrived at. In this, we need_to focus on three
further questions which allow the concentration of attention on critical
inte:peneti itions of educational and social influences in the life of educa-
tional systems. These are questions of access, power, and justification.

How is Access to Knowledge Determined?

In the wider society; access to knowledge ofspecific kinds is increasingly
linked to membership of institutions; _ whether _they be professielal,
governmental, or commercial. The mezns of information production;
storage, and:transmission are increasingly controlled by such institutions;
which alone have the resourcessuch as computers, satellites, or sufficient
personnelwhich enable such wide ranging collection and manipulation
ofinformation._ThisbOngso,access is likely to be increasingly restricted to
those with positions_in stichinstitutions. Thus; the relationship between
knowledge and position:is accentuated
,This is no new relationship, of course; neither is :the function of

education systems ir. excluding individuals:from access to such positions
through the pre -:sses:of examination and credentialism new. It is the
conflict betweel. tl!e demands for access and for restriction of access
through_ the soriiiii; processes of education which lies at the heart of thc
elate over pass rates. in schootexaminations. The conventional levels of

r; ss rates are essentAl.;; like social class; a means of exclusionfirstly,

5
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exelusion_from furthersducation secondly; exclusion from certain employ-
mem: andtherefom exclusion from particular social Sises. At-cegg is,
therefore, denied and restricted through suchi-gatihr tiecte.SeS.

Educational, administratorc in their etholoymeht of dr.: es such as
tracking banding or streaming abd their influence over curriculum
opportunities and the_ technititieS of iStitithent and evaluation;_ have a
tritieal impact on differential iecess to knowledge _within_ schools and,
subsequently. within wirier social populations: The study of the ways in
v..hich decision& are made over (a) the nature of the hurdles to be erected.
OW _the rates_ of success _allowed, and (c) the gating iicit thanneling
mechanisms to be employed is a n important comp:in-Olt in the construction
of a theory of administrative effeetS on SehoOling.

What are the Processes of Control?

*I he preceding discussion leads_to_a considcratir - ..us in which
Control over contenti organization; transmissio,i exercised.
The taken4ar4ranted answer is that Departmenv
to the political process_ via Ministers are i-i Cnt ns in
schools, This is again, true as far asiit gott..Thi to be
asked, however is in what ways are depaitiii,. ss. orin other
school systems. school superintendent; and thcii s; influeact
their decisions and priorities? In_whoseinterest AID the zel?

Foe Many yea s wc have begn pers_uaded that politics should be kept out
of education, and_e_ducation _out of politicsDuring this period. there -has
been _anapparem_coi ncidence of interests between the various grei-iiOs. For
instance, the need of the industrial system ler rfidie *bikers:with a well-
ed mated and skilled background in (*dee td eoroit new technologie& of
production. communication and eciiiieol haS eei ncided with the aspirations
of Working classes for upward mobility_for their_ children: Currently;
likiWeVer the need for skilkd and highly educated operators sppears to be
red uci n& while supply continues to grow. Thus, the interests of tWO grouos
are diverging:

In this situation one would eXOtti preSsures for a reduction in
edueational ex_penditure. a taking:6f the hurdles to reduce_the flow_ of
prospective aspirants to the eSta blished professions; and moves toward
greater control oer the content_ of _education Trends of this kind are
readily apparent in most Western countries: The _pressure of ecOnomic
interests and the_ need to balance the budget (i.e.. to transfer funds from
education to other more ''piod tietiVeareas) a re effetted in the widespread
pressure on education finance. similatly. profeSSitinal groups such as
doctors lawyers and: architects are attempting to reduce intakes into
kink erSity schools. Thirdly ptiblie inaSS media pressure is mounting over
the content and standar& of the school curriculum and the evaluation

6
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processes used. Thus, the "state appara (us isiesponding to ihe VCD110 i
power of capital; the professional power of established groups; and the
political_powr of the mass media;

Administratom are more influenced than most by these pressures. It is
surprising; therefore, that as a eroup they have developed so few
convincing explanations of the c....ses or the effects of such control
processes. For the mint part, administrators have contented themselves
With devising coping strategies. Similarly; theorists_of educational admin,
istration have been concerned _with devising management strategies which
will be of assistance to practitioners_in difficult situations. Explanations of
the ways in which power conflicts result in particular decisions are hard tO
come by. Even more rare are theories which would allow administrators
not simply to cope with but rather to influence decision making within the
power structures influencing education. Such explanations are necessary
as a1 part of a theory of educa_tional administration based on the
considerations of knowledge and control;

What Ideology Justifies the System?

Such considerations lead directly to an analysis of the ideological
constraints on, and the justifications of; educational_ policy._ few
sophisticated_examinations ofideologicalinfluences_on educational policy
havelleen_undertaken. Renwick's" distinction between need and desert as
thebasiccategories distingt iishing contemporary ideologies in education is
useful. There are, however, subtle dittinctions of view within these
categories. For instance, the -e art two Theories of desert, the first being
based upon the meritocratic principle, where it is argued thatiQplus effort
equals merit and merit deserves reward. Thereis a Luta scoondnnd stronger
version ofthis philosophywhic_h_protestsa form of social and educational
Darwinism where restrictive and competitive conditions in education are
said to serve a useful function in that they ensure survival of the fittest.

The doctrine of distribution according to need also separates into a weak
form closely allied to the meritocratic view' but inclusive of an optimistic
element. This view. I label opportunism. It insists that, given equalarcess
to education, the talents of the socially disadvantaged_willassenthemselYes.
and social equality will_gradually be achievedthroughl the equalization of
opportunity; The stronger form of the argument according to need, which I
call interventionismwhere equality of opportunity is not enoughis
when equality of results through massive redistribution of resources is
advocated.

The conflict between these ideological positions can be seenus related to
the interests of particular_ groups._ It ean_ be_ seen_for _instance; that
ideologies of desert in either the meritocratic or social Darwinist senses
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correspond closely with the interests of dominant groups. On the other
hand, the doctrine of need in either opportunistic or interventionist forms
coincides with thc interests albs disadvamaged.
_ The question ortheideological justification of alternative educational
policies is of _crucial importance to educational administrators. For it is
ideology which either justifies or significantly limits the arbitrary exercise
of power in education systems. Ideology: specifies the nature of the
relationship between structures of knowledge and structures of control
which:are acceptable as a basis for particular forms of educational
administration.

CONTROVERSY IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

This discussionbegan with a review of contemporary analyses oft heory
and research in educational administration. They were uniformly pes-
simistic, complaining of incoherence. incompatibility, :and: triviality.
Remedies for the situation proposed by advocates of traditional science as
a model fOr the renewal of educational administration %vivre examintd.
They were rejected on the_grounds_that current _critiques of _traditional
science by a growing body_ofscientists, philosophers; and sociologists led
to seri oils doubt _overthe va tidily of many of the assumptionsincorporated
in the model. Indeed the discontinuity between the ideology and the
practice of traditional science was pointed: to as a convincing reason For
rejecting traditional science as an appropria te wide! For a reinvigorated
theory of educational administration.

, The: similarity of phenomenological assum_ptions with ths_assertions_of
the radical critics of t raditiortal sciencewas noted; aswasthe appropria teness
of theseassumptions fo_r_an edusational theory of administration; which
included values as an essential component of the theory and incorporated
consideration of political and social differences in approaches to ed ucational
organization.

Subsequently, the arguments of the new sociology of education were
presented as a comprehensive account of the relationship _between
structures of k nowledge and st ructures of cont rol and as havingconsiderable
Nies a nee to the development of a theory of educational administration.

It sas argued that a theory of educational administration, based on the
consideration of the relationship between structures of knowledge:and
structures of control, is capable of providing a source for the analysis of
many currcnt issues In particular, thc issue of accountability, which
iner,:asingly dominates educational discussion; can be seen to aodress
precisely those issues which are central to_the proposed theory. For
accountability is about the_relationship between knowledge and control. It
is about the ways in which control shall be exercised over education and the
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selection, organizationiandAransmission of knowledge: Is is. about access
to. arid Control and_ justification of, particular structures of educational
administration:At is about whose interests shall be served through the
processes of ed uca t i on

These are matters of Considerable moment. They are also matters which
cannot be adeqUately understood ors a piecemeal _basis; Thus._ the
development of a comprehensive paradigm, which allows the integration of
diverse issues in educationaittdministration. is a matter of urgent necessity.

stems likely that a critical social theory, focused On the fundamental
questionof the relationships which exist between St itetUret-of knowledge
and structures of control, is most likely to priAtide the groundwork for such
a _comprehensive analysis ln this way, the significance of educational
administration in the management of knowledge is likely to be both
acknowledged and eitplained.
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Open sdhOOIS open society?

Basil Bernstein

There hash= ratidt talkamong 9aciologists concerned with educa-
tion about the possibilities of analysing: the schooi at a complex
organization. The approach to Carrera -Changes in the structure of
the contemporary school SyStem,_ which I attemptin_ this artide;
was initially set out by Diiikheini over seventy years ago in his
book The_Divisions _oli:Labaur; I shall interpret the changes in
terms or ashift of emphasis in the principles of social Mtegration
from 'mechanical to orgarie wlidarity, Stich Changes in social
integration within schoolS ;are linked to fOndamentaLchangesinithe
character of the British edhcational system:ia:change from educa-
tion in depth_to _ff.!trcation in_ breadth. _I shall raise_ throughout this
article _thc question_of:the relationship between the belief aad moral
order of the school, its social organization aad itt forms of social
integration.

The concepts,_mechanical and organicsolidarity, can_be used_to
indicate the emphasis withina society_of one form of social integra-
tion rather than another. Organic solidarity is emphasized wherever
individuals relate to each other through a complex inter,dependence
of specialized social functions. :Therefore Organic solidarity pre,
supposes a society whose social integration arises outof differences
betAteen individuals. Thete differences between individuals find
their expression becomescrystallized into achieved roles. Mechanical
solidarity is emphasized wherever individuals share a tOmmon
system of belief and common sentiments which prodtted a detailed
regulation of conduct. If tOCial rolet are: Achieved under organic
solidarity, they arc assigned or `aScribed' under mechanical
solidarity.

Wherever we have inthanical solidarity, according to Durkheim,
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ptinithment is necessary_in order _to revivify shared values and
Sentithents; ie._ punishment takes _on a: symbolic value over and
beyond its specific utilitarian function. The belief systeth it Made
palpable in the symbolization of punithnient ptirkheint took what
he called repressive (criminal) as an indei of mcchanical
solidarity.
_ Under conditions of organ 1 solidarity.: the concern is less to
punish but more to reconcile conflicting clafitit.: SOcial -control, in
conditions of organic solidarity. it Concerned With the rektionships
between hid-iv/duds which haVe in &ama_way_been damaged Dude.,
heint look what he called_restittitive law (civil) as his index of
organic solidarity., Here the system of social control becomes
restitutive or reparative in function. Whereas Attider Mechanical
solidarity individual& confront one Another indirectly their cow
frontation :being mediated bY the belief System,under organic
&olidarity, in situations of social control; the belief system recedes
into thd background_and the individuals confront one another dirzc? y.

Mechanicalsolidarity according to Durkheim arites in what he
called a segmental society. He meant by this a tyl* Of tOciety -Which
could lose much of its personnel withOtit dant-age to its continuity.
Organic &olidarity would correspond to the differentiated society.
with diVerte specialization of social_ roles; consequently the loss of
A particular group of specialist&might seriously impair the &ociety.
One can infer _that_segmental societies would make clear distinctions
between inside and outside;_ whereas in:differentiated societiet the
boundaries; as _all symbolic boundaries, between intidd ahd outside
would become blurred.

Durkheim argued that a secondary eatite of the diVision_oflabour
aro&e CAR of the growing indeterininacy_of _the:collective conscience
(the *ale system). He said that_sentirnents would be aroused only
bY the infringement_of high!), _general values, rather than by:the
minutiae of social actions. _This, he said. would ghie rise ki
choice and so would facilitate individualism.

Organic solidarity refers to social integration at_ the level _of
individtialited,_ specialized, interdependent_ social roles whereas
inechanical solidarity refers_lo_soCial integration at the level of
sharal txliefs.: Under:mechanical solidarity._ there would be little
tension between private beliefs and role obligations. In Organic
solidarity. the tensions between private belief and fold obligations
could be severe. This tension Might be felt particularly by those



individuals _in _ socializing_ rolesfor example, parents, teac:Icrs,
probation_officers, psychiatrists.

This is the shift of emphasis in the principles of social integration
in--schoolsfrom mechanical to organic solidarity-7thati shall be
talking about. I am not concerned whether all the relationships I
refer_ to are factually present in all schools.,Clearly. some schools
will have shiftml not- at all, others more; the shift may be more
pronotinized- in the -education of special groups Of_pupilor within
different subjects. I am interested only_ in the general movement
which_at the moment may exist .2_t the-ideological rather than the
substantive leveLflowever; the list of shifts in emphasis-may form
a measure or scale of the change in the principles of social integra-
tion.

Consider, first, the forms of social controL In secondary schools
there iia s heen a move away from the transmission of common
values through a ritual _order and control hased upon position or
status, to more personalized forms of control where teachers and
taught confront each other as individuals. The forms of social
control appeal less to shared values; group_loyahies and _involve-
ments; thcy arc based rather upon the recognition of differences
between individuals: And with this there has been a weakening of
the symbolic significance and riwalizationiof punishment.

Look now at tht division of labour of the school staff. Irrespec-
Live of the pupiljteacher ratios, the staff is now much larger. The
division of la-hour is more complex from the point of_ view of the
range of suh*ts taught. Within the main_subjects, the hierarchy
of responsibility has become more differentiated. The teacher's
role_ itself has fragmented to form a series of specialized roles
(vocational, counselling, housemaster, social worker and so on).
Still within the broad category of the division of labour consider
very briefly, for the momentthe organization of pupils. .he
pupils' position in the new schools in 'principle' is lessiikely i '
fixed in tcrms of sex, age or IgJor_icleally their position, witiin
limitsjs achieved in terms_ of their individual qualities.

Thus we find (a) a movement towards a more complex division
of labour among thc staff and a greater differentiation of the
teacher's role; and (b) at the same the _pupils' rdationships
with other_ pupils in principle arise from their expression of their
educational differences. This is good evidence of a shift towards
organic solidarity.
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Let us turn, next, to shifts in emphasis in the curriculum,
pedagogy, the organization of teaching groups and teaching and
pupil roles. Here we are at the heart of iheinstrumental order of
the schook the_ transmission of skills and sensitivities

Take the organization of teaching groups first. Here we can
ikgin to see a shift from a situation where the teaching group is a
fixed structural unit of the school's organization (the form or class),
to secondary schools where the teaching group is a_ ilexible_er
variable unit of the social erganizatiam The _teaching group can
consist ofene, five, twenty, forty or evert 100 pupils and this number
cart vary from subject to subject. At the ome time there has I:ken
an increase Ili the number of different:teaching groups a pupil:of a
given_age is in. The form or class tends to be weakened as a basis
for relation and organization.

One can raise the level of abstraction and point_out_that space
and time in the new whoolsrelative to_theeld,have
withinlimksIzeased to have_fixed _references: Social spaces can be
used for a variety of purposes and filled in a number of different
ways. This potential is built into the very architecture.

Now for the changes in pedagogy. There is a shiftfrom a
pedagogy1 which, for the majority of secondary school pupilswas
concerned with '.Ne learning of _standard_operations tied to specific
contextsto a pedagogy which emphasizes the exploration of
principles. From schools which emphasized the teacher as a solution-
giver to schools which emphasize the teacher as a problem-poser or
creator. Such a change in p.;:dagogy (itself perhaps_ a response to
changed concepts et skill_ in_ industry) alters _the authr,ri;'v, relation
ships between teacher and taught; and possibly changes the nature
of the authority inherent in the subject. The pedagogy now empha-
sizes the means whereby knowkdge is created and principles
established, in a contcxt of self-discovery by the pupils. The act
of learning itself celebrates choice.

But what a'..out the curriculum? I, mean by curriculum the
principles governing the olection of, and relation lx-tween, subjectS.
We are witnessing a shift in emphasis away from schools where the
subject is a clear-cut aefinable unit of the curriculum, to schools
where ihe unit of the curriculum is not so much a subject as an
idea,say; _topic,centred inter,disciplinary enquiry; Such a shift is
already under way at the university level.

Now, when the basis of the curriculum is an idea which is supra
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subject, and which governs the_ relationship between_ subjects: _a

numher of- consequences may_follow. The_subject is no longer
deniinant: hut subordinate _to_ the idea which governs a particular
form_ of integration. If the subject is no longer dominant, then thiS
could _affect the position of _teacher as specialist. His reference
point may no longer- be hiSSubject or discipline. His _allegiance: his
-ocial point of graVity, may tend to switch from_his _commitment
to hit -Stibject te the bearinghis subject has upon the idea which
it relating him to oilier teachers. _ _

ltheoldersehools; integration between subjects, when it existed,
was determined by thepublic examination system, and this is one of
the _brakes on: the shift I -atn- desaibing. In the new schools;
integratio., at the leVel of idea involves a new principle _of social
intezration of staff: that of organi:.: _solidarity: This shift in ithe
baSit of the eurriculum_from subjv.:;_ to idea_may_point towards a
fundamental ehange_in__thecharacter of British education: a
change from_education in depth to education in breadth.

_As a_ corollary of this, we are moving from secondaryischools
where the teaching roles were inSulated from each other, where_the
teacher had an assigned area of authority and 2U1(21113My; tosecond-
dry SchbOls where the teaching role is_ less_autonomous_ and_ where
it is a_shared or_co-operative role._ There has been a shift ifrom a
teaching role which is, _so to speak; given' (in the sense that tine
steps, into assigned, duties)., to a irole which hat- to -he achieved
in relation_ with other teachers. It is a role which is_ no longer
made but has to be made. The teacher_is_no_longer isolated ,from
otherteachers; as where_ the principle of integration isithe relation
of his subject to _a_ public ,examination. The teacher is new in a
complementary relation with other teachers at the level of his day-
by7day teaching.

Under these conditions_of co-operative: shared teaching roles,
the loss_of_a_teacher can be most damaging to the staff because of
the interdependence of roles. Here we can-begin lb See- the eSsence
of organic solidarity as it affects the-crucial role of teacher. The act
of teaching itself expresses the organiearticulition between subjects,
tcachers_and taught. Thc form of social integration, in the central
area of the_ school's _function,- is _organic rather than ithechanical.

Howis the role of pupil affected? I said that, ender-mechanical
volidarity, wcial roles were likely-to bc fixed and ascribedi_aspira,
tiotiS would bie limited, and individuals would relate to each other



through common beliefs and shared Sena Mditts. These &chefs and
sentiments would regulate the details of social Itet1011-in the _older
secondary schoolt indiVidttal choice was severely_eurtailed._ aspira-
tions were controlled through_carefulstreaming. and streamingitselZ
produced hamogeneuus_graups according to an imputed similarity
in ability; The learning process emphasized the teacher as tolution-
giver rather than problem-poser. The Mit of pupil was circum-
scribed and weil defined.

Now there_ has been a move_ towards _giving the pupil greater
choice_Aspirations are_ likely to be raisal in the- new sehools, partly
becauseof changes in their tocial organization. The learning process
crmtes greater autonomy for the pupil. The teaching group may be
either a heterogeneous unit (unstreamed class) or a series_of different
homogeneous units (SetS) or even_ hoth. The pupil"s _role is less
clearly_defined. _Of equalisignificance._ his role conception evolves
GUI of_a seriesof diverse contexts and relationships. The enactingiof
the role of pupil reveals less his similarity tizi tithat, hilt rather his
difference from others.:

I suggested earlier that, Where the form of social integration was
mechanical, the communitY wou!d_tend to_become sealed off; self-
enclosed._ a ad its_ boundary_relationship _would be _sharply defined.
Inside_and _outside would-he clvarly_ differentiated. These hotidii
can_ apply to changes both within the s-chool and to its relation
to the outside.

Schools boundary rltions both Within_and_ without; are now
more open. This Can be seen _at_many ievc1s Iirst of all, the very
architecturief_the new schools points up their openness compared
with _the old schools. _The inside -of the institution has becorrie
visible: Of more significance._ the boundary teldtiOn between _the
home and school has :changed and iparents_ (their beliefs and
socializing_ styles) are incOrporated within_ the_school in a way
unheard of iii the older schook The _range_ and number of non=
school a ts _who _ visit the, school and taik to the pupils.ihave
increase& _fhe barrier between the informal teenage SUhcultures
and the culture of the school has weakened: Often the-non-school
age group SUbellbUte -becomes a tontOnt Of a syllabus. The outside
penetrates the new schnelS in othei fundamental ways. The careful
editing,specially ler scheelS, 61 SyJks, papert_films._ is being re-
placed by _a _diverse_ representation of the_ outside both within the
:ibrary and through films shown to the pupils.



Within the fnt.vl, we have seen, theinsulation: between loans
and howeem teachir roler has wenkened,_ and authority relation,
thipS ate less forrnfti. The diminishingoLn one,to,one relation
betWfxn a given activity;_ a given space _and a given timei.e.
flexibility,, must _reduce the symbolic significance of: particular
spaces and, particular times. The controls over_ flow in the ti6W
sc:hools carry a different symbolic signiiicence from the controls
over flow in the old schools.

Let me summarize_ at n more general level the_ significance of
these shifts of emphasis; There has been a shift fromisecondary
schools _whose symbolic orders point up or celebrate the: idea of
purity of categorieswhether these categories be yaluesi_subjects_in

ituttitillum, teaching groups or teachersto secondary schools
WhoSe syMbolic orders point upor_ celebrate the idea of mixture
or diversity_d_categork.s (These concepts have been developed
by Mary Douglas in hei book, Parity aad Danger.) For ei:ample:

(I) The_mixing of_ categories at thc level_ of values. Changes in
the boundary reiationships between the inside-and thd ötit=
side of the :choei !cad to a value- system which is more
ambiguousead more open to lie influence of diverse values
from outside.

(2) The mixing _of _categories _at thelevel of curriculum. The
move away from a curriculum where subjects are insulated
and autonomous, to a curriculum which involves the
subordination of subjects and their integration.

(3) The mixing of categories at thelevetor the_teaching group;
Heterogeneous rather than_homogeneaus teaching groups
and_differcntiated sets of pupils rather than fixed forms Or
classes;

The secondary schools_ celebrate diversity; not purity; This may
be symptonlatic of basic changes in the culture of- our society,
particularly changes in the principles of social control. Until recently
the British educational system epitomized the concept of punty
of categories. M the apex of lie:;ystcm sat the lonely specialized
figiite Of tild arts Ph.D., a dodo iii terms of our current_needs;

:There Was also thc separation_of the art .md_the sciences, and
within each the careful__ insulation bctczcri the 'pure' and the
'applied(Contrastalt this with the :inked States.)

The concept of knowledge was onc that partook of the 'sacred':
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its, organization =and dittethination was intimately related_ _to tile
principles of social_contraL_Knowledge (on _this view) is_dangcrous,
it _cannot _be _exchanged like money; it must be confined tO special
well-chosen ipersons and even, divorced front practical Concerns.
The forms ofiknowledge muttialwayt lid hounded and well_ insulated
from each:other; then; must he no sparking across thelorrns with
unpredictabk outcometSPecialization makes knowledge safe and
protects_ the_vital principles of social order. Preferably knowledge
should_ be transmitted in a context where the teath-et,ht maximum
control or surveillance, as in- hieraithical school relationships or The
university tutorial relation. KnOWledge _and_the principles_oL social
order arc made safe if knowledge is_subdivided; well insulated and
transmitted by authorities who themselves view their own knowleAge
or _disciplines _with t he jealous eye of a threatened priesthoOd. (Thit
applies much more to the artsthan to the stiencet.)

Education in breadth, with itg iniplications of mixture_oLcate,
gories, arouscs in educational giiardians an abhorrence-and disgust
like thc sentiments aroused by incest_This is understandable
hecause edlicatiön in_ _breadth_ arouses fears of _the dissolution of
the_principlesf social_ order:_Education in depth, the palpable eic=
pression _of purity_ of categories; creates monolithic atithority
systems serving d::ist functions; -edutation hi breadth Weakens
authority systems or renders them pluralistic, and it is apparently
consensual in_ function.' One origin of the purity and_ _mixing of
categories may be in the geii&al social_ principles regulating the
mixing of diverse _grciiips in _society-,_Etat monolithic societies art
unlikely_ to_ iievetop_education _in L. eadth; in_ whool systems with
pronounced_ principles of organic solidarity. Such -forint Of social
integration arc inadequateito transmit collective bAiefi- and Valifcs.

It might now be ihelpful, lb drop the terms mechanical_ and
organic:solidarity and refer inttead to 'closed' _and 'open' schools-.

Individuals, be they_leachers or _ taught, may be able (under
certain_conditions)_to make their own roles in a way never experi-
enced_ before in the public sector of &econdary education. Mit AO!
a:A students, are likely to experienet: a Sense of loss of_structure
and,, with this, problems Of ?obtnidary, continuity, _order and
ambivalence are likely_to_arite,_This_problem of the relationship
between the transmission _of belief and soeial_organization is likely
to be acute in largescale 'open' church tchbelt. It may It that the
open school with its organic itiOdes of social integration, its

SO
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personalizal forms of social control, the_indetermiracy of:its lklief
and moral order: (except at -the level of very general values) will
strengthen thc adherence of_the_p_upils to their age group as a_ major
source of belief; relation and identity. Thus; is it possible that; as
the open school moves further towards organic solidarity as its
major principle of social,integration, so the pupils may move further
towards the 'closeir society of the age group? Are the educational
dropouts of the fifties to be replaced by the moral dropouts of the
seventies?

None_ of this should be taken_ in the spirit :that -yesterday there
was order; today there is -only flux. Neither should it be -taken as
a long sigh -over- the weakening :a authority and its social basis.
Rather we should be eager to explc re etangesintheforms_of social
integrationin order _to re,examinethe_basis for social control. This;
as_Durkheim _pointed out decades ago; is a central concern of a
sociology of education.
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fthtkil knowledge and the structure
of bureaucrady

Andrew Wake

This eerier expfores limitations placed upon habitual ways of understanding-by the
structural imeeratiVes of a formal organization. Put differently; I am attempting_to
analyze the_ways in-which whatever counts as "knowledge" is defined; structured,
and presented as a consequence Of itS COnnectient With the bureaucratized school;
br in Basil Bernstein's words:_"How are forms_ of eXperiente, identity and relation
eVciked, maintained and changed by the formai trarsmission of oducatienal knoWledge
and Sensitivities?" In answer to his own questiNy, Bernsteiniooks-at the ctirrittion
-c-odes -trequentty used for constructing the content of school curricula_(i.e_ whaol
knowledge)_into colleCtiintiet.:The two basic types are the "collection" code. where
the contents are clearly bounded afid insUlated from each other; and the "integrated"
code where the_contents stand in an open relaticinthip to each other,

According to Bernstein;_the_7closerr-_or-colleCtien Cede, Mere dernmonly found in
EUrbeean: schools, defines "subjecte (the_ content tinits_of a anti-cairn) as dollec-
tiVities Of information, beliefs, and methods of enquiry_ usually known as disciplines
such as PhySics, Mathematics, or History. In schools of this type; studentsare initiated
into these forms onught and awareness to the extent that many of them come to
think of themseN_ :.s "Physicists," "Mathernaticians," or "Historians."

In contrast _ItouL closed eollectiOn cede, Berrittein describes the integrated type
as tharacterized by relatively weak_boundarios betWeen the Unitt -Of Content. The
integrated code is more commonly found_ In the United States whilst in the United
Kingderti there is movement away from stronaly bounded codes toward the Mere
integrated variety. :

Bernstein recogniZes an association between the political structure of_thesocial
systemeind the code_ under Which the curriculum contents are organized; he finds
that "the European formef the dolleCtion cede it Eigia, differentiating and hierarchical
in character; highly resistant to change,:paftularly-at the Settiridary level. Under the
Engle' version, resistance to change is assisted by discretionary p-chccert aVailable
te headmasters and principals."2

Additionally he firidt that
. collectioncodes increase the discretion of teachers (within always; the limits

of the existing classificationandframes) whilst integrated Cedes will reduce the
discretion of the teacher indirect relation _to the strength of the integrated code
(nUMber of teachers co-ordinated by the_code), Onthe_other hand, it is atguad
that the increased discretion of the teachers within collection_codes is paralleled
by reduced diScietien of: the:pupils and that the reduced discretion of the
teachers within integrated cedes is :paralleled by increased discretion of_ the
pupils: In otherwords, there is a Shift in the balance of eoWer, inthe pedagogical
relationship between teacher and taught.3
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__Fteduced_to_bare essentials, likernstein argues-that there is a parallerrelationship
between the structure of the organization and thestructure_of knowledgecollection
codes based upon clearly oelineated boundaries parallel hierarchical social relation-
ships with clearly defined duties and responsibilities. On the other hand, integrated
codes with less rigid boundaries between subjects or course content tend to be
associated with letS tightly defined social relationships and correspondingly greater
freedom for Me learner. Bernstein does not explore the further implication that the
structure of knowledge in forrhally organized, hierarchic wcial institutions (i.e. bur-
eaucracies) tends to take oh many of thesame characteristics as the bureaucracy.

Approaching the same, or closely related prcblem from a completely different
direction, Berger; Berger and Kellner,' ask "Whit is the cognitive style of bureaucratic
consciousness?" In answer, the authors find the overriding element to be orderliness

an orderliness manifested by a propensity to create tainnomic hierarchies. ThiS
hierarchic classification, or structuring, requires that "knowledge" be divisible into
categories hence_componentrty is a feature_ of bureaucratically organized know-
ledge; this classification is_not necessarily_based upon structures immanent within
"knowledge" itself but reflects a high degree of arbitrariness; this charactehstic is not
untrammelled; as there is also a major concern for legal-rational norms (a term not
USW by the authors but suggested by their use of justice) the same general
expectation prdduces the specific appearance of predictability. Contradictions within
this procedure are resolved by a high level of expricir abstraction which treats individual
cases arding to a goneralizedruleOf the remaining characteristics, moralized
anonymity refers to the organizational attitude towards the client and passivity refers
to the client's relationship to the organization:

Krfowledge in the Organization
The Berger, Berger and Kellner analysis is partly a phenomenological account of how
the tlients of b-ureaucratic ofganizations typify or thematize the taken-for-granted
stotk of knowledge at hand. The analysis is incomplete; there are fUrther aspects of
institutionrilizetowledge, particularly as interpreted by school administrators im-
bued with_ bureaucratic consciousness.

Administrators in higher office make many of_theirday-it>day decisions_based upon
information provided by others; usually subordinates from the middle levet The in-
formation processing and decision-making school of administration theorys is built
around this phenomenon. Little comment has been made upon the way in which
knowledge is presented to arid understodd by those who occupy middle-level positions
along the "staff" or "line" of the school organization. For these individuals maintaining
the structure of the organization isan overriding consideration. Without this structure
there is no way of locating themselvesin sociaispace ridway of _knowing where
they have been or where they are going: Maintaining the integrity of the organization
in terms of its knowledge base assumes enormous importance.

If what counted as knowledge changed from time to time in an unpredictable or
random way, then school aditiinistrators would find many routine tasks, such as
scheduling classes, inordinately difficult. Hence the components into which knowledge
is divided must be relativey permanent. Also, as Bernstein pointed out, many teachers
like to be known by their connections withs.;, 'e specialized formof knowiedge_Hence
the characteristic of componentiality or divisibility of knowledge into units according
to actual or imagined differences in content is often a somewhat arbitrary response
to organizational needs. This is especially noticeable under the more rigid collection
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codes where the raigai impiatativa6 Of the organization assign knowledge to div-
isions that students and_teachers are recaiired tO adOept as distinctive forms of thought
and awareness. Although Hirst hasergued that thew tering ate iitirtianent within the
discipline, Jenks' has taken the opposite position.

Scheols traditionally disseminate knowledge generated by other institUtionS but
frequently in a substantially rrleditied form, The categories of knowledge employed
by the social institutiOnS Of tht let_ixte society are rarely identical with those employed
within bureaccratizedechools. These thedifications are not necessarily determ'Ined
by the structure of knowledgeimmanent within the di&citAineCidrfcerried.:

Common justifications for substantial modifications in the Strticalte of OtheOl knowl-
edge are ut:Jelly based on the rssassity of pedagogical practice, the needS Of Children,
or organizational eXpediency._ At the time of writing Mere does not seem to be_ any
clear pedagogiteljustifidatidn for categorizing knowledgeone way rather_than another.
_Theoverriding oonsidaraliorit. seem to be facilitating the administrative tests of

processing students andimaintaining the StrUctiire of the organization. Many theories
on education assume that children need to haVe their intellectual:energy or interests
guided into fruitful directions, When thesetheories are ttentrahtutd iritd prectiCaledvice
to teachers, a: major question arises over_ whether _the _overridirg COriSideratiOns, in
classifying and:framing learning experiences are organizational needs where the
orgarfization is theUght Of es 064 of a system of interlocking institutions asopposed
to_ human need...J &Fought Of at the development of understanding in the interests of
freedom: In bureaucratized echOOIS, itittitUtional needs tend to dominate. That is;
knowledge is treated as if it were composed Of unitS that dah be ciegaiiiied into systems
of ordered parts.

Componentiality by itself does not ensure_ the orderly and efficient_ tonhog tif the
school; there:are other constraints placed upon the structuring of knowledge that ariSe
largely from the organizational need to disseminate knowledge in a systematic _and
orderIy way so that predeterMined endS are achieved by rationally determined means:

StratifkatIon and Kmowledge
The stratificationof knowledge acquireS-gteatett tighitita. -cewhen it is related to the
tiocio-economic status of the_ pupil. Xeddie" OrdVidet eitattiplet Of the "knowledge"
available to children from lower :-,ocio-economic groups tieing dicotitited Whiltt
-knowledge" avIdable to middle-class children is favoured Some teachots manage
classrooms so That students whose vocabulary and grammar do not_conform _to the
middle-class norms :of "correctness" cn "niceness" are seriously disadvantaged _in
competition_ with_ middle-ClaSt Chikleeti. In the United King4om wi ;:;:ecsat attentbn
is paid to speech_patternsend social oiatt, the deprecation of working-cIns speech
is a powerful weapon in regulating the behaviour Of children. EkattiinatiOns and stand-
ardized tests are uscaliy formulated inthe_speech-patferns of the
class thereby placing the working-class child ate double_disadvantage bOth the
instructions andithe test items are written in the same unfamiliar_argot, in the United
States-the use ofnon-standard ErigliSh is often taken as a sign of a learning handicao!'
The patterning of sookan or Written cidenmunication contributes to the stratification of
knowledgebut so also- does the content. KriciWirig hOW to speak "correctly" is useful
but knowing what to speak_about_is also advantagebUs.

What topics are considered suitableor appropriate for discuSSiOn inside the formally
organized school? Young' argues that there is a distinction_between_ the _"prosage"
and "properly" aspects of stratified school knowledge: That is; the components of
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klowledge:may be stratified on the basis of some presumed, logical connection and
PI' 7 upon the batis of the public esteem which possession of the knowledge confers

its possessor. In: the formally organized ch-ool knowledge which attracts the
yi. e s t prestige has the following charactenstics:

literacy; or an emphasis on written as opposed to oral presentation; individualism
(or avoidance of group-work or cooperativeness) which focuses on how ace-
demic.vioth is assessed and is a characteristic! to both the 'process of knowing
and the way the 'product' is presented; abs;4-actness of the knowledge and its
structuring srid compartmentalizing independently of the knowledge of the
learnerfinalty, and linked to the fort; .iir,is_what l_have called theunrelatedness
of academic cc_irricula, which i'lers ti") the extent to which they are 'at odds' with
daily life and common experierz 't "

The rxintinuing demand for Mem: , ..;..irrectly written" communicafions is common
enough to 'rri.ike Young's comme1 .. tinent to most schools bureaucratized or not.

The reratonships betWeen "correctly wntten communications" and bureaucratic
needs is fairly -J.Ivious arid is discussed elsewhere. At this stage we may recall
WebersIT typifications of the "ideal tybe"_of_bureaticracy in-which -the-existence of
written official files ayria important part._ In_a phenomenologicalanalysis_of a
"bureaucracy," the existe;i:n -4 documents remains one immutable and necessary
feature. Communications that are purely verbal or performatory caroot be filed and
retheved for later reference; the continuing structure of the bureaucracy depends
upon the availability of such "knowledge" at the times ant.: gaaces approrriate for
organizational needs, i.e. maintenar c-r? ci student records arid report cards.

JustificationJrtrincrening emphasi upon reading and-writing in elementary sch,;4 !
is often based _upon_ their uselulness n a bureaucratized social_world. Individuai
teachers may occasionally speak of the liberalizing influence that literacy may confer
(as does Freire in Education for Critical Consciousness)' a but this consideration is
not always pararnount. Despite the frontier tradition or valuing action more highly than
words, the written word maintains itt prestige in formally organized ci -hoots. The
medium, however, is not the entire message; the content of communication is also
important_ Does the _need for prewririnc the structure of the-formai organization place
any constraints upon the contents of comrnuncations_whetherwritten or veral2

The ri !solution of this problem must take into consideration such influences as the
relative ,:osition of the speaker or writer in the hierarchy, the context of the utterance;
and the degree of formality present in the situation. Children in lower grades are not
expected to commcnt adversely, if at all, upon policy decisions made by admi histrators.
General4, children confirm this expectation in that they do not sencLiv ;:iuestion
(say) the whiffet), divisions of school time into terms, weeks, days, or peric,:ts; alSo,
eyed though they may not_like_a particular teacher_they_donot usuel) 7i.;1.i,ume the
right to choose anotner; nor do they assume the right to _select sutjeci areas._ This
does not mean that children do not voice dissent or even opposition even a seven-
year old can r.i-clairn, "Oh, no! Not Dick and Dora again!" but it does suggest that
major policy decisions are considered to be the inalienable prerogative of teachers
or administratbrs.

In _formal classrooms the major topics recognized as suitable for discussion are
those related_to_the curriculum._ Young_children frequently_introduce unofficial
topics into classroom discussions and teachers_usually respond by channeling_the
children's interests into areas that are officially approved; Among themselves; children
also establish rules governing the appropriateness of discussion topics; favoured
topics include the age, marital status, and personal idiosyncrasies of teachers and
administrators. Likes arid dislikes for certain subjects, curriculum topics, and teidbolikt



or even schtiel itaelf are tolerated, even expected; by both children and teachers
How_ do the restrictions placed upon wnat may and may not be discussed; the

context inwhich discussions are considered a ppropTiate, and the rules governing the
use of circumlocutions concerning_certain tcs nNence the Childs understanding
of what is happening? An initial imprassioniis rat:most ct7:;Idren learnithat the content
and idicith employed_ in various forms of communications aresublected to rules that
vary actoidirig to differ,sit situations: most children learn that they are expected tu
adopt different inodeS of speech when addressing t?.achers; parents; other adults or
peers,_and that the rUles vary according:to the participant's position in a vaguely
definod hierarchy of authority, Although:the rules, and their variations, are usually
well known; they are not alwaysfollowed this give-, rise tb vatibUS fettria Of "diScipline"
problems in which the legitimacy of the teacher's offidally defined authority is ao=
patently under challenge.

If an indiVidUal student does_not conform to rules based upon the presurned_ne-
cessity a maintaining status differences between child and teacher; then the student
is_oftendiagnosed as suffenng from some disability "culturally deprived: "dis-
advantaged: "underprivileged:" and so on.:

Pupils at the higher levels e the-elementary sche01 are lh the
stratification phenomenon: That is; they beliOve tilat_certain people arr :1; JSitetieS
Of Certain types of "knowledge by virtue of their p sitionin_a_hierarctiy; for example
a grade:slit pObil,:already knowing the differend!,11:etween a teacher and
may believe that the ptincipal has knowledge arid authority in a domain
different ta that_Of -the teachnrs,

Whatever a child knows_is-usually defined as njt aS inipertarit Or
what a teacher knows; Teachers areusually_the sole arbiters in the Clatatiii cif What
tonstitutes relevant; important; or appropriate _knowledge_ff a child's knowledge tot::

traditts that:of the teacher; then the teaches "knowiedge_is held si:perior unlesS
the tOpit iS dearly not of institutbnal coricem; that is; riot part of the offIr.:_al curriculum.
Keddie4 destritieS an epiSode in vehich a teacher was able to impose hei concept
and definition of -1,imily" upo: a clar:a of chilOren although at ;east one child in the
group foundtheleacher_concept contrasted wu us own experiences. Such episodes
are repeated many times daiitirt many different claSsrooms bUt largely go Untedorded.
: Exceptional cases of a child achieving recognition aservauthotity-by Some ciLitside
1:-edy are occasionally found. The teacher's knowledge is generallyzonceded as more
general and hence the teacher can wknowledge knorance in a specific_area yet
remain an authority bei Other matters:This authority to legitimate "knowledge for its
vahdity_is usually the prerogative of the teacher; if this prerogative is not exercised
then legitimation is usually conferred by another authority such as a textbook, en-
cyclopedia; or another teacher. The:legitimation of what Shall cOlititiat "kne,
in tta classroom is rarely random andusually governed by an implidt set Of
inoprporate the notion of status; hierarchy; xid authorit%

The authbrity relwionship between P., teachers and senior teachers; or between
teachets and administrators also:has -iii influence on the definition of what passes
forknowleogein any classroom. Although most teachersare aware of the distinction
between being 'iri_authoritsi_and being "an auttibrity: the:difference is not always
acknowledged in social relationships.:Teachers are often referred te as "delleagUeS"
with a suggestion of peer equality; builders are_few_bureaucratic schools whete a
ttUe collegiate atmosphere persists; especially as it pertains to the legitimization of
knowledge.

Pet teachers in Scheel, knowledge is not ranked in improtance on the usual criteria
of elegance, rigour, or profundity, but rather on its immediate applicafion to areas
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recodnized_aslegitimatebytheofficialeUrriCUliim. Hence- what Shall pass for -knowl-
edge' in theclassroom isoften_indirectlydetermined-by_officially approved texthooks.
curriculum guides; the various committees which establish_schoot policy; and _the
traditions of the school. The institution of the school, together with its supporting
network of textbook publishers and curriculum committees, tends to legitimize certain
types of "knowledge" as more important, more relevant, or of greater concern than
c:ners.i:

_We_may-summarize-this eection on stratification by suggesting that knowledge is
often perceived as existing inoependently of_the_person_qua_perscr T!.er 4-51 ai
attribute of a role. Put another way,certaintypesof knowledgearei: I

to be intimately linked with ientifiable functions in the organization :ne stock
of knowledge at hand for di ndividual is dependent upon his status in me hierarchy
This is the reverse:of the COn'iriori legitimating ideology that suggests that individuals
achieve higher status IT. inue of their superior knowledge.

Sequentiality
Although whaol -knowleOgd7 May be categorized abcording to the social status of
its_possessor,- thereiare other important consideratiOne An iMportant case is se-
quencingaccording to some_presumedlogicar or psychological considerations. The
logical basis of sequencing is often discernible in elementary school grades-where.
for_ example, curriculum designers believe that it makes sense to teuch subtraction
before division. The logical dependence of the process of division upon the prior
process of subtraction is easily demonstrated in simple number theory. By extrapol-
ation, curriculum designers tend to plate the simple and easy before the complex
and difficultin anyleaming _sequence. This-iS not always easy hetausf many oper-
ations-, sirnpleto_perform, arerionetheless difficult to_explaih; additionlh Me oical
nnd psychological are not easilyeeparable_ For_example; of, say, thte _veers
can easily understand that one apple yields two halves on the first cut; the principle
of division is easily explained this way even though it includes fractioas and makes
no mention of subtraction but many children and some adults find explaining its
logical basis, in mathematical terms, qUite difficult.
__Attempts-to develop fully prograMhied learning SeqUerims based upon logical
considerations alone havelargely proved abortive (cf. Roe),"! partly because OfithiS
distinction between the _logic_ of expianation_ and _the psychology _of understanding.
Cespite these ol*Aions; most teachers presume that certain types of knowledge
need: to be acqu:ied beft:we others.

Although there may be rational ground for the sequential treatrnunt of many cur-
riculum areas ftse are rarely eXplairied to, or understood by, the child. From the
child's-eye point of view, some things ate taught iii lewer gradeS and others taught
in highergrades why this should b, s not Often thought problematic, Some children
identify sequentiality with stratificat!._ by explaining the two phenomena in the fol-
lowing terms:

We learn easy stuff like reading and writing at elementary school so that we
can :learn hard stuff like histOry and Stiehte in high school; that is why the
teachers in high schools have to bt smarter than the teachers in elementary
school who_are mostly women anyway.

(anonymous child approximately eight years old transcription only
approximate)
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Children who graduate irorri traditional and -formal upper grades of elementary
school to more progressive high schools may often find the work easier:

High school english is easy you can write whatever you feel like and you
don't have to worry so much about things like spelling, punctuation and grammar

your spozed to be creative see!
(another anonymous informant aged about 14 years)

On the other hand, the teacher sees the challenge of being creative as more
demanding than meeting the purely formal rules of grammar:

Anyone can fellow a set of prescribed rules provided that they are stated clearly
enough; I think that kis much more difficult to express one's own personality
with imagination and flair.

(teacher at me same school as previous 14-year-old)

This teacher's concept ot sequentiality assumed that difficult and challenging
material:should:be:placed after the simpler.

The student in this situation is placed in the position of havi-g to reconcile thr,
netion_that -high school is "heruer" than elementary, with his own experience mat
some of it is easier._

A student whose experience:: Ale_the_opposfte, graduating-from a creative or spen.
taneous elementary school to a niore formal regulation bound high school would have
little difficulty in-explaining the situation. Everybody knows that high schoolissupposed
to-be more difficult", but "difficulty' here is not defined in terms of required greater
effort in re.,:x./nse to greater intellectual challenge, but in terms of the necessity to
conform _to rules, regulations, and roiitines- that often appear purely arbitrary; or at
least a consequence _of_ organizational-needs.

For many children; classroom experiences_in high sch001 are not startlingly different
from elementary snWtot but there are important_differences. Most high schools are
departmentalii e.es most elementary schools are not; hence; 4pical_ high
scheoli studero .'z-).:rh:.t.n several teachers in one day whereas in elementary school
his or her al- -diretted by one or two teachers. Ma; voviues little help in
accountirigfor tht-fLrr arkably uniform pattern of cuniculur ,:nowledge expl 'nation
forthis-phenomenon-niust-be--fouri elsewhere than the needs, expectations or an-
ticipations of the _children themselves.

Some explanation is provided by W.Vik_Charter _who_suggests that many oi
longitudinal contingencies :'are more matters of traditionalassumption than_Evident
fact.: '14 He finds that the presumed need of co-ordinating the_ work-flow of many
children and teacherS in a large organization creates its own imperatives; Hence:

The predominant criterionin public education for deciding whether-or not a pupil
is ready to move on, is a time-of-exposure criterion;_ which _holds_that if-a pupil
has been exposed to a set of instructional events for a given length of time he
is ready.'7

The imperative here is that the pupils must be "moved on." Everyone in schools
knows that children ma.t_'progress'!- and "to progress" one must move forward as
time elapses. Whether the presumed_progress_is suostantive, in the sense that the
child1 has acquired greater mastery; is apparently of less imporiancelhan the or9a-
nizational need for progress through grades. The grade-linked sequence_of knowledge
is organizationally useful as it enables the principal or teacher to chart the child's
-progress."

_Sequantiality implies the notions of change, time, and progress. Sequentiality may
be related, in some obscure way, to the logical structure Of knowledge and/or the
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psychological development_ of children, but mere irripOrtantly, it preSimposes the ex-
istence of order and permanence_in a reified-social context. Even thaigh the Child,
the teacher; and the area of enquiry may change,_there is a relatively enduring
framework, such as grades or years; through which the child mustpass Sec Jentiality
thlis creates predictability in that, after due time; the child will demonstrate "progress"
through the grades. Each of these implied notions is maintained through eeremonial
events_marking the beginning Of the Schtkit year, the end of the year, vacations,
induction into new :igher) grades and the diSfriblitide of hew texts and curriculum
materials the eanyones_labelled'Simple," Introductory," "beginning" and thOlater
ones "further," or "advanced." Some schoollexts areexplicitlytabelled "Grade Five:
SOcial Studies,"_or "Grade Six Reader as if b re- 4,-iphase the connection between
the sequence of learning and:progress through grades.

The Seiectien prOcett for attiOcil readers and other texts merits an extended enquiry
in its own_right. What assuniptiont are erhpldyed in the selection of such texts? On
what basis _does the_relevant authority Selett SOMe Material at "suitable for Grade
Five rather than Grade Sixorhigh schoor? But these are net ttie qUestions cif -central
concern here; we are more concerned with the possibility that organizational imper=
atives impose unnecetisary constraints upon the structureof knowledge asoresented
to children. Enough has been said to suggest that sequentiality is a response_to an
organizational problem as much as anything else; but typically, it is not thought of
that weyarid, very Often, hot thbught oi as A problem. Organizational imperatives
often tend to be regarded as evkieht facts rather than prdblems to be resolved.

Preaktabllity
In schools; the stock-of-knowledge _athandor what-everOody-knOws it an integral
p.-t of the day-to-day rut .g of the organization_lf_many _individuals felt a need to
reflect on such problems as "Just what is the official definition of a teacher,_and what
specific nghts and duties does the office of teacher imply?" every time a teacheP or
principal iSsuiati a direttiVe theri some inefficiei -- would follow. The legitimacy of a
teachers oriprincipal's authority is rarely 4tieg:Oritid and, if it is, formal procedures
for the resolutionot suchquestions are usually available arid put intb oo ation
parent7teacher conferences_ disciplinary committees and w Oh. 1' s coo=
cerning a teachers institutional duties and rigiwts are occasionally subjecled-ti, careful
examination, but the more common and typical ways by which a teacher defines_the
classroom Situation And his or her own authority; are often accepted with neither
comment nor oblettion A :teacher's authority is often maintained by =Arming to
predictable patternt Of attibrit itikpetted df teachers in formally organized schools .

in other words_the_teacher -Mat knOW hOW to ldbk, Speak, and act like a teacher.
I eathers establish_patterns of action whit; studentS can interpret at indicating

-,,-propriate responses on their part_ The leacher who pauses in the debrway Write
eroering a sroom may be indicating that the appropriate studentresponse is-to
cease conversztion and attend to curriculum materials. Our understanding of_these
situations isdeperiderit upon the predictable nature of these actions and the people
performing them. Our everyday recipe knowledge of schools enables us to predict
theta leacher,aS distinct frOM a Student wil utually be older end possess authority
supported by organizational_policies. We can also preditt that the teather will be
scheduled by "the administration tote 'in charge" of a clasS at certain timeS end
in certain places a teacher so placed isexpected to_ be_ physically present (unless
some unexpected circumstances arise); to enter the classroom via the doorway (ratt, er
than window or ceiling or even, Santa Claus fashion; down the chimney) and to
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proceed to a position in the room plainly visible to all, The general pattern-is for
teathers to estaNith their physical presence in the room in such a way that they will
not be mistaken fix janitors, parentS, or non-teachers inside the classroom.

The predictability of leachers editing ptott-ods fUtthoti teachers ate expected :to
say and do certain things in_highly_specitic, _almost-stylized, wayt. Fee &ample.
teachers in classrooms talk about scientific facts; _mathematical problems, becik8 to
be read, regulations to be observed and_so on, Although these rloics may bepunc-
tuated by rematks such as "good morning" or "have a nice day e range of teacher-
initiated talk in fennel CleSSibtims is usually restricted to topics legit mewed by
curnculum_guides-Henceleathets dci hot usually talk about how to h ,-ak a law and
get away witnit, how_to_fiddle an_iticome tax retti7-n, hoW Id tUh a tattle. howito solicit
for an immoral purpose; how to make Molotov cocktails, or NOW te ltUSteate the
administration, _

In:recent times:previously taboo topics have become legitimate concerns _of teach-
ers, hence sex education and drug education classes suggest that talking about drugs
and sex-will not inittiediately deStroy the- image of a te_acher as a teacher. Howeve,
such topicsare_deatt_with in a highly ttyliZed Manlier The teether usually adoptsan
air of detached impartie?_t4_supporting customary SOcial nerths. Without sounding
moralistic. A:though this approachmay-vary quite sttikingly in private it Writ-ening
sessions, the teacher's public image must be;_predictably, that of a teacher.

The predictability of teache+3' actions makes possible the sharing_ of _meanings
among -participants Of the classroom scene. Unless these patterns are established;
pupils, teachers and deiiiiiiStiatort haVe no way by which theycan make distinctions
between what axistitutes-teathing arid What doesn't, who is a teacher and who isn't;

in extreme easea, whether "this place is a Cle-SercitiM or something else Obser-
vation of o%-: ''Vlr does not,by itself-, reveal-the-Way in which such attiens Ate
understc Ints, te,-ause children; like_ all human beings, deal with
meanin ;ler than actual observed behaviour: It is not the look on _the
teethe; . ...aunts most, it is more i tigx,rtant to iv ow whe;,,ler that look means
app!-Avat, .val anger be Whatever; these interpretations can be made only by
snr;ng rnea. js In practice StUderitt leant 1 ptedict a teabier's future actions on
the basis of his or herpresent appeararicet Ti;it it impOrtant knowledge, A random
assortment of individuals acting in unpredictable ways COuid hardly be deSttibed
a:school although we may have_been to_lchuor-i_that often appeared that Way.
The fact that the school is formally organized; requires many individiids to perform
their, activities in predictable sequences.

Although unexpected eVeritS often occur in schools; they are ina sense predictable;
most_schooliadminiStratOtS -0tOVide some tolerance in the system to_ ensure that
unexpected events do_not disruot the overall pattern. In genetal, eVetybOdy in the
school knows what actions are appropriate for_children, -teachers and adminittratbet,
in particular places and at particular times The _more _bureaucratized a school be-
comes, the more routinized and predictable its activities:

Although predictability tontrit utes greatly to efficiency; it also has the unintended
consequence of de-prOblemati: rigi large areas of activity which could sensibly be
viewed as areas of further eiw ation Or enquiry.

Communicablifty
In everyday life; communications_ are important for any activity irivoMngimore, than
one person. If we suspend for a moment our taken_-_for,granted assumotion_that SchoOIS
necessarily involve more than one person then the importance of communication in
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.,'"ecomes highly problematic: Is a school always and necessarily a place
qvie Ye meet or assemble? Let us explore this notion for a fr Intent.

If Mink of txtucation as a wocess of self-formation involving the development
Of Understanding, then we coukd also belieVe that a period of solitary existence in a
deert was-a genuine educational expen ë In thiS -cae the:desert would have
to_ beihought of_as_a school and communirations between oeople wbUld be neither
possible nor necessary:

Although isolation and the absence of human communications are ilot incompatible
with the notion of education, some exchanges between humans are necessary for
the emergence of human consciousness; for we are very much social creatures. But
in bUreauctatized schools,communicative competency often seems reduced to mech-
anical technklues for reading arid writing,

Reading and writing are sufficiently important for organizational:needs to warrant
greatest emphasis even to -the exclusion of Other conSidétaticiriS. If WO are going to
have schools that look more bkefactories or offices, than foteStS or WildeMeSted,
then we are also going to haveschools where _technical wmpetence in reading and
writing are regarded as important; Not only are they useful Jor the efficient, orderly
ahd predictable running Of the larger society and its bureaucratic irtstitutions: theyare
alW essential to providing proofs of productive effort on the part of teachers and
students_.

Inbther _formally organized institutiOns, improving -COMMUrilcations Often become
matters of paramount concern_Major difficulties are often dtstctibed at a "breakdOWri
in communications" although thisis off,mi used as a_ euphemism for those rare
occasions when communication is close to perfect "he hates me and I hate him."
BUt Misunderstandings do develop and these are often correctable through "improved
comMunication.":"Improved communication" in these circumstances; does not mean
that the communicants are morespiritually United or More sensitive to the needs of
the_ other_ "improved communications in this core:. g Means that the degree of in-
terpretation left for _individual determination We; redtited tci a MinitnUM.: Put
another way; "improved communicatiors su Ole meaning derived from
cor:?Itunicative acts are shared in an almostone_tr, r oriespondence between-par-
titipahts; in other words; the realms of meaning E. s ii;:subjectively understood are
resttiCted to a common denominator.

Realms of meaning incorporated under de1initions of the situation are closely linked
to _the _structure -of -tho:clanization itself flabetrhad" adv?-nces the :argument that
!'scenic understanding':_(the_way_ the situation ig perteived and Understood by its
participants) is subjected to political_pressures,

: From the point of view of a member of _a bureaucracy_the "correct" wording and
interpretation of any communication can assume utmost significance: The character
of communication often reflects the character of the organization; in bureaucratic
communication this is usually third person, passive, and impersonal; the phenomenon
of_7bureaucratese: is familiar to most inhabitants of advanced industrial societies,
Sentences beginning "Thereis evidence WI SUggett that ..." ate faVcii.ii,=sd ciVer the
semantic equivalentl believethat_._ This choice of phrasing, espedially if tepeated
many times; has several consequences:

FirSt, the avoidance of the first person reduces the author_to _an anonymous func-
tiona y rather than a person expressing a point of view; this presents the reader with
the impressibn that the staternA-,* or proposition following is not an opinion or value

'This is not a ridiculous.proposition; as many religious communities have belieVed
that special states of grace or enlightenment coul -I be achieved by such means.
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judgement eut an expression of an _"o ective" fact; the reader may alspassurne that
the author, has made a considered judgement based on evaluating the relative merits
of competing arguments.

-Second. the autlier, now an anonymous, depersonalized, or "objective" conscious-
ness, is apparently appealing-to-reason or evidence as the basis of his propositions;
hence, to reject the subsequent proposition places the reader in the position of having
to go against an imputed argument of logic_ andlerevidence. Third- the social and
political reality of the situation is not brought to attention as it would be if the_altemative
phrasing :1,: your:superior in the hierarchy; believe that ... and you are hereby
commanded to act as if you-believed likewise:* were used. A communication phrased
as a direct command would probably provoke resentment; hence, the impersonal
phrasing tends-to depoliticize -what may ee a highly political act.

Finally; authors whoconstantly_use such expressions may no longer reGagnise that
they are the active producers of the communication; theybecome the relatively passive
media through which information or knowledge ie organized,evaluated, and trans-
mitted. The habitual mode of expression favoured in formal organizations tends to
constantly re-assert a separation between the producer of the knowledge and the
knowledge itself.
_An_ interesting aspect of-communications in formal organizations is the frequent

resort to statistics_ andmathematical expressions. There are many, possible expla-
nations of this phenomenon:, but beret shall_discuss the influence the presentatien
of -knowledge" in this form has upon the_recipient-._

From the wealth of tabulated data available from_various statistical bureaus through-
out the world, we might be forgiven for assuming the emergence of a new species
of human consciousm:ss- Horno numero, a mutant variation of Homo Ludens
a species whose greatest delight is to play with masses of -tables, ..:.hedules, charts,
diagrams, auri _statistical summaries. Our assumption would be wrong, for there are
few people in the_world who _find_perxinat satisfactien or -enjoyment in poring over
the output of computers and otheidateprocessing (or is it generating?)-rhachinery.

The sheer volume; together with the complexity and variety_; of statistical_data
confronttr, the ordinary human with an intimidatory and incomprehensible prospect:
why: thel are statistical data so commonly lewd in the output of formal organizations?

The reason, I suspect,- is partly because they tend- to overwhelm; intimidate or
inys1if,;1the re._ or. As C. Northcote Parkinson"' observed, problems whose magnitude

ceeis thescale of human-imagination tend te ee examined less carefully than
7nrob! -, is that are_within human compass. An less-exaggerated terms, -a recipient-of

rirt interdepartmental communique isless likely_tocriticallyexamine the data-,
unclusions and the recommended action if he feels overwhelimd ey_thedata

itself. In some bureaucratized schools the collection of test results is augmented by
stat;.,tical treatment to provide a stronger impression of "scientific" validity. This sub-
sequent-treatment can-never improve upon weak or misleading original dats

The invocation_ of statistics-often only intensifies -the impression re imparlia!'..y,
impersonality and superior authority. Subsequent actiOns are no I olger idireOet -ly

human cr-Isiderations such as likes or_dislikes; _respect. fear, anger and- so on, but
on the apparent basis of "logical conclusions derived from relevant statistical
evidence."

Familiarity with the use of data Ind statistical treatments tenck to enhance the
prestige tsidior au:')ority -of an incumbent of- adminiSrativl office the inability to
comprehend or_interpret them car Ititutes n disadvantage for a.iministrators in or-
ganizatio is where their use is p evalent, Technical corvetence quantitative pro-
cedure 'Man beccmes a major factor in sustaining the mystique of high dffice.
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Statistics,--then, -can also be viewed as an instrument tor maintaining _distinctions
between_the status of official position as MI." a means of ensuring c 'y and
logical rigor:

The tc distortion_of conirrh,.nications through the maintenance
divisiorL tfUe' .7 described by Habermas.'" Reduced to bare essentials. mas
arg: L. fi r meaning of all forms of communication is_determined not
VOC-,M; grammar in which the communication is phrased but- , _;c5 b
defmtuon- oi the- Situation as intersubjectively understood by its paripants: where
one _partner io_the communicative act :possesses superior power tc impose hisiber
set of meanings_then the communication will be distorted; where maintaining a hi-
erarchy of authority is an overriding-consideration, the diStortion will be systematic

The sys:amatic distortion of cornmunication_is often found-in bureaucrat i7ed schools
what-the teachers say is usually defined_as_ more important, relevant, meaningful

or significant than what a child says; what a principal, in his capacity of_ principal; says
is -similarly regarded as a better informed statement of the situation asit "really" is.
Sometimes the situatiOn is defined by assumption and implication ratherthan_by
explicit statement for example, a principal may claim that "most students in our
school w 'x bard and_perform well on standardized tests- of achievement tor their
respective grades"; a teacher_whose_personal experience-does not match that of the
principal may deny the "official" _definition and think, "What the principal is saying
might be true for the school; but it certainly isn't_for my class I-seem tb have been
loaded- with -all the remedial and slow learning cases;" Although_the_teacher may
reject the pnmary message, he may still accept the secondary (implied}_messages;
thatthe_ school is one where"hard- work" is valued; that "performance" and "achieve-
ment" are_closely_related;- that "objective measurement" on standardized tests is a
valid way of _measuring_educational achievement; that there isan "objective" reality
of "grades" and achievementipedonnance -levels appropriate for-those grades; that
children can be rightfully expected to "perforirrat an:!achievementlevel" approprate
few that grade; that ichildren who do not "perform" at tt ir respective "ac!'.tvement
fryer' are less worthy members of the school.

Mat- may appear at first sight to te a simple boastnu I principal tu i. uut, on
close analysis; to_be_a complex -statement in which rov, dufrrent aspects a te
social reality of_the_school_are unilaterally defined.- The prini.:pe., (irrirlied) definition
of the school situation_is_likelyto_be_internalized by the tet Achers and pupils as the
reality to_ which their consiousness_ must conform. As such statements by principa!s
are rarely challenged, the highly problematic_nature of_the issues being raised and
the 'answers_ being :provided, will pass unnoticed. Similar statements such as "we
work as a team -in this school" may be analyzed in the same manner._
__Summarizing this -section on communication: communication is importantat every
stage_o_f_the__educative process; the format and content of communication within
educational_ institutions_is influenced by the-structUre of the formal organization itself;
this influence is towards reducing_ambiguity- and increasing conformity in the inter-
subjective realms of meaning; lnpractice,_these tendencies-are accentuated or con-
firmed by the prior existence of hierarchical__ social_ _relationships; consuenily,
communications in schools are often distorted in that unnecessary_reservations are
placed upon the discussion of propositions; and the possible ways_of _interpreting the
reality of any given situation may be unilaterally and restrictively defined.

objectified
Among Weber's typifications of the ideal type of bureaucracy, impersonality featured
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quite prominently; The f)i" ;_,,7w_recniits into the various government bureaus
on the imperst.ina: '....:..c-;ess at examinatiorrs_ rather than knowing the right
people was-and is; er..,:treaucracies that mast people find_ desirable_The
Ilse of the Chinese examinatior: $ystem in he selection of bureaucrats for the British-
Indian civil service in the 1840 ..,:eliminateo much of the gross incompetence that the
princi-s_system- of-patronage had permitted; it also stimulated the growth of the

istipublEcsthooLsystem'
The selectionof recruitson such impersanalgroundsrequired that the "knowledge'-'

hey dispWyed at examination; could not be_apurety personal_possession_but must
exist in_ Objective form. FIX example; the applicant whose major "knowledge_ was
persona! acquaintance with an influential Lord would have rated very highly under
the_earlier but now discredited system; but the candidate demonstrating knowledge
olsay.Eudiheoremscouldt lecigeTtd impartially-and impersonally as the "better"
candidate lLdidn really matter to the &kith Indian DWI Service tha2Eiiclklean
geometry had little to do withthe problems of administering a compAex -Colonial-empire;
surcess at examination indicated thatthe"superior7carviidatewould_wark_at-rautine
or tedious tasks; for probnged periods of time unaer someone else's direction.

-.wemrnent departments in other countries followed the example and soon exam-
inations or-tests boTicame the sole selection:device for many employing organizations.

.'.tadually,-many of the various tests and examinations (with the notable exception
of the La test) asme-to bear ackiser resemblance to the knOwledge required-for the
actual job: The case of_La testing warrants_further diScussion. Bmet deviSed the !-.0.
test in order tosatisfy another demandof_a_bureauaratic stniety;_he_sought ereliable
way of placing children into various_ categories such as "suitable_for an ordinary
ktiobl," "suitable for a school with special teachers,7 and "not suitable for schoor
At firat sight, it-appeared th3t the French bureaucracy was responding to the needs
of children, but from another perspective the children were being sorted according
to the needs_of_a_bureaucratized soaety.

The objectification of knowledge _serves further bureaucratic purpares apart from
selection of candidates in the course-ottime-thenewrecruitwillderr.cinstratewifl
ingness or otherwise to do the job required; let us presumethat he ar sheis either
transferred, promoted, or_ dismissed: in which case; the position bewmes vacant and
a new person is to-be appointed. The repOacementof one person with another would
nat be possible if it was commonly believed that what-a person knows is exclusively
his f:i_ tier property, To make humans interchangeable kis necessary to objectify their

so that another perwn CV learn it sufficientfy well for organizational
purposes.

: If what a teacher "knows" was considered his or her uniquely _personal posession
then there :could be no_question substituting one teacher for another. But; under a
bureaucratized school system; once a teacher leaves; he or she can; and is; replaced
within a few days. Of course we recognize that no two teachers are everyuitethe
same in-appearance, mannerisms arid idiOsyncrasres;--bUt these are instikitionally
defined as irrelevant_to thejob as teacher. The question the f- -ipbyer aSks is Whether
or not the new teacher has substantially_the_ same stack_ at_ _knowledge- as-theone
being replaced. This would not be possible unless knowledge could- be objectified
and written down in textbooks; curriculum guides or school policy handbooks: The
bureaucratic definition of teaching implies that knowledge can be transmitted from
onc person-to another: hence, whatever is transmitted cannot be the exclusive pos-
sea...ion_af the individuals concerned.

The argument; that knowledge is _(or ought to-be) independent Of its possessor,
and undistorted ty his values; prejudices or other idiwyncrasies, can also be explained
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in terms of response to the needs of fonnal_organizations.- Gouldner22 has argued
that the frequent political disputes among German professors_in_19th_century _edu-
cational institutions was resolved only by the creation of a socially _useful construct

A-WctiVe knoWledge," or at least knowledge that was free of the value judgements
of _tfve Avarririg OfefeasOrt. -hi thiTi natUtal- sciences, the myth became fully reified so
that some philosopherS Of science suth as the pOSitiVists argued that "objective
knowledge is_not aproductof_pofitical expediency but haS an itidtipbridtint existence,

: If "knowledge" was trulyobjective;_to the extent that any subjective influences WOUid
invalidate it as "knowledge," then phenomeneof_the type_described_hwe would _he
impossible; the common experience of many people in _schools, _that plhomakes_a
knowledge-claim and the social context in which it is made is often as important as
thecontent of the ClaiM,- suggests that- "objective knowledge" may; at best; be an
unattainable ideal. Critical theOrittS (WellttwIt," Htirkheithit,24 Habermas" Meuller,"
and Shmyer2_7_) argue-that in reSpeCt Of tIV3- sooial atieticet, it iS eet &en an ideal;
rather it is mischievous or misleadingin that belief in the-iniperSOnal bilging Of knOWl-
edge obscures_the very important political_ processes that influence the gentraticin
of all "knowledge." The importance of subjective influencesinknowledge_production
cic*s not:prevent us from treating it as objective knowledge in its subsequent
transmission.

Whatever oasses for knOWledge MUSt, at-one time, have the personal possersion
of a humanbeing who intended, Created, Or deViSed that knowledgeas a consequence
of his interestsintentions; or purposes.An -the-formally organized Schobl, the agency
of the knowing subject in the knowledge constituting proaiss is often suppressed or
ignored.

ConcretikatiOn vermin Abstraction
Bureaucratized schools tend to rnaintain_a_statusdistinction_IYetween knowledqe
expreSsed in concrete teans and knowledge in abstract or_generalizeei_principieL7.
This statbs distinction is supported by the Piagetian school of bio-psychologe that
aTueS that chiid'S ititignitive processes undergo a 3equence of development in
which_conaete operafiOnS invariably Oretede fotirial or abstract operations,: Hence;
knowledge_expressed or developed through conotete ekperiences is thought to be
less mature., and less _developed_ than knowledge axon:rt.-50d Ot deVekip4d through
abstract and formalized principles.

Ttlere are serious difficulties in ascertaining the validity of tho Plagetian -position.
A major assumption in Piaget's argument is that human underitanding develops
through a desi,ribable sequence: in which concrete operations invariably prec-ede
formaroperations. In support cif thit Contention, the Piagetians have produced em-
pirical tests_showing, or appearing tO stiow, that the stages of cognitive development
follow thepattemsuggested. _However, the empirical teStS eMplciyOd tan only confirm
rather than refute the existence_of any_particular coonitive stage. The teStS teVeal
only what the tests themselves define as "formar operations.

Piaget"s theoretical position aside; the practical wisdom of many teachers suggests
that children learn more readily and with greater motivation if provided with concrete
objects- to maniplilate tathtt than throUgh memorizing generalized principles. But if
this is true of children's learning it iS probably also true of adults. Even for adults;
learning apracticalskill such as bicyde riding, can only be- dcint, through the concrete
experience. Stating the principles of loczmotion and stability With respett to bitydleS
is more likely to distract than help.



The same argument_holdsfor many pradtioal skills-even dose at tephitticated
brain surgery and electronic engineering:_ Hence_there _are ro-goad greUridS- for
arguing that learning_through concrete experience is any_less valid ar_imporlant than
lea-Ming tfirough general principles. The peculiar advantage of genwahzed statements
is: that toll dah e0Ver -a wide range of particular events; fof c 7103;,riple; Newton's
universal_Law- of -Gravity coVers apples, oranges, bananas,- ad ballistic missiles.
Knowing that_thelaw of gravityls universally apOli;:tatAe, greatly goonomizes the time
we need to spend in applying it to_practial_situations.

When natural or social laws are stated in general termsthe informed_reader needs
to know what categories of objects and events are covered by the lawAnnatural
laWS theSe are usually self-evident; in the case of gravity; all objects possessing
eoSitive mass in a vacuum are covered.'

,Iri socially conStnicted laws, such as the laws of supply and demand; the appropriate
categorization of objects and events is not self-evident. Are religious ikons and cer-
emonies subject_to_thelawsef-the market place? It thay were, many true believers
would turn atheist oragnostic_overnight

The allocation of objects and eventsinto categonescovered by_scirlly constructed
laWs has become the prerogative of senior administrators in thelx___.4,rnaking levels
Of fotitially organized social institutions. Briefly; effective administratorsestablish the
legftimaey of theit tele as definers both cx oneral principles and thecases governed
by_those print: r-40S: thict eStential to ail policy making.-
_ The_higherstatus_=tierred upon formal operations is not necessarily -a: cons,-

quence of _their greaLr hnonstif:_power, nor even their ._4.ssociation with adutt forms
of learning; rather; fort-al operations_acquirenigher_status_throu0 their intimata
connection with higher :els of t Jieaucratic organization: Putanother way, stipulating
general- rules or ph. ; making; is the province of upper level administrakrs;_upper
level adminiStratOrt already -possess higher status; therefore making statements in
generaL terms is often thought of as a ''superior intellectual skill."

Bureauc-ltic_ organizations tend to place a IOW premium on concrete experience
and a high premium on ab.lract _s_of theught- -this serves organizationally usekil
purposes. In practice; concrete expeliences are regardedasthaprovince of low status
personnel whilst abstract thought ;T The domain of the upper levels:

Summary
Ih this paper I haVe argued tnat knowledge within bureaucratized schools acquires
characteristics adapted to digenizatibrial needs. These characteristics are not exclus-
ively_a consequence of_dcimands imposed by the hiStorical Waifs in Whichknowledge
has been gemrated; nor_arathey an attempt to provide the psychological and social
cor - -Mud to the liberation et oreative_human lowers; rather, thay are
ec qnce of the presumed need to create and maintain an enduring
ahd 4cratic structure.

t 4 dC placed upon the structure of knowicdge by bureaucratized
^ I.! ktitafladge be dniiiied into corti-tments or:relatively discrete

components; Tiatthe_tinits of knowleeqb be ordered in sequence; that the:knowledge
be communicable from one perum to ariother using cenventiOrial media of com-

'Interestingly; the mass of an object ;s defined_in_referenre to the fOrce it
exerts within a gravitational field; which it. cyciic definilion: The concepts of
mass and gravity are not understood al iN3retic?I level.
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munitation; that success in acquisition of part;_if notmost,of the knowledge is record-
able in quantified form; that the knowledge be objectifieein ihesense_of having an
existence independent of its human origins; that the knowledge is stratified into Larying
levels ofstatus-orprestige; that knowledge based upon concrete experience be treated
as low status_ but_that- knowledge expressed in abstract and generalized principle:
be regarded as having highstatus.-

Usually an overriding considerationin selecting, structuring, and presenting knowl-
edge fittlin bureaucratized schools is to facilitate the administration of theorganization.

Knowlkiga as disseminated and sometimes generated by_bureaucratized schools,
is adapted to tha cegnitive styie of bureaucratic consciousness: Thesafient features
of _this cogni,:ve style are orderliness, componentiality; arbitrariness; predictability;
explicitabstraction, moralized anonymity and passivity. The conditions under which
learning is presumed to occur in bureaucratized schools favours the development of
that form of consciousness which is-peculiarly suittod tecial life in bureaucratized
institutions. if pedagogic action within_ any bureaucratized scheol is at all effactive,
then a likely consequence of teaching is the habituation of some children to essentially
bureaucratic forms of thought and awareness.

Bureaucratized knowladge is the product of a bureaucratized knowledge-generating
or knowledgedistributing organization; it is also a product of those patterns of thought
nourished andsustained by bureaucratic social structures. We should pause to reflect
upon the possible consequences of compelling genorations of children to attend
institutions that are devoted to the dissemination of bureaucratized knowledge.
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Knowledge utilization:
epistemologic al! and political
assumptions

Donna H. Kerr

L Infroduttion

In the social sciences, notable attention has heen given to recasting
scientific activity in light of criticisms of the prevailing conception _of
knowtedge. including a notion of how knowledge grows. Witness, for
txample, the plethora of papers given to redescribing and understond-
ing t he scientific enterprise in "Kuhnian" terms (Kuhn. 1970). To a lesser
degree, thesociai science literature addresses the rok of political theory
in the social sciences: War most such considerations have focused on
Mandan theory; for Marx's political theory is explicit about the
Political purpose of knowledge: to enable us to take political action to
change the world. While not wishing tndeny the value of such views of
the linkages hetween epistemology and political theory on one hand,
and the social sciences on the other hand. I want to offer a broader,
historical perspectiveon the_connect ions l*tween the social sciences and
epistemological and political theory:In particular; Lshali argue that
both theory of knowledge and political theory are radically linked to the
social sciences through the concept of knowtedge utilization;
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With come felicitous eiceeptiiinS (e.g; Berger and Luckmann; 1966;
lioliner and Marx, 1979; Machlup; l962), the work in the social
sciences on knowledge utilization has treated knowledge as if its:awe
were unproblematici_Thus; the most common assumptinn IS that the
prahlem of lc nowledge utilization begins after knowledge iS prOduced or
created: The underlying belief is that if knOWledge Varies at all; it is only
hy category and not by tonceptiOn.:ThiSibelief must he rejected;for
there is more than one conception Of knowledge functioning in modern
societies. Moreover, the utiliiatiiin rif knowledgesommonly is taken as
a technical (read: apolitical} probkm;inasmuchas utilizMg knowledge
is presumed to be essentially an apolitical establishing of linkages
between the point of knowledge production and the point Of action. To
the contrary I wish to argue that what constitutes proper "knowkelge
utilization" depends upon ones etineeptiOn :Of knowledge and mies
theory of collective action, a type cif political theory.

More specifically, the prOgraM Of thii article is to_dernonstratethat
many of our various social inktittiticins and practices are grounded in
Conceptions of knowledge utilization that are_both inconsistent with one
another and ifidefeniible in light of this finding it shall make StilW to
recommend theicindsnf changes in those institutions and ptattiett that
are necessary to conceptually and normatively sutxxssfiil kiiingledge
utilization; To fulfill_ this program we Mita addrefik four COMponent
tasks: We shall need ( I) to charatterize social iiiititlitions in a way that
will display their conceptiOns :Of kii6ikledge utilization; Le.; _their
respective pairings of conceptiOria of knowkdge and theories_ of
collective action; (2) to the* the Wits of the respective conceptions of
knowledge and attendant theories_olcollective action: (3) to propose a
defensible conception of knowledge utili7ation; and (4) to:recommend
changes in aur social institutions to ground tt*m iii thit definiible
conception of knowledge utili7ation Clearly, to carry Out these tasks in
a thorough way would require a much titbit lengthy work.2 Butthere is.
1 think, a somewhat truncated and largely Metaphoric way to convey in
this short article theibasic points or the longer work:

First, I shall very briefly remind you of some history with which you
are well acquainted: three conceptions of knowledge and their histori-
cally attendant theories of collective action: Second; I shall characterize
t hree social institutions (namely; the bureaucratic organization of wotk,
the professionalizati.m of knowledge and service* and the dominant
approach to policy research). The point of taamining these institutions
and practices shall be, as alteady noted, tii Uncover the respective
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conceptions of knowledge utilization (that is, The tOtict7t$tiOns of
knowledge, and theories :of COlitetiVe ftetiOti as they conjoin :in use).
Thirdl, shall briefly diSCUSS the Components of a currently more
defensible conception of knowledge utilization. Finally; I shall motivate
the question toward which this inquiry leads: How might our social
institutions and practices he revised w as to reflect a currently more
defensibk conception of knowledge utili:ation."

IL Three Conceptions of Knowledge Utillsotton

The Platonic conception of Knowledge Utilization

Le ills bigin with Plato, not so that we begin at an historical
beginning; but se that we might recognize _the Platonic conception of
knowledge utilization as it appears on the landscape of our current
social institutions and practices. In this and the Stitteeditig tattS, fOr
presenting the particular conception of knowledge utililat ion. it shall t*
helpful first to note the-central featutes Of the partitular conception of
knowledge,. second to destribe the theory of collective action; and then
to make explicit the conception of knoWledge utilization by combining
these enistemic and political premises.

First, then; let us review_ Plato'a conception of_knowledge.' in the
Platonic view; one_ can hav_e_knowledge only ol Universalaor Forms,
and they/ay one has _knowledge of these Forms (such as Truth, Beauty,
and so forth) is by a direct infallible intuition or an immediate grasping.
The pertinent question, therefore, is not WAN Wit ktiOws SOmething(one
just does), but what one has to go thtough in Order to reach that state of
mind that is called knowing. That preparation consists of a series of
eignitive exercises, so to speak. One begins by perceiving images_ of
visible (sensible) thin,* thin proceeds to_drawing what we mightcall
commonsense infirences from_those_perreptions. After such practice in
the worid_of appearances; some pt, sons are able to advanceto cognition
of the intelligible world (as distinguished from the sensible world). The
first such activity consists in reasoning from premises to conclusions,
and the second is comprised Of "Setitir connections bitween things so
as to grasp the Form cif things, Where Forms are metaphysical _entities.
Only on this last level dries the retitIting State Of Mind countas knowing.

Next, let us turn to Platti'S theory of collective action.4 The Platonic
view of what actions ought to be undertaken cooliei atively and by
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whom the decisions to take those actions should be made is based on a
teleological understanding of how the parts of the human body
fiitittiOn. The appropriatencss of anyaction or decision about atticiriS is,
a-eta:in:ling to thc metaphor;Aletermined by the specialty ofthe partiOUlat
population segment; much as_the appropriateness of t he behaVitir of any
bodily organ i s_ a function of what, in the organic: Specialiiiition 6f
things; that organ is supposed to be_doing. Persons WhO let their bellies
or hearts; instead of t heir heads, guide their behaVieir beComeillor dieor
suffer other malfunctions of insubordination. In like fashion; the
collective that iallonfs the workers (the belly) or the spirited guardians
(the heart) tOdeeide actions for the collective;rather than leaving theme
eleticiiiiiS to he philosopher king(t he head) acts unjustly--unjustly, fOr
finietiOnal appropriateness is thus violated.

Given that_ only ithephilosophei_ kings possess knoniedge and that
only _philosopher :kings decide what action is appronriate to_ the
collective; knowledge is_assured a guiding role hi thii way.; knowledge
(inclucl;ng knowledge of Goodness, what we might call mot ilvalues) is
integrated into collective action. That is to Say; t he Platonieconcept ion
of knowledge and the Platonic theory of_collective action mesh in such a
way !hat there is no problem of agapbetween knowledgeand political
values Oh the one hand; and collective action on the other hand. I ri tight
Of this "perfect mesh;" we _can identify three salient leatiireS Of the
Platonic_ conception of knowledge utilization. Knowledge utili7ation IS
unproblematic and "automatic"_if only persons act in atccird with their
proper functions in the political order; and here it ShOuld be remem,
tiered_ that far_ from everyone is qualified to make decisions_ regarding
knowledge utilization. Purther, as knowledge is not empirically based,
HS proper utilization does not require _that Me system learn from its
Mistakes. Put otherwise; knowledge utilization does not admit of
ettipirical assessment; but_ only of definition if the experts, Who knoW
the Good as well as the True; in_fac2 decide what actions thotild be taken .

and if those actions are carried out, there is simply no poitit in looking
for breakdown in knowledge utilization; such a breakdcinm rauteinot
occur Pis well, any knowledge titilizaiion is, bY oefinition;just_Theline
of reasoning is as folloWs: those who make deciiions_passess knowledge;
one thing that can be known is justice; andthosewho_possess knowledge
of juttite -cannot help but act justly, To summarize; given the proper
ptilitital order, knowledge utilization _is assured and complete. It is a
definitional fact; as opposed to an empirical claim, that What ik
iS Soinehow translated into action.
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Me Aquinian Conception of Knowtedke Utilization

Our interest in turning next to Thomas Aquinas is- not ektkee§§ly to
accomplish some sort of historical review, but ifittead idOntify a
conception of knowledge utilization that diStinct from the
Platonic version. And,_as noted befoit, the point of this enterprise is to
present conceptions of knowledge inilization, the likenesses of which
appear in some of our current social institutions and practices. Insofar
at these conceptions of knowledge utilization_ are systemically incom-
patible, we shall be able :o see more clearly the inconsistencies hetwcen
conceptions of knowledge utilization that sre currently in WC_ It Shall
follow; then; that at least some of the current pre*ailingeonteptionsare
faulty.

_

: According to Aquinas, the root problUiti Of the Platonicconception
of knOwledge: is that it ignores the fact that ourimmaterial intellect is
united With a body.3 One comet to _know not ',Tan immediate grasping,
but hy having sensations or; to use Aquinas's term; phantasms, and by
abstractingfrom_ those phantasma Aquinas relegated Platonic knowing
to the angels; those entities that alone can know the immaterial
immediately, because they are immaterial. People, _he reaScnied, are
capable of knowing only two things: material things Via SUitSat ions; and
immaterial things that canhe generaliied tiöM those sensations, This is
so I:tektite humans are themselves Matilda! (they _have bodies) and
immaterial (they have souls). Now_ thefact that_people ran know only
material things and what they_can reason from those material things
Means that ontheir ownlheyare not qualified to know what is ofutmost
moral_ importance, Lc divine law, which is entirely immaterial and SO

knowable only by the an1:: intellect. Moreover human knoWledge
can go awry at a numbL-r of_points. PhantatMal errors (illusions and the
like), misrememherings of phantasMS, Mittakes in combining_and
distinguithing, and wrong turns in iNtiCit thinking all contribute to the
fact that human knowledge is isalibk. Thus; the knowledge on which
humans_ can base their actions_ IS not always coincidental with Truth,
eXcept for those cases_in which humans receive knowledge via that
nonphantasmal-, nonreasoniug route called divine revelation.

As well, Aquinas's theory of collective action differs_ markedly front
that of Plato.0 Given the:error-proneness of human knowledge that
must rely on phantasm and human reatoning at-cording to Aquinas the
best that can he ex p ected for collectiVe aciiofl iii this life is that we will
muddle through," to borrow a twentieth-century term. Aquinas's
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theory of collective action beginswith the premise that humans need and
are suited for some sort of collective existence,_ for nature_ does not
provide humans with built-in defenses or means ofsurvival; andhumans,
having language, seern_to_ need the presence of one another. Next.
Aquinas_ notes that people cannot successfully carry on a collective
existence heyond the family inhere is more than one fount of laws and
other directives. That is, stability is essential to collective life, and
because t hat is so, collective action require, a strong sense of obidience
and a strong: central authority to whom that obeisance is paid. Of
course, even the best central authority, being human, will make mistaltes
in reasoning up from experience, ands° issue directives that are faulty
on the knowledge criterion; ie., directives that are at odds with divine
reasoning. Nonetheless, it is_ hetter to remain obedient to a mistaken
authority t han to risk the dissolution of the pohtical order that provides
the structure for collective action.

What was unproblematic for Plato hetomes problematic for Aqui-
nas, for whom there are fewer epistemic guarantees Knowledge
utilization is possible in the Aquinian view only if there is a strong
central authority, only if that_ authority reasons rightly up fuom
perception, and only_ ilthesubjects are obedient. Notice particularlY
that in Plato's scheme, if one were to meet the knowledge qualifications
to bethedecision maker, that person's knowledge could not he fallibk.
nor could that knowledge fail to he brought to hear in deciding what
should he done. In the Aquinian case, to the contrary, one could be
qualified to rule and yet he capable of faulty opinion and_thus fail to
insure the utilization of knowledge. This difference between the two on
the epistemic-fallibility issue might appear to have no particulnr
political import when we consider that in both schemes it is a
requirement that the dicta of Those in the position of greatest authority
be carried out. But striking differences separate the two While for Plato
obedience to the authority ensures knowledge utilization, it does not for
Aquinas. Moreover, for Aquinas. Obedience is more important than
utilizing whatever opinion that would appear to represent the strongest
knowledge claim. Aquinas's point is that unless wemaintain order, no
knowledge can be utilized; to challengethecorrednestof theauthority's
decisions regarding what should be done inlight of know!edge would k
to risk destruction of the very order that the aighority seeks to
maintain--order without which chaos- would reign, thus denying any
collective utilization of knowledge by denying a collective life. SO it is
practical matter for Aquinas; order with the attendant obWience comes
first; a direct concern for knowledge utilization must come second.
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The Flume/ Mill Conception of
knowtedge Utilization

The third conception of knowledge utilization thatishall be useful to
identify derives from two sources: David Hume and John Stuart Mill.
Hume did considerable work on a conception of knowledge ,work on
which Mill grounded his own theory of collect iveaction_ But Hume did
not hirn3elf address the full range of issues t hat_one expects of at heory of
collective action. Thus; there is good reason to pull together a
conception of knowledge utilization that draws on Hume's conception
of knowledge and Mill's theory of reflective action.

Let us first review Hurne's (1748) conception of knowledge. Though
the Platonic conception knowledge grants human intekrt_ the
possibility of knowing metaphysical entities directly while Aquinatdoes
not, according to WO Plato and Aquinas abstraction (or theory, as we
might say today), plays a central role in knowledge: Hume. to the
contrarr, argues_that the use of a priori reasoning (Plato's higher levels
of cognition and Aquinas's discursive reasoning) to arrive at claims
ahout matters of fact and existence creates nonsense or meaningless
tilk_For Hume, there are two dist inctly different types of things that we
can_know; and we come to know them in distinctly different ways. Either
weapply a priori reasoning (as we do in mathematics) and thus come to
know and to know with certainty relations of ideas, or we arrive at
prohable knowledge by noting pairs of events that regularly conjoin
(such as lightning andthunderorasadleeing and tears):_So; then, there
exist no secret powers_ or_metaphysical entities (e.g:, Forms, Divine
Reasouing,_ or; for that matter; (muses) that we can know. If such do
exist, they are forever hidden from us, in that human understanding is
such that we can observe only events in time and space. When wcsayi
then; that lightning causes thunder or that a sad feeling rouses tears,Ave
can strictly mean no more than that temporally the one event follows the
other and theyare roughly contiguoutin space. With such& conception
of empirical knowledge, the _knowledge_ claims of one person are
qualitatively equal_tathose dam other, providing that those persons'
perceptual apparati and the conditions for their observations of the
pairs of events are of equal quality. In brieCliumean knowledge, fallible
and without metaphysicial or divine bound, grows atheoretically as an
accumulation of "conjoining" statements, such as 'sadness causes (so to
speak) tears."

Mill's theory of collective action pivots on the importance he places
on our integrating truths or; one might say, valid knowledge claims into
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our actions.' For example, the central argument he uses for why the
promotion and free exchange of -opinions should be encouraged is that
there is some truth in every idea, but that that trntkcannot bc
without heing:challenged by the experience of others; Repeatedly Mill
suggests that the health of collectivcactions for the individual turns in
large part on the quality of knowledge on which those actions are
decided. But note that to this point the same eould be_ said of the
Platonic_role of knowledge in collective action. The fundamental
difference is that in drawing on a Flumean conception of knowledge
according to which all persons (for Mill, all civilized adults_ of _sound
mind) are competent to test lieliefi with experience, Mill (1859) argues
that individuals are the appropriate persons to make decisions regarding
their own destinies. The use 01 the_ State_then; is to serve as "a central
depository an active circulator and diffuser, of the experience resulting
from many trials._ Its business islo enable each experimentalistto benefit
by the experience of others; instead of tolerating no experiments but its
own."

To understand the Hume/Mill conception of knowledge utilization,
it is helpful to think of the knowledge-utilization question Ls one that
arises when we ask: "Whatshould be done?" Int he Hume/ Mill view;_for
knowledge to bi generated so that it might be utilized, experimenters
must engage in vigorous debate so that the Truth might emerge. If_we
allow whatever conclusions that critical exchange generates to count as
knowkdge; then we _must ask ic hat knowledge should be utilized and in
what ways; In the Mill tradition, the response is that those individuals
(single individuals or freely associating individuals) whose destinies are
at stake should decide. By heing able to tap a central depository for the
results of investigations, the individuals OT free associations ofindivid-
uals can draw on the experiences of others without accepting others'
prescriptions for action_ln effect, knowiedge utilization in the Hume/
Mill conception is an individual affair. The reasoning is both empirical
and normat iv_e. First; anyone can know things; no special competence is
required.: Second, it: is more: important that individuals be free _to
evaluate knowledge claims and to decide what should be done; than for
individuals to heed as prescriptions the claims of "experte_and others
who would argue that their knowledge is qualitatively better; After all .

the stock of knowledge conskts of no more than a pile of atheoretical
conjoining statements that require no theoretical sophistication to
comprehend. That is; there is nothing. save for not harming another;
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that is more impoi tant than individuals choosing their own courses of
action. Nothing. Not even the utili7ation of knowledge.

HI. Social Institutions and Practices

Those social institutions and practices that determine the shape and
content of our collective lives arc diffitult tO Set rOt tWo reasons. First.
they tend to have such staying power and to change so slowly that _they
can span decades, lifetimes, or even centiiiies. But aurtendencyis_tosee
only those things in OUT environments_ that change relatively quickly.
Second, generally institutions and practices; hke traditions, are not
commonly_things_ that anyone :designs and _implements. In a fashion,
they just _come about and, like rivers, ifollow whatever course the
topology allows. Ourihabit is to see as objects for citir eritiqiiet those
artifices that can be blamed:on partittilar Ottani or 6:Antes of action.
But no one and no specifiable actions set the -coin-Se Of socialinatitutions
and practices. our sucial rivers. Their courses though can be changed.
So while in many contextait may not occur to uato do a critique; to do
so often makes good sense. Such_ I believe is_ the ease when we are
concerned with knowledge utili7ation. More particularly no matter
what sonception of knowkdgc utili7ation we think_ defensible. those
conceptions that inhere in our social institutions and plaices are the
ones_ that hold sway.

The purpose of this section it to itiet* three Soeial institutionaand
practices, respectively, with thc lenses of the thret_conceptions of
knowledge utili7ation we have just considered.Tor each institution or
practite, we shall need abrieLdextription, Care must be taken here to
understand that the_point_of siving such descriptions is not to defend
them againstnIternative descriptions one finds in the social science
literature. Specifically, the respective descriptions_of the bureaUCtatic
organization of work, the professionaliration of knowledge and ser-
Vices; and ithe dominant prattices in polity teseatth are not offered as
incontestable, In fact, in sociOlOgy alone a iiibstantial literature has
grown around the question of just what constitutes a sound description
of eath of the three. As a philosophm I shall becontent if sociologists;
for example but acknowkdge my descriptions as characterizations for
whieh some of their colleagues argue. Our main agenda shall he, of
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course, to see partittilar conceptions of knowledge utilization as
inhering in social institutions and practices.

7he Bureavetatic Orgonizatkm of KA"

A "perfectly" bureaucratic Organization of work has these four
central featureS:

(I) Thdie tdivard thc top of the organizational chart fully specify what is to
drint arid hoW it Li to be done by those toward the bottom of the chart.

(2) note who decide What to be dime are maximally removed from the
conditions and effects of the prescribed actions;

(3) For all who_work within the organization, their own internal:political
goals (for example; promotion; reduction of work demands, andthe like)
displace the functional goals_ of the organization (e.g., the deliVery of
sóciul Seririces or the auditing of tax returns);

(4) PervIAive iules botfriprotect each member from "irregular" behavior of
superiors arid Sulidtdialtei and deny all members; except of course those
at the very top Of the organization. the latitude that initiative requires.

If fot htutistit purpotei We aisume thatamajor purpose of any form
of organization Of Work is to define and tocarry out tasks knowledge-
ably, thin the principally_ Platonic _epistemology of bureaucratically
Organized work becomeaapparent; only the occupants of the toplioxes
011 the _chart are assumed to know what should tie dOtte, and: their
"knowledge" is not tainted with what- might tie learned On those !ewer
levels of cognition where Otte deals with the teriiibk worldias do those in
the lowest Wats who actually mann-facture the goods or directiy
provide the: services; further, the organization meeds_no mechanism to
learn from its mistakes, for if it islunctioning on directives of the top-
box knowkdge_tialdirkittactions cannot help but be perfect. As well;
the _bureaucratic organization of work reflects a Platonic them of
collective action: members are functioning "justly" when they ate doing
their respective_well-defined, assigned tasks; and the pdint cif guarding
theltrict specialization of the Vatiouil bureaus and job slots is toprotect
and maintain the health Of the organism itself and not to pursue any
aims:external to the organization.

Like the Platonic order-. the_ hierarchial system of burraucratic
deeision,.making assures iliat the "one best way" of -doing thing is

prescribed and guaranteed its guiding role through standardititiOn. The
notion of knowledge utilization is taken as unproblematic in the sense
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that if- all within the hierarchy would only take those_actions_as
rescnt*d from abovethen the_ favored knowledge would be ii fact

hosefunctioning at the point of direct _experience (i.c. at
the point _of production ordelivery_ of services) might _think that t hey
have valuable insights, what they believe is not granted the authority of
knowledge by the organizational structure and, as would he any opinion
emanating from anyone hut the philosopher king,-must be-ignored if not
suppressed. Much as the Platonic conception of knowledge utilization
gives _highest political priority to knowledge utilization; where the
concept of knowkdge is_ fixed; so the hureaucratic conception_ of
knowledge_ utilization _gives_ top ranking to putting the "one hest way"
(authorized knowledge) into action; where t he "one best way" is chiseled
with standardizati: n into the bureaucratic stone.

The Professionalization of Knowledge and Services°

When knawledge arld-WrIrkel are "professionalized;" as they have
been in the case of medical care; it appears that we can count on three
things:

.(I) The profession will claim thatiit must have ,MI authority to determine
both the knowledge content of its own work and what constitutes ap-
propriate application of_its knowkdge;_

(2) The rrofessionalLwill treat their lay clients aLsubservient, inasmuch Ls
they, the clients, are expected to follow orders (e.g; "doctor's orders");

(3) The profession will insist upon having the authority to determine what
claims to knowledge are legitimate and which claims to competence are
&Una fide.

The conception of knowledge on which professionalization is
predicated appears to havelhe Aristotelian empirical bent ofAquinas's
epistemologyLProfrssional journals and reference works_ commonly
rtport empirically provided "research findings" as a basis for counsel-
ling_ the use of panicula7 !-eatments. But perhaps more clearly in the
mode of Aquinas is the implicit theory of colleCtive action. Much as

Arpin-as proposed that citizens ought to obey the ruler whether or not
they think the ruler's edicts arc right or gooit so professionalization
gives the clear impression t hat evsn though the professionals arcialli tile;
the laity should obey orders given hy those whom the profession
certifies. Aquinas's th,:ory of collective action requires that the ruler's
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authority not_be questioned and Ix given obeisance So that a Stitt-hire
for action might be maintained. Profecsionals,,With_rethapt less noble,
though similar reasoning, requite that the authority of the prof6sion
not tie questioned and tie given oheisance so that the structure within
which the professionalk work can be maintained.

The fundamental Similarities between Aquinaesameeption of know!,
edge utilization and that of ihe professionalization of knowledge and
services are_ indeed striking,_ One hears echoes of Aquinas when
professionals talk of the necessity of the professional order 16 any
knowledge utilization whatsoever. Indeed, challenges to the ptofettion's
authority are sometimes characterized by the Orofektioa at invitations
to the destruction of the very limit Of all relevant knowledge and
systematic inquiry.

Policy Research 1°

The cost_ and:sophistication of policy research logically can range
from asking for a show of hands on the basis of %Tibia pblitydeeinfis
will be made (e.g., to determine what the Office coffee omit* Shall lie)16
elaborate, well-financed, *ell4taffed rettareh programs, such as the
federally funded New JerseY=PennkylVinia Negative Income Tax_Ek-
periment. Whatever its magnitude and complexity,what distinguishes
policy research is its emphasis on "actionable" or "malleable' variabks
The principalideans ioidentily _independent variables:both that are
predictively powerful and that can be controlled in socialprograms. In
other words; the researchers responsibility is t6 inform pnliey Makers of
what, actions render what results; polity makers must, then, decide
whether to use the levers that the rektarthers have discovered. And, to
complicate matters, policy reStarehers commonly disagree about what
actions get what results.

. .
Policy rescarch7s implicit conception of knowledge is strikingly

umearc theoretkatunderstanding is abandoned in favor of identifying
pairs _of events that regularly conjoin; so that the policy maker can then
be told what particular events, if made to happen, Will "-eaute" other
events to occur. And, Uzi a degtee, the implied theory of collective action
comes directly from NCH'S Oil Lihi41.0. Experimenters populate the
landscape, differ on *hat conjöinswithwhat. chalknge each_o_there
procedures for data collection and the likeand, for all the freedom of
speech and for altthe contesting, are presumed to improve the quality of
thcir knowledge claims.
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The Hume/Mill conmption of knowledge utilization shows through
at several points in the production and use of policy research. First;
cordoned off as "applied" rather than "basic," policy research_ is
accorded a theory-free status. As an atheoretical enterprise,_thepolicy,
relevant knowledge is understood to grow cumulatively._ Whent hereare
competing claims (sushi's; lactrile_inhibits cancer" and "laetrile does
not inhibit cancer!),_oneof the ilaims is considered to-be true and the
other_ false; the generation of the false claim is attributed to faulty
methodology.

Second, when official agencies hold hearings to decide a course of
action, they typically invite researchers to testify as to what action will
bring aliciut their hoped-for result. When the researthers_disagree; the
officials either seek_ more such scientifiz testimony on the assumption
that inibe resulting debate the truth will show itself_or entirely dismiss
the researchers' claims because those claims conflict. The reasoning goes
thus: either one event causes another or it does not; *there is a disputt
aver which is true, and if research is genuine or Wona fide, the answer will
emerge; if the answer does not emerge, then all "scientific" claims are
suspeet, for the point of research is indeed to render truths_that are
useful to choosers; to individuals as shapers of _our own _destinies,
Moreover,_in t he _Hume/ Min_ tradition; both policy researchers and
policy makers, the "consumers," assume that no special theoretical
sophistication is required to understand the results of policy research,
for policy researchers, tveing free of "basic" research's theoretical thrust,
can (nay, must) express their findings strictbf as statements of conjoin-
ing& One event or thing does or does not conjoin with ("cause") another.
Or, from the policy maker's perspective, something is or is not a tool for
effecting particular results.

Toward Revising institutionalized
Conceptions of Knowlethe Utilization

To this point we have noted that at least three different conceptions of
knowledge utilization inhere in our action struttures, our social insti-
tutions and practices. Unfodunately, the underlying epistemic plural-
ism is no virtue; when faced with different conceptions of knowledge;
which one we choose does matter epistemologically. Morcovci, our
professed political values can hardly be effective when it is not our
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preferred values, but those of other theories of collective action, thatare
ingrained in nuractionstroctures; (Here I must beg my readers to fill in
their own grounds for accepting the claims that epistemic pluralism and
political pluralism; respectively, are not virtuous. The development of
arguments insupport of these claims exceeds the space available.) Thus,
we arrive at the focal question: How might our socialinstitutions and
practices he , revised so as to reflect a currently more defensible
conception of knowledge utilization?

To answer this question; first_we neediatonstnict a conception of
knowledge utilization that _derivesfrom epistemology's most sophisti7
cated conception of knowledge and from the most defensible theory of
collective action: Just what conception of knowledge is most sophisti-
cated is; of course; the central issue that drives epistemology. Quite
clearly it would be foolish to claim that even the currently dominant
model in epistemology constitutes, in any sensclhe "final conception."
Our interest here need only be to supersede thepresently institution,
alized conceptions of knowkdge to_the extent we can today. As well; this
is no place1 to attempt a ground-up argument for some set of political
values. So instead; let _us severely limit our task. Here it shall tie helpful
to follow a nif,t hen line of reasoning. lfwe accept liberal political values .
then here we need only to present lilkral theory of-collective action as it
has been modified to correct its weaknesses in Mill's formulation. From
this more sophisticated conception of knowledge_and this improved
liberal t heory of collective action, we canaketch the general features of a
more defensible conception of knowledge utilization;

Answering the question ofhow our social institutions and practices
might be revised requires more than a supersedant conception of
knowledge utilization Clearly, a complete answer also requires that we
tunlierstand social institutions sufficiently well to be able to see
specifically what institutional arrangements-would employ the preferred
conception of knowledge utilization. For this second part of_the answer.
I defer to the social scientist, and myself can and should offer only a
most general characterization of ihe nature of considerations that the
social scientist should bear in mind;

The Lakatositin Conception of Knowledge

Historically, between the Humean conception of knowledge and that
of Imre lakatos (1970), there appeared at least four fundamentally
different conceptions of knowledge. Our task here is not to review the
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criticism that prompted the development of each. For our purposes here
it_shall be sufficient to describe the lakatosian conception against the
background of the Humean conception.

For Lakatos, as for Hume, obServation statements are rendered true
or false by experience, whether such experience occurs naturally or
through experimentation. Rut unlike _Hume. lakatos does not regard
the growth of knowledge simply as anaccumulation dutch statements;
Instealt knowledge develops as the elaborat ion and competitive testing
Of theories; If proceeding scientifically; researchers do their, __work
through proposing and trying out theories. In particular, with a theory
they try to predict novel facts, to explain the successes of the competing
theory or theories, and to corroliorate the excess empirical content of
their theory. When they succeed on these three criteriii, they have
rational grounds for_accepting their guiding theory_over_competing
ones. Thuc knowledge grows_through_competitions _between _research
programs; not via Humean accretion; and there are rational means for
choosing _the winner. contrary_ to Kuhn's__ (1970) claims regarding the
extra-rational nature of "scientific revolutions."

The Revised Liberal Theory of Collective Action

Recall that the two central premises of Milratheory Di collective
action arc in order of_priority. that individuals_should choose for
themselvesin_ matterathat regard their own destinies and; second, that
they choose best for themselves when they base their choices ontrue
knowledge; which Mill argues arises naturally from the free exchange of
meat where all persons can participate. Now while there have Iketi
numerous developments in liWerai theory Kcyond Mill, in Weral theory
of collective action in particular, the central change pivots on one issue:
theformulat ion of opinions amongst which individuals_have the right to
make a choice. Mill's theory._ whicheasts thecollective good as no more
than the sum ofindividual goods; doesnot or; more to the point; cannot
address the question of who should determine the options.

A number of political theorists and moral philosophers who have
addressed the issue of the origin of the options point to the importance
Wit concept of community to defensible liberal theory. The reasoning
proceeds roughly as follows: (1) whatever rational. self-iaterested
persons would choose for themselves would contributeto their develop-
ment and enjoyment of their own capacitim and abilities (Rawls. 1971);
(2) just which capacities and abilities are worth developing and the
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exercise of which capacities and abilities is enjoyable depend in a crucial
way upon_ others in the community of which one is a part (Wolff, 1968);
(3) the options, among which individuals are free to choose, should Ke in
the community or public interest or at least not against it;" and (4) what
is in the community or pulAic interest should be formulated by
individuals as members of the community (White;_1973); rather than
being left to determination by the economicelite; as turned out to be the
case in _free-market; party-controlled liberalism (Macpherson, 1977).
This_is_to say; while individuals should still be free to choose in matters
that regard their own destinies, the range of individual choice should be
limited by a conception of community. Further, where issues regard
what is in the community interest, the choices that are to appear Oil the
ballot should be decided by the community rather than being decided
by an elite group.

Questions for the Social Scientist

The Lakatosian conception- of knowledge and the- revised liberal
theory of collective action combine to form a more deknsible concep-
tion of knowkdge-utilization, as-its epistemic and political premises are
more defensible. According to this Lakatosian/revised,liberal_concep-
non, all persons are not equally competentio.understand;much-lessio
judge,_knowledgerlaims.__In_facL_only_those who_ have some consider,
able_theareticaLsophistication _can appreciate the force of even the
simplest observational statement. Yet, all persons still have a :right not
only to make- choices that affect their destinies,- but also-to participate as
members .of the community -(1) in sdting Me bnundaries within-which
they must choose, and_(2): in deciding- the slate from which they:as
individuals must chose when registering_ prekrenixs _for_ collective
actions. Flow might policy research_forexample;_ be reviseit_to
acknowledge the_theoretical content that is_ basic to the growth of any
knowledge whatsoever; including knowledge _generated expressly to
inform policy-making? Further, given that the knowledge prnduced by
policy research -must- at least -lie understood outside the scientific
cnmmunity if-it is to be utilize& how might :practices in: reporting the
findings of policy research We revised so as to increase their comprehen-
sibility to the:theoretically unsophisticated?

A second feature of the Lakatosian/revised-liberal conception of
knowledge utilization regards the role and range of acceptability of

1 1 4
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perceived dein. In Scientific endeavors an error in predict does not
necessarily indicate erroneous_ theory. For example, the failure to
ObitiVe some predkted sociat_phenomenon does not necessarily
challenge the research,guiding theory. Instead, it may indicate that
additional fadors are at play. To mistake onc or even several predictive
failures for, a theory falsification would be to misunderstand the
scientific enterprise and thus to risk abandoning programs of (lacy
research on the Wrong tiaSet. What changes in the conditioits and
conduct of trOlicy research might help us avoid this "false falsification"
problem? Might we noLneed to consider, for example; longer term
funding of research programs mnote here that I say "programs" rather
than single-shot projects) in order that those programs could themselves
ile-comewell enough established to allow for the development of theory
that might then he compared with other theories in rational competi-
tion?
, A third featiire Of the Lakatosian/revised-liberal conception chal-
lenges the Mithoritarian aspects of prolessionahtm both on epistemic
and political grounds_ FirstAhe epistemic challenge: Chaos in profes-
sioflàl knowledge production, _contrary to a _common professional

Would notneed to be the result of abandoning the profession's
strangle-hold on certified knowledge. We have rat iOnal criteria to decide
knowledge disputes. Now the-poliOcal grounds: Though not all persons
are equally competent to judgt knowledge claims, individuals do have
theright to make their OWn chokes over the full range of decisions that
affect themselVes. The superordinate attitudeof_professionals toward
layperlotit must thus be faulted on a political basis; What might be
done. Mir reVised conception_of knowledge utilization would have us
ask to red_uce the authoritarian; haughty stance of professionals?

With regard to the bureaucratic organization of work, the Lakatosian/
reVised-liberal conception of knowledge utilizat kin offers two especially
interesting questions. First, if we treat work itself as a scientific activity.
Et malces good strite to atk how Work might beorganizedsothat workers
could make adjiiitinents in their activities in_ response to predictive
failurei. If in fact bureAucracy cannot learn from its errors, we should
ask jiiSt What kind of organization can. Second, if a sense of community
it easential to individuals developing and enjoying their CapticitieS and
abilities; _we_ should also ask, how might work be revamped so as to
enhance a feeling of community? (Notice that the point in asking this
question here is not to seek Ways to :nctease productivity.) That is, what
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itictittititirial arrangements would_ discourage workers from building
ototecthc -cocoons aroundlhemselves with goal displacement and, at
the Same time; providetomrnon rallying points? Or, tO take another
appmach that may seem somehow heretical, how mighti_ work tie
reorganized_to subordinate considerations of knowledge_ utilization to
concerri with the development of a sense of community?

Until we can answer these and a host of like questions abouttheseand
other, social institutions and practices, our collective attempts_ at
knowledgeableaCtions will continue to be shaped by now indefensiMe
conceptions of knowledgeutilization. Until then; we shall be plagued by
epiSternic and political dissonance dissonance created iv the_ gap
between (1) our best understanding of the nature a knowtedge and our
professed political values, and (2) what out kdcial institutions and
practices encourage.

frOlet

I. For an overview of the sort of studies that generally regard knowledge utilization.
ice HIV-dock (1972).
_ 2: With a Spencer Fellowship grant from tWe National Academy of F.docation. I am
presently working on this far longer manuscript which should be ready for publication in
1981.

3. This explication draws principally on the epistemology that Plato presents m tile
Rrynablic.:

4: The metaphot on Whith Plite's theory of collective action is built appears in the
Republic and the :77inaeus.

5. Fat a tMcid selett MO on epistemology from Summa Theologim see Rourke (1960).
6. For an excellent; accessible ieket am of Aquinas's theory of collective action, see

1953.

7; One ciri identify more than oneWenry of colketive action in John Stuart Milrs
work. This explication is based on his On Merle (11159).

N. Tliii description draws heavily, though not exclusivelyirom (-rimier (1-964).-__
9. For this summary; I have borrowed from heidson (1970), especially Part IV,

"Consulting Professions in a Free Society."
10. For similat. more extended characterizations of policy research, see Etrioni

(1971). and-Scott end Shore (1974): _

I I. -Wölff deifelops-an argument to support his contention-that social values, e.g., the
public good or interest; consist of more than sum of individual interests and are ricit
antithetical to the basic principles of liberalism.
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&lent° 6c management and Criti Cal
theory in educational administration

P. E. Watkins

Introduction
It would seem from recent studies by Gronn (1982) thatthe concept of scientific
management is still a powerful force in educational administration.

This paper examines bow educational administration became essentially a tech-
nique (Ammo' through tht tranSfer of scientific management practices and ideologies
frortindustrial management to sohool management. lt ergues, with Gronn, that the
influence _of scientific_ management is still the -dominant force in the adminittration of
schools; but that such an influence presents organisational problems as technical
problems and ignores the power relationship; class structure and legitimating ideal-
ogtes around Which organisations are structured.

This paper consequently argues that the practice of educational administration
shouldbe directed towards an emancipatory interest rather than used as a technique
of_ control: _To achieve this it is suggested that a critical social practice would help to
demystify the dominant social structures, processes and ideolOgies.

Stientifk management
Although Frederick Winskm Taylor did not formulate the tenrrscientific management%
which was originally put forward by Louis Brandeis during a railroad dispute_it has
beCOme unquestionably klentified with hint In administration literature the terms 'Tay-
lorism' and 'scientific managemenr have become synonymous.

The_system of management which Taylor eventUally amved at developed during
the industrial unrestat Midvale Steel. It was baeed on the assumption that people
will realise what is best for them economically and act acxxirdingly. As Taylor argued:

What the workmen want from_ their employers beyond anything else iehigh
wages and what employers want from their workmen most of all is low labour
cost_of manufacture ... the existence or absence of these two elements forms
the best index to either good or bad management.

fraklbr, 19726:93)
So that this rational behaviour could eventuate Taylor proposed four types of new

duties which he called the 'principles of scientific management'.

The first of these principles may be called the development of a science oi
work
The second is the scientific selection and then progressive development of
the workmen.

1 8
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The third is the bringing of the science and the wientifically selected arid
trained workmen together;
The fourth consists of an almost equal division of the actual wont of the
ettablishment between the workmen; on the one i*and, and the management
on tha othar hand.

(Taylor, 1972b:40-41)

_Taylor advmated this 'one best way' Of doing work, betause he considered that
workers were deliberately_restricting the level of_production required by management.
Such behaviour while rational to the workerswaairsationaLto managementand their
representatives like Taylor. So 'scientific management was 'initiated' to _squeeze _a
greater amount oi actual production out of the employers' labour power or potential

thareby raising the rate of surpus value available to management. The solution
of_row to intensify die laPOU- process was to change tha organisation of work. For
Taylor noted under prevailing conditions the workers controlled tha work process. As
he pointed out

the underlying philosophy of all of the old systems of management in common
use makes it imperative that each workman shall be left with the final respon-
sibility for doing his job practically:as he thinks best; with comparatively little
help and advim from management.

(Taylor, 1972a:25)

Thus for the structure of work to alter

tha management must take over arid perform much of the woik which is now
left to the men; almost every act Of the workman shPuid ba preCeded by one
or more pi aparatory acts of the management .

(Taylor, 1972a:26)

Sciantigc management is concerned with managements point_of view. It does not
concern itself With tha undeilying -reasons for the development of antagonistic social
relations of wed. It is- concernad With tha shaping aricl StrUctiking of labour_to the
needs-of capital. As-Braverman (1974) states it is riot so-much a science Of man-
agement as is_commonlypresentedbutrather 'a science of the management of others
work under capitilist conditions' (Braverman;_ 197490)

Braverman views Taylorism in terms of three major principles:

tha :firtt principle is '11*--cfissociatfon of the iatkr process-from the skills of the
workers ... Henceforth it is to deperid not at all upon-the abilities of workers, bUt
entirely -upon-the practices- of-management-(1-974:113)
the secondprinciple_islhe separation_of_conception from execution; rather than
its more common name of the separation of mental and_manual_ labor (the)
'science of work' is never to be developed by the worker always by management
(Braverman, 1-974:114)
tha third principle is presented as followc:

It the _first principle is -the -gathering -and-development of knowledge of- labdr
processes andthasecond is the_concentration of_thisknowledgeas the exclusive
province of management together with its essential converse_the absence
of such knowledge among the workers then the third is the use of this
monopoly over knowledge to control each step of the labor process and its
Mcki of execution

(Braverman, 1974:119)
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_With the implementation of these principles, power within the workplace shifted
heavily towards management._ _In this process,- work was -increasingly fragmented,
routinized and subjugated to _mariagement_control. It entailtd according to Ducker
'the- analysis of work into its simplest elements_and the systematic improvement of
worker's performance of each of these elements' (1954280.

Biat while Taykir eirplicitly stresses the economic rationality which will lead to em-
ployee acceptance of scientike management, irm4icit is the threat of coercion. He;
himself; isperfectty aware that stch changes will be resisttd andcontested so that
workers wilineedto be eitheuroerced or persuadad that thty need to act 'rationally'.
Thus the *science of work' developed_ by management with its rules, -fragmentation
of work, and appropriation of worirer knowledge must be imposed on ttie employees
in the workforce. Consequently,

it is _only through enforced starkiardisation of methods; enforced adoption of
the best_implements and working COnditions, and enforced co-operation that
this faster work can _be as.Tured.- And 9* duty of enforcing the adoption of
standards and of enforcing this co-operation rests with management &One.

(Taylor, 1972a:83)
_Thus scientific management was based on the concept of control; control of knowl-

edge; controtof tht work process add its evaluation; and control of motivation through
economic gain By such control Taylor's mettOds offertd both the prospect of lower
costs through increasedefficiencyandimteased contrOl of workers-by management.
This view influenced not only businessmen but alS13 edticati0nal administrators whe
Modelled themselves on their counterparts in industry, In addition;_they_saw an ad-
ditional btnefit an increase in their status in society through theose of _the 'vo-
cabulary arid techniques of industry' (Callahan, 1962). Through the use of these_new
methods_of management, educators couki avoid the criticism of inefficiency. By adopt-
ing the new_panaceaofscientific management, school administrators strove to emulate
their business counterparts:

Tarorism today
Taylor's views not only have considerable historical importance_but are alscivital_in
obtaining a clear understanding of how and why industry today is organised However,
as administrators in tht public Stctor seek to emulate their private industry counterparts
and_thepattems of the social relations of control in 814 putaic sector basically mirror
the social relations of economic production found in private industry, thiiin his views
are also important in understanding theadministration and organisation of educational
systems. This importance has been stated quite clearly by Braverman.

It is impossible to overestimate the importance of the scientific management
movement in- ttfe shaping of the rtiodem corporation and indeed all institutions
in capitalist society which carry on tailor processes. The popular notion that
Taylorism has beensuperceded' by later_schools of industrial psychokigy or
'human relations'. that it 'failed' . because_of_Taylort amateurish and naive
views of human mofwation or because it brought about a storm of lator op-
position or btcause Taylor and various successors antagonized_ workers and
sometimes management as well ... or that it is 'outmoded' because certain
Taylorlari soecifics like furittional foremanship or his incentivtpay schemes
havebeendiscarded for more sophisticated mettkids; all these represent woeful
misreading of the actual dynamics of the development Of management.

(Braverman, 1974:86)
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The principles of Taylorism are still a powerful force_ in_ the administration of or-
ganisations in both the private and public sectors: Indeed, the fragmentationdMsion
aro tres1011ibg efjobi is not only increasing in the private workplace (Zimbalist, 1979;
Grwenbaum, 1979; Kraft, 1978),: Nit is also becoming evident in the educational
system(Apple, _1981a; -Giroux 1-981). : I I

Researchby Davis et._ al(1972) found that the priticiples Of Scientifit inanagénient
still decide how work will_besttuctured, organised, alvd administered for the majority
of members of most organisations; They found that

Ovetwhtlininviy influencing the design of industrial jobs is the criterion of mini-
mizing, immediate cost of OrOducing,: le, the cost of performing the required
operations-The-usual indicator of achievement is minimum Unit operation time.
Designers of jobssee the_criterion_as being satisfied dy the application Of the
following principles or guides _for specifying fob czntent:
(a) the content of individual jobs is specified:

_(i) ki as to achieve specialization of skill
Se as to minimize skill requirements

(iii) so as to minimize learning time or operator training time.

(b) Individual tasks are combined into soecific jobs SO that:
(i) specialization is achieved whenever possible by fimiting the number
-_-_ of tasks in a job and limiting the variations in tasks or jobs:
(ii) the Content of the job is as repetitive as possible;

(iii) training time is minimized.
(Davis et al., 1972:79)

They_conclude_by stating that, whatever the rhetent of CO-iitentional schools of
management studies, still

current fob design practices are consistent with the principles of _rationalization
or Scientific management. They minimize the dependence of the organization
on-the individual. At the same time they minimize the contribution of the individual
to the work of Pie organization.

(Davis et al., 1972:80)

Scientific management design practices are_also evident in recent-research into
the iMMernentation of such new work processes as _the_word processoy(Downing;
1980; Btichattert and -BOddy, 1982). Buchanan and Boddy found that management
decisions were aitned firstly to reduce the, nurtibet of typists and typing costs; secondly
theintroducbbn of word processors would:help tO achieVe that aim by creating jobs
'that are specialized!restricted,_routine and tfOritig arid thitdly Manage:Tit:rife control
would increase through thapooledandsuprvised-typing sentices (1982:9-10). ThUt
most companies continue to design jobs in accordance with the orthodox principles
of -scientific management (Berggren, 1980).

BUt While there is deskilling there is also reskilling. While the majority of employees
may be Stibject te increased oontrol through_the deskilling process a small number
of employees are reskilled. However, their increased power due to this reskilling
makes them subject to the next thrust in the search tit' di:911016W control. As Zimbalist
puts it

mechanization and deskilling of work in one economic sector imply that new
prOtesses and:techniques are evolving in another . ; sectot% These new pro-
Ceases arid tethniques bring with them the demand for workers with new initially
scarce skills kit not until_ a later Stage of their development that these new
processes aixl techniques become themselves sUbjected to rationazation, job
fragmentation and mechanization.

(Zimbali6t, 1979, p. xvi)
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However; any reskillingthatoccurs concerns essentially different people, in a different
place and at a different tima

The central drive in the scientific management movementwas-tO redUte the WOrker
to an unthinking appendage of the machine; This_ was to_ be_ achieved through the
transfer of -worketicip knowledge to management However; it not_only_affected the
workplace but alSo tho Schad-SW-6M thee-ugh the adoption of Taylor's philosophy of
management the instrumentalikddacticin VieW tit education and attempts to measure
specific outcomesof_the educational-system. In thig way, edlication was fragmented
in the name of efficiency (Besag; 1981; Kfiebard, 1975).

TiteL of bUsiness management
strategies in education
Throughout the last hundred years the dominant model on which the organisation
and administration of, schdols has beeri baSed has been derived from corporate
management: This has influenced the organisatiOn Of Schricilt diking the earlier social
efficiency movement which developed in the post World War Oneperidd arid the new
social efficiency movement which has arisen in the 1970s.

scientific management and the social efficiency
movement
The basic ideology of this view of schooling is that students shoal:11x prepared to
fit the demands of the existing reality of the workplace: Social efficiency educators
pr000sed that achOols should be organised to prepare students for their place in
society_ sra that national unity and ciri:Wr niAht bpreserved.

Educators such as Sneddon, Bobb.tt CUbberly, Thdtridike and Ellwood held the
assumption that the generalwelfare of the community cbiticidat With bUSiness man-
power requirements: Thus as Callahan (1962) argues it waS

No -wonder that schoolmen sought to emulate the efficiency of_business and
uw whatever methdds business has used to attain it; and no wonder that
Scientific management apoeared in the forefront of_ these methods. Its ap-
pearance; however,was an unhappypne kir OUr ediidatiOnal system. For instead
of approachingthe study_of administration through the Wcial Stiericet, schOol
administrators applied the 'science' of business-industrial managoment as they
understOcid

(Callahan; 1962:245)
These educators_took_Taylor's ideas and appOld therii to schools. The quest for

efficiency was directed atbotti_the management Of tthodls, in Which the transition
of the superintendent of schools from an educator to a business manager tcicik place
(Kliebard, 1975), and the curriculum.

ElObbitt in particular was greatly influenced by Taylor: He also put-forward four
principles of scientific management. His first principle was to use all the plant all the
available time. His second principle was to reduce the number of workers to a minimum
by keeping each at_the maximum Of hiS WOrk efficiency. HIS third principle involved
the efimination of waste; Bobbirs fourth principle tri0Ved frOM effidiency in the-work-
place to efficiency in educational theory: A suitably administered schodl WOUld

work up _the raw material into that finished product for which itis best adopted.
Applied to education this means: Educate the individual according to his cape-
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bilities. This requires that the materials of the curriculum be sufficiently various
to meet the needs of every class of individuals in the community; arid the course
of _training and study be sufficiently flexible that the individual can be given just
the things he needs.

(in Kliebard, 1975:56)

Bobbit this mirrored the principles of Taylor in both organising the school and also
organising the pitklicts from the schobl. As such, the optimal role of students passing
through such an educational institution is to adapt to a predetermined and presiAected
pattern of behaviour_befitting theirclass (-Franklin, 49761.

Sneddon also considered thatsocialefficiency is theposition ineducation that cells
for the direct teaching of knowledge; attitudes_and skills intended to shape_theindi-
viduars predetermined social characteristics (see Drost; 1967) Pz Taylorhad applied
science to management in the quest for efficiency Sneddon also felt that educators
could empley science to increase efficiency in education.

Thefinalandgeneraithesis is_this; all *klucation is -tending to become scientific,
to become a field of applied_science; as axe already inedicinerwar, navigation,
agriculture, metal working and the like. But efficiency of action in any_field_of
Applied science is possible _only on the basis of clearly defined aims. Right
methods arid sound testing of results are practicable only as they are consciously
andaptatally based upon cWarly defined and carefully: tested aims. To prove
itself-capable of devekiping in accordance with scientific Stahdards arid prin-
ciples; education must in all its phases formulate and study its new problems
and aims.

(Sneddon, 1916:187).

OVer forty years later thedrive towards a scientific approach toward education was
still in evidence. For as Griffitht similarly argued:

theedministrator is anapOer_of science in much theserne way as an engineer
or doctor. There will always be some art in adminatration as there isin en-
gineering or medicine; but the amount of art will decrease as the amount of
available scientik information replaces administrative folklore.

(Griffiths, 195924)

Ellwood inedditionbelleved-thaten educational system baSed on rational, scientific
principles was needed tatontrolthe individual_As the majority of students were to
become followers or workers then the school should teach them to follow well, so
making an efficient society. Ellwood argued that

Systems of:education have not been created for the training and development
of individuals as such, but rattier to fit the individual for membership in society,
thatis to _amtrol theprocess by which they acquire habits, so that they shall
advantageously; co-ordinate their activit6-:; .-ith those of their group.

(in Franklin, 1976:309)

Central to this application of the ideology of scienceand scientific management to
scheoling was the factory metaphOr of the school. This Kliebard (1975) argues is
responWblefor ttie process- preduct Mode of rationality :that Still influences:school
system et the present time The organisational arid curriculum mOdels of soh:idling
still reflect the ideology of industrial production.

Such technological models with theirerigin in industry; MOW studentsin industrial
terms as raw matenals to be molded into the finished products; As Cubberly argued

Our SchoOls are, in a sense, fectories, in which the raw preducts (children) are
to be-snaffled and fashioned into predUCts to meet the venous demands cif life.
The specifications for manufacturing come from the demands of twentieth-
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centurycivilizationanditis the business of the school to buird its pupils according
to the specifications laid dowry_ Thisdemands good tools.specialised machinery.

continuous measurement of production to_sesif it is_according to specifications,
the elimination of waste in manufacture and a large variety in the output:

(in Khebard; 1975:52)
_ From such_a_perspective_the_essential role of the student is the adoption of a
predetermined and preselected pattern_ of behaviour(Apple, 1979). This pattern of
behaviour is associated with a curriculum which is organised_and_administered to
reflect what might be called managerial education: Here the curriculum is evaluated
on its ability to meet thS demands of the dominant economic institutions. This centrality
of the curricukrm to the scheol as a fectory is pointed out by Bobbin.

If the school were a factory;_thechild the raw material, the ideal adult the finished
produ ct. the teacher an operative; the_principal_a foreman;_then the curriculum
could be thought of as whatever processing the raw material needs to change
him into !he finished product.

(in Gallagher; 1980:5)

Similar _to_the_basicideology behiod the new management strategies in the world
of work; educationalisteveiledihe inequalitiesandclassetructure inherent in Schboling
under the rhetoric of science and technologyThe_dominant_classS interests _are
ensured whilst being obscured and legitimated through the predominance of 'neutraf
technokigical considerations. In this way the administration of educational structures
and- the curriculum becemes an instrument of social control. Control which ensures
conformity and the maintenance of the statirs quo.

The new efficiency movement
In the 1970s and 1980s there hassrrisen the_new_efficiercymovement or new cult
of efficiency (Beare; 1982): This movement has heemassociatedwith the increaskig
economic crisis that most western countries find themselves in: Tocounter the effects
of theicrisis, the state and the educational system under its control has increasingly
turned to corporate erkidels of management as a means of solving the problem. As
Apple puts it

The current solution is to couple_the_tightening of _control-and accountability,
reductions in spending; and closer ties between schools and_industry on the
one hand with the rhetoric of local control; parental choice and a 'free market'
individualism on the other.

(Apple, 1981:383)

Beare (1982)bas outlined three factors which have been important in the re-emerg-
ence of the social efficiency movement. Firstly; private industry; due to inflation; has
had decreasing profit margins which has caused a rationalisation of organisation and
staffing-Job Oppiartunities have Peen reouced allowing empicryers to tie much more
seleciive_in recrug staff.

Secondly; the governmentsector isalssbeingaffected by inflation, increased costS
and financial cut-backs as governments seekio stimulatsthe private sector_Con-
sequently, they seek to mirror the private sector by higher 'productivity' and 'efficiencY:
EWicause edOcation has a history of such an approach, literacy tests; numeracy tests;
reading test scores, and examination marks are increasingly viewed as important
indicators of 7pRZUCtitfifif and 'efficiency.

Thirdly,_ the_ effects of inflation have produced a 'taxpayers revolt'. With taxes
increasing due to inflation; taxpayers simplistically compare education with the Ovate
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sector work they are _accustomed to and_call_for comparable productivity' arid 'ef-
ficiency'. In such a scenario education becomes purely instrumental with educational
outcomes 'efficiently' matched to corporate needs.

Thus if we accept Braverman's proposition that while practices may differ the
ideotogy Of Taykinsm Still tiolds in the workplace and society generally, then such
current _calls for cost-effectiveness, core-cumculum, vocationalism, and increaSed
efficiency in schools might be viewed more clearly. In current terms the ideolOgy of
the social efficiency movement can be exemplified_by_the Williams-Report -(1979).
The argument is concerned with economic considerations _a-ad control achieved
through the closer alignment of the school with corporatist practice& In this way;
educatiOn might be more closely tied to the needs of capital while costs are cut through
greater control accountability arid the reduction of 'wasteful' expenditure. As Bates
(1981) has awed the Williams Report is

concerned primarily with_the function_of_education_ in providing a trained work-
force; with ensuring basic adequacy of performance in work-related skills; with
stratifying the oi put of schools through nationally recognized tests; with the
chaser articulation of opportunity with higher education and training, and the
resultant Stratification; and with the integration of the hierarchy of educational
opportunity with the hierarchy of occupational opportunity.

(Bates, 1981:8)

Such a view of education in which control is increased while_costs are reduced
implies a social control mechanism in which the school is used as an instrument to
rectify the imbalances and contradictions of the current recession. The school, in this
&ense, is seen as a regulating agency through:which order and consensus in the
existing economic structure might be engineered.

In particular,_thernain concern of _many educational administrators is that of technical
rationality which still reflects the positivistic interpretation-of-the act of-administering.
As Waldo (1978) points out the mutually supporting concepts_which seem_to_ground
the study of complex organizations 'include scientific rationality; effectiveness, ef-
ficiency arid prOductivity' (1978:591).

This reflection of the new efficiency movement in educational administration has
been:termed by Gronn (1982) Neo-Taylorism. In a survey of eight recent studies of
school_ administrators he found the prevalence of 'crude Taylonstic thinking'. This
included a pre-occupation_withseeking 'the one_best-mettiod, and with a concern for
efficiency'. He concludes by indicating that the studies

have reverted back to, or updated, primitive motion and time measurement
techniques pioneered by F.W. Taylor and his associates. Whether these early
forays are preludes to more sophisticated sets of appraisal:techniques:leading
to the_ formulation of 'effort standards' and competencies for principals is not
yet clear. suffice it to say that signs are there in embryo.

(Gronn, 1982:19)

The question might be asked, as this paper has indicated, as to whether Taylor's
mettiods have ever been discarded? While the initial crude practices may have fallen
into disrepute the basic ideological force of efficiency through science and technology
has held sway and continues to hold sway, in fact with increasing emphasis.

SclefflIfIc management as Ideology
It becomes important at this point tbdistinguish between scientific management as
practice and scientific management as ideology. For as a completo process of man-
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agernent practice the ideas were rarely put into_pralice. When it Was, it was largely
implemented by small non-unionised firms: In the larger unionisedlirms it was fiercely
cOntested by:the empbyees. Yet much was learnt from these initialattempts. While
daily instruction cards extreme time and motion studies and differential piecework
were abandoned- a number of idecik4cal Urideriiinnings endured. Firstly was the
quest by managementior aontrol over the apetial kneWledge -of production. Secondly;
was the implementation of defined, adequate standards of perforMance. Thirdly,
management itself was put undermanagement cvntrol.

These facets of scientific management were no longer_industrial orplitical problems
Of the deVeidPing_economic order; but instead were put forwardasproblems ofaiNeme
arid technolegy. These are subject to expert knowledge and skill; and are dealt with
without favountism or emotion in a ne0trality Which will ensure the best technical
solution: 'Etficiency'_became a 'aieritifie itattai- arid riot One Which reflected the
dominant social relations_of_ the workplace, Stith an ideoTOW itiatka the true re-
lationship by appearing as a cohesive_force_through which tioth the dOthinant arid
dOininated work to achieve technical solutionsio their problems.

The ktiportance of scientific management was that

the application of _science to the lab:it prticeSs led -not only to the 'expansion
of the forces of production'-butsimuitaneously laid tte basis of a neW ideology
in which the preservation of capitalist relations was presented aS a technical
matter to be removed from political discourse The pursuit of_efficiency" became
the basis of a new ideology; a new torm of domination: Rationality was turned
on its head arid became irrationality.

(Burawoy; 1978:251).
Through this process the social relations of the WOrkplace are obscured and any

intervention in the labour process can be wuched in wientific, teChnical Wren§ thereby
gaining legitimacy.

In thi6 -context, the development of scientific management andits inherentideol,igy
converges with a major aspeot of critical_theory. This concems the demystification
of the role that science arid technology play in our current society. Habermas (1971a)
suggests:that _the _increasing irationalisatiOn Of criganiaations is linked to the insti-
tutionalization _of scientific_and technical develop-Mint (Which) realizes not rationality
as such but rather; in the name of rationality,-a specific fOrM Of tinackhoWledged
political domination (1971a:81-82): Thus thelegitimationsystem_of advariced cap-
italism lailds to revolve around technical and scientific problems: _To_this end the
political System works to make whatever technical adjustments and:scientific inno-
vations are required in order to ensure the smooth functioning and perpetuation of
the prevailing economic system.

Through this process, legitimation of poweriaM the status quo are obtained under
the mantle_of modern science' with a strength more COnsiderable than in the past.
For as Habermas argues

. . today's dominant, rather glassy background ideology; which makes a fetish
Of science, is more irresistible and far-reaching than ideologies of the old type:
For with the veiling of practical prOblemS it not only justifies a particular class's
interests_in domination and represses another clatt's partial need for eman-
cipation but affects the human race's emancipatory intereat as SUch.

(Habermas, 1971a:111)
The dominant ideobgy is one of technocratic consciousness by which dominant

groups in society are legitimated through the reification of science and technological
progress.

1 6
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A-citical_ttieoryoferganisations woukl explain why one class domirm
itwouldetfer an interpretive account of actions and_practices; it would pr
causal accounts of the relationship between social structures and kindsc
it would offer an historical account of howindividuals came to be whal
would provide an ideokigy-critique _of how people came to:accept rem
practices; it woad offer a theory of crises indicating at Which perk:id in
would tie willing to listen to the ideolegy-critique; it would explain throL
of_communidation bow people Kaye developed falee consciausness and I
be avoidechit would provide an_action plan te show people how to act a
themselves differently (Habermas, 1971a, 1971b,1974, 1975,1 979; Fay;
1982; Foster, 1982; Giroux, 1982; Denhardt, 1981b). Through such a ci
of organisations arid their administration much of what is accepted as
woukl be unmasked. StnictUres of organisations, while often having disast
conseQuences, wouki not be viewed as neUtral entities *emticidying me
unavoidable_and impartial amstreints dedving_from_the easic processes
izatied (Salaman,_197929)-__Instead concepts such as 13ffiency_woi
problematic. In whose interests is it? Who gains? Who loses by these_ne
methods? Such a style of administration while not only assisting indivk
also help to democratise organisations. Such a development, Habern
woukl be charadterised by:

adecreasing_degree of reprewivenees (which at the 'eyelet eereonality
should increase average tolerance-of ambiguity irilhe factof role_cor
decreasing degree of rigidity (which should multiply the chances of
vidually stable self-presentation in everyday interaction), and approxir
a type of behavioural control that would allow role distance and thE
agrAicatien of norms that Mile well-internalized, woad be acces
reflection.

(Habermas,

Through indulging in a critique of domination through science and I
administrators may open up new horizons regarding how arid why schc
ganised. These may include a new clarity of communication between the ac
and the administered; a greater degree_of choice rather than regulation;
ognition of the need for increased reflection ar i purposeful action: For as
sums up:

Ideokigies are . illusions that are cirtfitted with the power of comm
victims In systematically restricted communicatiens, those invok
convictions subjectively free from constraint, convictions which are, h
iflusionary.Theythereby eammunicatively generate a pwer which as
it is institutionalized can also be used against them.

(Habermas,

Ideokigy in this sense is more than the implanting of 'false ideas, more
powerfully it directs the attention of people into selected areas while sha
relations on seemingly mutual good faith and promoting political relations
and acceptance.

The dominant ideology then is founded in the distorted communication
exist within an organisation and in the expression of scientific manager
helps to perpetuate this ideology.

Crkkal theory and educational administra
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rather than mntrol. fieweViat, the:science and technology of control has been seen
as central to educational adminittration. AS Bates has put it

educational administration is a technology_of oontrOl. SgeOifioally, it iS a tech7
nok4y of control devoted to (i) the production and alloation of oeMotis arid
(ii) the preduction and allocation of knowledge. Clearly; the processef_sohooling
does:not exhaust the Social mechanisms by which control is exercised over
people_artd knowledge, bUt it it probably the most ubiquitous aod powerful
process devoted to such control.

(Bates, 1990:66)
Control:is focused:on the maintenance of the existing organisational_pattem With

the perpetUatierr: Of the preifailing power structures. In many cases ihe_school art7
ministratoroperates to maintain these structures and to maintain the existing legitimacy
of theiorganisation within itS aotial ahd econoritic environment by perpetuating the
!mystifications; _myths and cover-ups Critical tO tie contiiiiiance of the existing or-
ganisation structure (Boyd and_Crowson, 1981:345).
: However; a critical theory_ approach toeducationatadministratitin WOUld concern
itself with indicating how organisational power is developed, perpetuated arid traria=
formed rather than with superficial; technical and maintenance concerns. Thus-or-
ganisational members would be offered an opportunity to develop a criticalswareness
and historical_perspective Of their Organitation so that they may free themselves from
the legimating ideologies which mask underStanding arid OreVehtChange. In such an
approach the structures ofeducational organisations, while Often haling questionable
social and human consequences would not be viewed as 'neutral and iiitiVitable'
entities, but that

they would be wen as hittoridallV_ cohatituted, humanly derived institutions;
always _subject to analysis and refOrMUlation; indiViduals would be seen as
active participants in the process of construCting and thi:idifiringt se institutions.

Denhardt, 1981 :73 ).
A critical theory of administrahon is concerned with social and politicatvalues which

helpsedministrators to decide ob the standards; interests and directions that the
organisation should_take. Thus the aditinistrator Choukl be concerned not with cer-
tainty but with possibilities. Goals arid statentents canna be taken as 'givens' but as
constraints within which the_administrator oaks (PorrOw, 1982).:Thead Shouki be
viewed as everyday practical; political problems which have to tie diaVerciped,: rë
interpreted, constantly reevaluated and transformed Consequently the organisatiOn
of leachers, StUdents and parents to the various possibilities available is a central
political activity ofthe edticational Administrator. But to facilitate the dialogue between
the members _of the_organisation admihistiatoes have to ensure the adequacy; legit-
imacy End openness of Itteway_they communicate.

Habermas (1979) has pointed to the contradiction _that lieS tietWeeri:the dittorted
arid:disabling communicative power of undemocraticorganisations arid the dollettive
enablinLpower of democratic open criticism understanding and collaborative con-
sensus. The concept of distorted communications suggests that many_organisatior*
actually operate-in this vein, veiling pieWer, obscuring issues; manipulating trust and
consent _twisting the available knowledge arid lirriiting:peatibilities Thus a central
thrust of educationaladrninistratorsshoutd beto Cared theat iiiineceStaiy, disabling
distortion% which often reflect the interests of the administratia arid pOWeitul interests,
rather than those of all organisation members:

Ideal communications entail an all pervasive democratic interaction inequalities
of power arid status are openly debated and argued while the dominant; legitimating
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teliefs,-ratiolialities-arid ideologies are laid bare arid coritinUally triticited. FOi Hab=
ermas_argues _thattbrough ideal communications, undiStOrted by uneqUal pOwer and
domination; emancipationleading to the well being of all memtmrs might be achieved.
As Forester (1981) puts it _

:Emancipation' inustibe intimately tied to practice overcoming those distortions
of communicatiorts Maping our knoWledge of one another, ourselves,_ our possi-
bilities including feasibilities arid strategies. Working kJ-Spread reSpOnSibility,
to_ foster possibilities_of_plitical criticism-and- discourse, to- democratile in ad=
tdality; the critical practice of questioning practical_ possibilities of action links
the vision of critique; yet to be embodied in the acts of questioning; to concrete
eVeryday activities of emancipatory practice.

(Forester; 1981:193) _

__For__Habermaa ideal winmunicative actions are Social interaCtiont CO=Orditiated
throughlhe _co-operative _achievements ot understanding- among -the members of an
organisation. In communicative action 'participants are notorientated primarily to their
own success butto the realisation of an agreement which is the condition_ under_which
all participenta in the interaction may pursue their own plane (Habermas; 1982264).
Gerisequeritly all -members of an-organisation should have the opportunity to speak
out and trititio it* argiimeritt di other members. In &ring this they allishoukl have
an equal opportunity to make krtown their attitirdes, feelings, intentions, interests and

Table 1 Administrative Distortions of Communication

Norms of Pragmatic Communication
Practical !wet Comprehensibility Sincerity Legitimacy Thith

FVeir to face lack of sense. deceit. meaning out misinformation
ambiguity. Insincerity of context
confusion

'What?' 'Can I trust him?' 'Is this right? 'Is :his hue?'

pareri and rhetoncal unresponsive- information
public exclu- reassurances: new: Withheld:
won by jargon expression of assertion of responsibdity

faise concern rationalise- obscured:
hiding MOIIVes bent: needi Miiii-

professional represented

dominance

Response: 'What does the 'Can we trust 'Is the change 'Is this true?'
mean?' tho Changes? Matilie07

Poktica/- mystification: misrepreern- tack- ot policy possib-
economiC complexity Union of the accountability: ilities
structure public good legitimation abiasied:

by line not by withheld or
actrve panic- misrepresented:
ipatiOn ideology as

pnvate enter-

PrlSe is

always

efficient

Response. 'Do you-think 'That's thew :Who are they 'What they
they understand line: to sayT neVer MI Ut
what that about is ...
means?'

(erg.. school
administration

ousting tnrougn
cwriculum
ChangeS)
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ritotives while having equal rights to issue orders and require thejustificatiOnOf actiont
and decisions cif Others (Habermas, 1979). Thus the goal of critical_theoryisa life
free_from _unnecessary 40mination in whatever form and which should beimplicitin
every actolmmmunication. Ifldividuãl ernancipation is achieved through collaboration;
sharing knowledge,_reaching agreement through reciprocal ur.derstanding within a
common accord and mutual trust

In an interesting exercise which can be_edapled to edticati.771al admiiiistratioo,
For-Otter (1930) has tabulated how members of_ ariortjanisation_may -experience
distortions of Communication. These distortions may come about through the_violation
of_Habermas' (1979) fetii nernit Of 'tmiversal pragmatics or pragmatic guide& _and
standardsfor practice. In adriiinistratiVe ternit these would be: Is the administrator's
communicationaomprehensibte? Is th-e -administratort- tbitimunitation offered sin-
cerely? Is the administrator's communication tegftimate? arid It the administrator's
communication true?

HOWOVer, tuch distortions of communication can be rectified so_ that any forms of
-lomination are removed and a non-coercive dialogue of communication_develops
wheretheweffare and interettt of all participants is understood and recognised: Such
an undistortedcommunication situatiOn roay deVelop by correcting any distortions as
the following_ table suggest&

The implications inherentiri the_overaming_af any adminittratiVe distortions of
communication are that educational administratorsneed notonly-technital adminis=
trative tkillt but also political_ and social skills demanded by _theenvironmental pres-
sures impinging on -the organisation. Consequently, the educational administrator
needs firstly, to tombine aOd-intograte technical skills with open, democratic partici-
pation; secondly, tauseand develop corortiobity Skillt arid-resources rather than pre-
empt them; thirdly_; taharbour the growth and suoricirl Of diverse interett groups who
may incorporate a critical elementinto decision maleag arocesSet arid lastly, te be
aware of the larger structural and sociarchangcs lakingplace at the international and
national level which when manifest at the local; practical level_may_affectolaims _of
legitimacy arid_ truth. In thit way a critical social theory of educational administration
reavnises_that education Organitations must be viewed-not as merelechnical systems
but assettingswhere-people engage in aitheritinicative interaction. However, freedom
from domination;_ deception _and _manipulation will ttiMitt fierri -ideal or undistorted
communication in organisations_ as_true_per&onal-reflection and -autononfout attien
develop when all distorted communications at both the irxiividual arid _organisatiOnal
level are_ corrected. For only then 'in self-reflection knowledge_for _the_sake of knowl-
edge-attains congruence with the interest in autonomy and responsibility' (Habermas,
1971a314).

_ Habermas_conceives critical social theory at a way of achieving emancipation
through critical self-reflectiott _Consequently, only in-an eniancipated taciety, whose
members' autonomy and responsibility _had beettrealised would- commurticatiOnhaVe
developed into a non-authoritarian and _universally- practised_ dialogue (1971a314).
Through perceiving and analysing distorted communication critical theory pointsthe
way-to escape technecratic domination and control through the reinstitution of reason:
Such a self-formative precett it Marked

by stages of reflection _through which_the dogmatic character Of-SlirOastCid fOrMs
of domination and ideologies_are_dispelled,_ the pre&sure of the institutional
framework is sublimated; and communicative action isset freeas mmmunicative
attion. The goal of this development is thereby anticipated; the organisation
of society linked to decitiorkitaking processes on the bases of discussion free
from domination.

(Habermas, 1971b:55).
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Tai le 2 Overcoming Administrative Distortions of Communication

Distortion Type
Sincerity Legitimacy TruthPactical Level Comprehensibility

Face to face

Response:

Organisational

Rasaan Se:

economic
ameba*

Response:

revealing
meaning

What does
that meal?*

ntinervaing 01

tergenL-
involving

students and
teadiera In

diatibtri
making

conandlees

'Olean up the

Wn911.941_90

people can
understand it

demystification:
counter-slues

in simPle

language lee
this means is

chedung
intentions

is Mat meant"'

orrarwarig
cola aar-advee-

MOS: chedung
with cYontacts.

networks

*Check tO see
if this

information is

Cdreet.

exposmg
unexpressed
interests

'Of 05C.ate theV

want to imple-

ment this. Their
pOilier, &Moil

and status
incisors; if no
one ideas up.'

detemieting checking
roles and evidence
cont,oxls

don't need check to
to accept that see if this is

really true:

making utiksing

decisions independent/
participatory: Cribeal

involving all third party
atirected expertise
persons

kbhaat it the 'Cheek tha
pOtaann 04 the data and
seocil council. intaryiew

itigiOnfti bOtrd responses to
and union on see d this
ties?' position is

really

democratising institution-

the stale:
poliboising debate,
planning poetical

&Malin

WitfibUt 'Democratising
polibcal inquiry
preasum, the politicising

bureaucracy administration
will continue We have to
10 lane Show what Can
dose . be done-here.'

adapted from Forester, 1980:281

This section has examined howcritical social theoiy might-be related t0 the graCtide
of educational administration-An_ particulacit haaexamined Habennas' contribution
to this debate. From this position an attempt has been rnadelofind_away_oflooking
at educational administration and identifying any ir stances of domination; manipulation
and deception as dittorted communication by indicating their deviation from normal
or undistorted communication mid thair consequent contradictions.

Conclusion
In Victoria the change_of_government in 1982 hag Marked a Slight bLit Significant shift
away from a_centralised management of top down control envisaged iri the P.A.
Report (Education Department of_Victoria, 1981) to a bottom up democratic decision
making structure embodied in Labor Party policy: Tharejection of the P.A. Report
meant also a rejection of _the scientific management approach to educational_ admin-
istraticin. Gencerns for Offibiency, effectiveness and control embodied a distortion of
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communications whicn_reduced the power cif-parents, students and teachers and
centralised it in the Minister.:Consequently,- the- decision making processes were
Unequal, non-representativeand_subject -to Ministehal jUnidiction.

In Contrast the presnit Government:has:made- a rriove toward an- ideal com-
munication Stracture. In this administrative structure tErfucational orgaratatiohaiare
seen as -deniacraticinot autocratic. Decision making consequently_becomes callab=
orative and public with maximum participation, independent of direct Ministerial_contral
and free of domination. This-acknOwledgeS that all members af the educational polity
have a right to share inthe_formulation of cftiticiria Which May have a profound effect
6h them. Such a process may involve senior admihistratrks vieWing their position from
a different perspective, where all participants have a gerfuirit Syttinietry. Now, as
MaddackSputs it

the prir,cipalwilibe a facilitator arid a mediator, expert in examining and clarifying
issues, resolving_problems through frank discustitin With opposing parties; lead-
ing to negotiated decision-making on matters affecting the work of students;
teechers, parents and members of council.

11982:4).
Thus ideal:communication incorporating a_ democratic mode of_ xlecisiori-making

should involve all_ interested:parties especially those who are immediately going to
be affected by any decisions:As-theSe negotiatioht -MUM necessarily involve frank
ahd open discussion of the mattersat haw:le-any deciSiarit tWrifeciatically arrived at
muSt be accepted by all participants in _the decision makirig ortiodas to ensure their
satisfactarsi attd SPeedy implementation. _

This pryer_ Was examined the effects of scientific managementomboth s-ubeetitierit
managoment_techniques and the eckninishation of schools. It has argued _that while
certain practices _have Wen discontirkied,-_ the ideology underpinning Taylorism_ still
is the dominant force:in administration to-day. Adininistrative practices are still con-
sidereci in 'neutral', 'objective' terms requiring 'Weritific' Itientification for a technical
solution.

Such pracesses have been earnestly takertupbTeducational_administratars &ring
the present-ackir economicaircumstances. Educationalistsbavelooked to increasing
cost efficiencw accoUntablty_ and staff: rationalisation in an attempt:to_ achieve-the
desired economic outimmes. For many the main quest is to tie education more closely
to the practices and_ structures- of Hie corporate Sector:regardless of the continuing
stratification and inequalities that exist-Farther.° are tilchnicalpinblems which ignore
the pciWer relationship; class structure andiegitimating ideologies that form _the covert
mechanisms of organisations. Hopefully; such_ factors will replace considerations of
efficiency arid btst-methods in &orifice! social theory of organisations which aerhaps
incipiently has started to be implemented in Victoria.
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